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Foreword
We are so pleased to present the Best of Cell Reports 2015. In year 4 we saw some major
changes, including moving to weekly publication. From tales of very long-lived whales
to an analysis of what might have improved last year’s influenza vaccine, we published
top-notch content from across the life sciences. That made it all the more difficult to
put together this issue, and there were some truly tough choices to make. With the final
content in this supplement, we try to represent the breadth of biology covered by Cell
Reports and have based our choices on reader downloads, altmetric scores, and citation
information. We would urge you (once you have perused the Best of of course!) to browse
our table of contents to explore the full range of Open Access papers we publish in your
field and beyond.
We are really looking forward to 2016. In the last year, Cell Reports has been globetrotting.
We organized the Ubiquitous Ubiquitin Signaling Lablinks in Cambridge, UK and the RNA
in the Nervous System meeting in New York, USA. In November 2015, we cohosted a
major symposium in Singapore on human genomics and organized a day-long cancer and
metabolism meeting in Philadelphia. We plan to be out and about in 2016 and will hopefully
visit your neighborhood, too!
Last, but certainly not least, we want to thank the researchers who are the authors,
reviewers, readers, and editorial and advisory board members that make Cell Reports
possible. With an expanding editorial and production team internally and editorial board
advisors externally, we are so excited about 2016. But for now, kick back, grab a coffee,
tea, or beverage, and enjoy the following selection of papers.
Finally, we are grateful for the generosity of our sponsors, who helped to make this reprint
collection possible.

For information for the Best of Series, please contact:

Jonathan Christison
Program Director, Best of Cell Press
e: jchristison@cell.com
p: 617-397-2893
t: @cellPressBiz
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SUMMARY

Clonal hemopoiesis driven by leukemia-associated
gene mutations can occur without evidence of a blood
disorder. To investigate this phenomenon, we interrogated 15 mutation hot spots in blood DNA from 4,219
individuals using ultra-deep sequencing. Using only
the hot spots studied, we identiﬁed clonal hemopoiesis in 0.8% of individuals under 60, rising to 19.5% of
those R90 years, thus predicting that clonal hemopoiesis is much more prevalent than previously realized.
DNMT3A-R882 mutations were most common and,
although their prevalence increased with age, were
found in individuals as young as 25 years. By contrast,
mutations affecting spliceosome genes SF3B1 and
SRSF2, closely associated with the myelodysplastic
syndromes, were identiﬁed only in those aged >70
years, with several individuals harboring more than
one such mutation. This indicates that spliceosome
gene mutations drive clonal expansion under selection
pressures particular to the aging hemopoietic system
and explains the high incidence of clonal disorders
associated with these mutations in advanced old age.
INTRODUCTION
Cancers develop through the combined action of multiple mutations that are acquired over time (Nowell, 1976). This paradigm is

well established in hematological malignancies, whose clonal
history can be traced back for several years or even decades
(Ford et al., 1998; Kyle et al., 2002). It is also clear from studies
of paired diagnostic-relapsed leukemia samples that recurrent
disease can harbor some, but not always all, mutations present
at diagnosis, providing evidence for the presence of a clone of
ancestral pre-leukemic stem cells that escape therapy and
give rise to relapse through the acquisition of new mutations
(Ding et al., 2012; Krönke et al., 2013). Studies of such phenomena have deﬁned a hierarchical structure among particular leukemia mutations, with some, such as those affecting the gene
DNMT3A, displaying the characteristics of leukemia-initiating lesions and driving the expansion of hemopoietic cell clones prior
to the onset of leukemia (Ding et al., 2012; Shlush et al., 2014).
These observations suggest that individuals without overt features of a hematological disorder may harbor hemopoietic cell
clones carrying leukemia-associated mutations. In fact, such
mutations, ranging from large chromosomal changes (Jacobs
et al., 2012; Laurie et al., 2012) to nucleotide substitutions (Busque et al., 2012), have been found to drive clonal hemopoiesis in
some individuals. Recent reanalyses of large exome-sequencing
data sets of blood DNA showed that clonal hemopoiesis is more
common than previously realized and increases with age to
affect up to 11% of those over 80 and 18.4% of those over
90 years (Genovese et al., 2014; Jaiswal et al., 2014; Xie et al.,
2014). The presence of such clones was associated with an
increased risk of developing hematological or other cancers
and a higher all-cause mortality, probably due to an increased
risk of cardiovascular disease (Genovese et al., 2014; Jaiswal
et al., 2014).
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Table 1. Mutation Hot Spots Interrogated in This Study
Gene

Target Codon

DNMT3A

R882

JAK2

V617

NPM1

L287

SRSF2

P95

SF3B1

K666

SF3B1

K700

IDH1

R132

IDH2

R140

IDH2

R172

KRAS

G12

NRAS

G12

NRAS

Q61

KIT

D816

FLT3

D835

FLT3

N676

Also see Table S1 for detailed information about numbers of samples
screened for each mutation.

The important ﬁndings of these studies were based on analysis of exome-sequencing data sets that were generated for
the study of constitutional genomes, thus trading genomewide coverage for reduced sensitivity for detecting small subclonal events. We used the different approach of targeted resequencing of selected leukemia-associated mutation hot spots
in blood DNA from more than 4,000 individuals unselected for
blood disorders. In addition to increasing the sensitivity for detecting subclonal mutations, this approach enabled us to prospectively select and study a large number of elderly individuals.
Our results show that clonal hemopoiesis is signiﬁcantly more
common than anticipated, give new insights into the distinct
age-distribution and biological behavior of clonal hemopoiesis
driven by different mutations, and help explain the increased
incidence of myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs) with advancing
age.

We obtained adequate coverage (R1,000 reads at all studied
hot spots) from 4,067 blood DNA samples and identiﬁed mutation-bearing clones in 105 of these. Of note, not all hot spots
were studied in all samples and the derived incidence of mutations in our population as a whole was 3.24% (Table S1). However, the incidence rose signiﬁcantly with age from 0.2% in the
17–29 to 19.5% in the 90–98 years age group (Figure 1A). We
found one or more samples with mutations at 9 of the 15 hot
spot codons studied, with VAFs varying widely within and between mutation groups (Table 2).
The most-common mutations were those affecting DNMT3A
R882, whose incidence rose with age from 0.2% (1/489) in the
17–25 to a peak of 3.1% (11/355) in the 80–89 age group. A
similar pattern was observed with JAK2 V617F mutations (Figure 1A). By contrast, spliceosome gene mutations at SRSF2
P95, SF3B1 K666, and SF3B1 K700 were exclusively observed
in people aged over 70 years, rising sharply from 1.8% in those
aged 70–79 to 8.3% in the 90–98 years age group. Among all
samples, we identiﬁed only six individuals with more than one
mutation; signiﬁcantly, ﬁve of them had two independent spliceosome gene mutations of different VAFs (Figure 1B). Unfortunately, in each of three cases with two mutations at the same or
nearby positions, neighboring SNPs were not informative and
the variants could not be phased (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).Occasional mutations in the genes IDH1,
IDH2, NRAS, and KRAS were also seen. Except for three samples with IDH1/2 mutations, hemoglobin concentrations did not
differ signiﬁcantly between individuals with and without hot
spot mutations (Figure S3A). For samples with full blood count
results available, JAK2 V617F mutant cases had a higher platelet
count (albeit within the normal range) than ‘‘no mutation cases,’’
whereas other results did not differ (Figure S3B). No hot spot mutations were found in the few cord blood (n = 18) and post-transplantation (n = 32) samples studied.
Finally, despite using a very sensitive method and a mutationcalling script written speciﬁcally for this purpose, no samples
with NPM1 mutations of VAF R 0.008 were identiﬁed. In fact,
variant reads reporting a canonical NPM1 mutation (mutation A;
TCTG duplication) were detected in only 1 of 4,067 samples at a
VAF of 0.0012 (4/3,466 reads).

RESULTS
DISCUSSION
To investigate the incidence, target genes, and age distribution
of age-related clonal hemopoiesis (ARCH), we performed targeted re-sequencing for hot spot mutations at 15 gene loci recurrently mutated in myeloid malignancies (Table 1) using blood
DNA from 3,067 blood donors aged 17–70 (Wellcome Trust
Case Control Consortium [WTCCC]) and 1,152 unselected
individuals aged 60–98 years (United Kingdom Household
Longitudinal Study [UKHLS]; see Figure S1 for detailed age distributions). To do this, we developed and validated a robust
methodology, employing barcoded multiplex PCR of mutational
hot spots followed by next-generation sequencing (MiSeq) and
bioinformatic analysis, to extract read counts and allelic fractions
for reference and non-reference nucleotides. This reliably detected mutation-associated circulating blood cell clones with a
variant allele fraction (VAF) R 0.008 (0.8%; see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures and Figure S2).
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Hematological malignancies develop through the serial acquisition of somatic mutations in a process that can take many years
or even decades (Ford et al., 1998; Kyle et al., 2002). Also, it is
clear that the presence of hemopoietic cells carrying leukemiaassociated mutations is only followed by the onset of hematological malignancies in a minority of cases (Busque et al., 2012;
Genovese et al., 2014; Jacobs et al., 2012; Jaiswal et al., 2014;
Laurie et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2014). In order to understand the
incidence and clonal dynamics of pre-leukemic clonal hemopoiesis, we interrogated 15 leukemia-associated mutation hot spots
using a highly sensitive methodology able to detect small clones
with mutations.
We show that clonal hemopoiesis is rare in the young but becomes common with advancing age. In particular, we observed
that ARCH driven by the mutations studied here doubled in

Figure 1. Prevalence and Age Distribution
of Hot Spot Mutations Driving Clonal Hemopoiesis
(A) Prevalence of mutations driving clonal hemopoiesis by age.
(B) Samples with more than one mutation, variant
allele fraction (VAF) of each mutation present, and
age of participant.
Also see Figure S1 for age distribution of all
participants.

frequency in successive decades after the age of 50, rising from
1.5% in those aged 50–59 to 19.5% in those aged 90–98 (Figure 1). Of note, 61 of 112 clones identiﬁed had a VAF % 3%
(Table 2), and it is likely that most of these would not have
been detected by conventional exome sequencing, which gives
lower than 10-fold average coverage compared to the current
study (see Table S2 for comparison to such studies), with
some recurrently mutated regions giving particularly low coverage (Genovese et al., 2014). Notably, our study did not search
for non-hot-spot mutations associated with ARCH such as those
affecting genes TET2 and ASXL1 or DNMT3A codons other than
R882 (Genovese et al., 2014; Jaiswal et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2014).
Assuming that the incidence of small clones is similar for such
mutations as for the hot spot mutations we studied here, the
mean projected true incidence of ARCH driven by leukemiaassociated mutations in those older than 90 years is greater
than 70% (Figure S4). This makes clonal hemopoiesis an almost
inevitable consequence of advanced aging.
Another signiﬁcant ﬁnding of our study is the disparate age
distribution of ARCH associated with different mutation types.
In particular, we found that, although DNMT3A R882 and JAK2
V617F mutations become more common with age, they were
also found in younger individuals. This is in keeping with the
increasing cumulative likelihood of their stochastic acquisition
with the passage of time. In contrast, spliceosome gene mutations were found exclusively in those aged 70 years or older,
replicating the sharp rise beyond this age in the incidence of
MDSs driven by these mutations and the fact that, among unselected MDS patients, those with spliceosome mutations are
signiﬁcantly older than those without (Haferlach et al., 2014;
Lin et al., 2014; Papaemmanuil et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2012).

Exome-sequencing studies describe a
much-lower rate of spliceosome mutations (Genovese et al., 2014; Jaiswal
et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2014), but this is
again likely to reﬂect their lower sensitivity
for detecting small clones, which was a
particular limitation at spliceosome mutation hot spots as these were captured/
sequenced at lower-than-average depths
(Table S2). In our study, 19/33 SF3B1- or
SRSF2-associated clones had a VAF %
5%, with 13 of these at VAFs % 3% (Table 2), the majority of which would not
have been detected by low-coverage
sequencing. The identiﬁcation of ARCH
driven by spliceosome gene mutations is in keeping with the
fact that these are founding mutations in the clonal evolution of
MDS and related hematological malignancies (Cazzola et al.,
2013; Haferlach et al., 2014; Papaemmanuil et al., 2013).
We propose that the exclusive identiﬁcation of spliceosome
gene mutations in those aged R70 years can be explained by
differences in the prevailing pressures on clonal selection at
different ages, which can in turn explain how different gene mutations can generate detectable clonal expansions at different
ages (Figure 2). The alternatives are that spliceosome mutations
are associated with slower rates of clonal expansion or that they
are detected later because they contribute less to circulating leukocytes. Both of these scenarios are less plausible, given the
complete absence of such mutations even at low VAFs in
younger age groups. For any somatic mutation imparting a clonal
advantage to a stem/progenitor cell and leading to the generation of a steadily expanding clone, one would expect such a
clone to be detectable at a smaller size at earlier and a larger
size at later time points, as is the case for DNMT3A R882 and
JAK2 V617 mutations. Instead, clones (of any size) driven by
mutant SRSF2 and SF3B1 were observed exclusively in individuals aged 70 years or older, suggesting that these only begin to
expand later in life. Furthermore, considerable support for the
presence of a different selection milieu comes from the observation that ﬁve of six patients with multiple mutations harbored two
independent spliceosome gene mutations, indicative of convergent evolution, i.e., evolution to overcome a shared selective
pressure or to exploit a shared environment (Greaves and Maley,
2012; Rossi et al., 2008).
It is tempting to consider the nature of age-related changes in
normal hemopoiesis that make it permissive to the outgrowth of
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Table 2. Amino Acid Consequences and VAFs of the 112 Clonal Mutations Identiﬁed in This Study
Mutation
Hot Spot
DNMT3A R882

Codon
p.R882H

VAF (%)
4.14

Age

Mutation
Hot Spot

25

Codon

VAF (%)

Age

p.R882H

32.02

81

Mutation
Hot Spot

Codon

VAF (%)

Age

IDH1 R132

p.R132H

42.13

84

p.R132C

0.92

92

p.R140Q

6.67

76

p.R882C

2.33

35

p.R882H

1.14

81

p.R882H

3.80

42

p.R882H

3.06

81

IDH2 R140
SRSF2 P95

p.R882H

4.00

42

p.R882H

2.17

81

p.R882H

1.25

43

p.R882H

1.13

82

p.P95R

4.46

70

p.P95L

3.35

72

p.R882H

19.00

48

p.R882H

1.46

82

p.P95H

0.86

73

p.R882H

1.18

49

p.R882C

2.62

82

p.P95H

0.84

77

p.R882S

1.74

49

p.R882C

6.15

89

p.P95L

0.97

79y

p.R882H

9.87

50

p.R882C

2.00

94

p.P95L

0.85

80yy

p.R882H

0.83

51

p.V617F

1.56

34

p.P95H

6.67

80yy

p.R882C

1.10

51

p.V617F

4.91

42

p.P95L

0.96

81

p.R882C

12.50

52

p.V617F

7.72

45

p.P95H

6.40

82

JAK2V617F

p.R882C

1.28

53

p.V617F

0.85

62

p.P95L

2.74

85

p.R882C

2.47

54

p.V617F

25.44

64

p.P95R

7.52

87

p.R882H

1.95

55

p.V617F

7.41

65

p.P95L

5.84

88**

p.R882C

30.22

55

p.V617F

1.03

67

p.P95H

10.48

88**

p.R882C

1.22

56

p.V617F

0.88

71

p.P95R

2.71

88

p.R882H

0.91

58

p.V617F

3.75

71

p.P95R

17.05

90z

p.R882H

4.17

60

p.V617F

1.16

75

p.K700E

1.04

76

SF3B1 K700

p.R882H

5.90

60

p.V617F

2.30

77

p.K700E

6.63

81

p.R882H

9.60

60

p.V617F

1.92

78

p.K700E

0.79

82

p.R882H

2.73

60

p.V617F

2.26

80*

p.K700E

12.59

p.R882C

9.33

60

p.V617F

4.25

80

p.K700E

8.77

83
83zz

p.R882H

7.03

61

p.V617F

1.92

80

p.K700E

1.02

84

p.R882C

1.21

61

p.V617F

3.71

80

p.K700E

0.85

90z

p.R882H

0.86

63

p.V617F

15.48

81

p.R882H

2.54

64

p.V617F

1.21

82

SF3B1 K666

p.K700E

1.37

90

p.K666N

1.33

70

p.R882H

3.19

67

p.V617F

1.62

85

p.K666N

5.01

79

p.R882H

2.74

70

p.V617F

0.83

85

p.K666N

13.36

79y

p.R882H

4.27

74

p.V617F

1.98

86

p.K666N

15.43

80*

p.R882H

0.85

74

p.V617F

25.94

88

p.K666N

4.60

81

p.R882H

0.85

75

p.V617F

10.88

88**

p.K666E

1.09

83zz

p.R882C

1.12

77

p.V617F

2.94

90

p.K666N

35.11

86

p.R882C

1.15

78

p.V617F

1.23

90

p.K666N

19.70

86

p.R882H

1.26

79

p.R882H

16.66

80

p.R882C

4.28

80

p.R882C

3.66

80

KRAS G12
NRAS G12

p.G12 R

0.94

55

p.K666N

16.55

86

p.G12S

2.78

78

p.K666E

3.34

95

p.G12S

1.50

61

p.G12D

0.96

62

Mutations identiﬁed in the same sample are highlighted with the same symbol (*, **, y, yy, z, and zz).

clones driven by spliceosome mutations. HSCs do not operate in
isolation; instead, their normal survival and behavior are closely
dependent on interactions with the hemopoietic microenvironment (Calvi et al., 2003; Rossi et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2003).
Therefore, both cell-intrinsic and microenvironmental factors inﬂuence hemopoietic aging (Rossi et al., 2008; Woolthuis et al.,
2011). For example, there is good evidence for age-related
changes in cell-intrinsic properties of HSCs in both mice (Cham1242 Cell Reports 10, 1239–1245, March 3, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

bers et al., 2007; Rossi et al., 2005) and humans (Rübe et al.,
2011; Taraldsrud et al., 2009), and it is also clear that aging
has a profound effect on the hemopoietic niche, reducing its
ability to sustain polyclonal hemopoiesis, favoring oligo- or
monoclonality instead (Vas et al., 2012). These and many other
observations provide strong evidence that changes in the hemopoietic system subject HSCs to changing pressures during
normal aging, driving clonal selection (Rossi et al., 2008).

Figure 2. Proposed Kinetics of Hemopoietic Clones Driven by
Different Gene Mutations
Mutations such as DNMT3A R882H/C or JAK2 V617F drive a slow but inexorable clonal expansion, leading to the outgrowth of a detectable clone after a
certain latency. By contrast, mutations affecting spliceosome genes, such as
SF3B1 and SRSF2, and acquired at the same age for the purposes of this
model give no proliferative advantage initially but do so later in the context of
an aging hemopoietic compartment. Their effects may operate by prolonging
stem cell survival and repopulating ﬁtness beyond that of normal stem cells or
by exploiting cell-extrinsic changes in the aging microenvironment.

A striking example of such selection was described in a 115year-old woman whose peripheral white blood cells were shown
to be primarily the offspring of only two related HSC clones,
whose cargo of approximately 450 somatic mutations did not
include known leukemogenic mutations (Holstege et al., 2014).
In the absence of somatic driver mutations, it is probable that
such selection is driven by well-demonstrated epigenetic differences between individual HSCs (Fraga et al., 2005) or by stochastic events. Furthermore, clonal hemopoiesis in the absence
of a known leukemia-driver mutation was also well documented
recently (Genovese et al., 2014), and whereas unknown or undetected drivers may be responsible for many cases of this phenomenon, it is also highly plausible that a stochastic process
of clonal selection or loss may operate in others. Our study provides evidence that spliceosome gene mutations offer a means
to exploit age-related changes in hemopoiesis to drive clonal hemopoiesis in advanced old age, an observation that blurs the
boundary between ‘‘driver’’ and ‘‘passenger’’ mutations. Such
a context dependency is not a surprising attribute for the effects
of spliceosome mutations, which have not, so far, been shown to
impart a primary proliferative advantage to normal hemopoietic
stem and progenitor cells (Matsunawa et al., 2014; Visconte
et al., 2012).
A ﬁnal important ﬁnding of our study was the almost complete
absence of canonical NPM1 mutations in our collection of more
than 4,000 people, despite the use of a highly sensitive assay for
their detection, designed speciﬁcally for this study. Among more
than 10 million mapped reads covering this mutation hot spot,
we identiﬁed only four reads in a single sample reporting a canonical mutation (mutation A; TCTG duplication). Given their frequency in myeloid leukemia (Cancer Genome Atlas Research
Network, 2013) and the fact that they are not late mutations
(Krönke et al., 2013; Shlush et al., 2014), this observation frames
NPM1 mutations as ‘‘gatekeepers’’ of leukemogenesis, i.e., their

acquisition appears to be closely associated with the development of frank leukemia. In this light, the frequent co-occurrence
of DNMT3A and NPM1 mutations suggests that the former
behave as ‘‘rafts’’ that enable NPM1 mutant clones to be
founded and expanded, thus facilitating onward evolution toward acute myeloid leukemia.
We used a highly sensitive method to search for evidence of
clonal hemopoiesis driven by 15 recurrent leukemogenic mutations in more than 4,000 individuals. Our results demonstrate
that the incidence of clonal hemopoiesis is much higher than
suggested by exome-sequencing studies, that spliceosome
gene mutations drive clonal outgrowth primarily in the context
of an aging hemopoietic compartment, and that NPM1 mutations do not drive ARCH, indicating that their acquisition is
closely associated with frank leukemia.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Patient Samples
Samples were obtained with written informed consent and in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki and appropriate ethics committee approvals from
all participants (approval reference numbers 10/H0604/02, 07/MRE05/44,
and 05/Q0106/74). Maternal consent was obtained for the use of cord blood
samples. Samples were obtained from 3,067 blood donors aged 17–70 years
(WTCCC; UK Blood Services 1 [UKBS1] and UKBS2 common controls),
1,152 unselected individuals aged 60–98 years (UKHLS; https://www.
understandingsociety.ac.uk/), 32 patients that had undergone a hemopoietic
stem cell transplant (12 autologous and 20 allogeneic; Tables S3 and S4)
1 month to 14 years previously, and 18 cord blood samples. Age distribution
of the WTCCC and UKHLS cohorts/samples is shown in Figure S1. Hemoglobin concentrations were available for a total of 3,587 of the 4,067 samples from
which adequate sequencing data were obtained for analysis, including 102 of
105 samples with mutations. Full blood count results were available for 2,952
WTCCC samples. The average blood donation frequency for WTCCC donors
was 1.6 donations of one unit per year. Details of donations by individual participants were not available.
Targeted Sequencing
Genomic DNA was used to simultaneously amplify several gene loci using
multiplex PCR, in order to capture and analyze 15 mutational hot spots enriched for, but not exclusive to, targets of mutations thought to arise early in
leukemogenesis (Table 1). We used three multiplex primer combinations
(Plex1-3), guided by our ﬁndings, to capture the targeted mutational hot spots
(Table S1). Primers were designed using the Hi-Plex PCR-MPS (massively
parallel sequencing) strategy (Nguyen-Dumont et al., 2013), except for JAK2
V617 and ‘‘Plex2’’ primers, which were designed using MPRIMER (Shen
et al., 2010). These and additional primer sequences used in each Plex and details of PCR- and DNA-sequencing protocols are detailed in Supplemental
Experimental Procedures. Methodological validation experiments are shown
in Figure S2.
Bioinformatic Analysis
Sequencing data were aligned to the human reference genome (hg19) using
BWA. Subsequently, the SAMTOOLS pileup command was used to generate
pileup ﬁles from the generated bam ﬁles (version 0.1.8; http://samtools.
sourceforge.net; Li et al., 2009). A ﬂexible in-house Perl script generated by
our group, MIDAS (Conte et al., 2013), was modiﬁed in order to interrogate
only the hot spot nucleotide positions of interest (those with reported mutations in the COSMIC database; Forbes et al., 2015) on the pileup ﬁle, considering only those reads with a sequence quality higher than 25 and a mapping
quality higher than 15. For each sample, the numbers of reads reporting the
reference and variant alleles at each position were extracted. VAFs were
derived by dividing the number of reads reporting the most-frequent variant
nucleotide to the total. In order to detect NPM1 mutations with high sensitivity,
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we wrote a bespoke Perl script described in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
Statistical Analyses and Mutation-Calling Threshold
We chose a threshold VAF of R0.008 (0.8%) to ‘‘call’’ clones with a heterozygous mutation representing R1.6% of blood leukocytes. From validation experiments and data analysis (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and Figure S2D), we determined that the maximum false-positive error rate
for calling a mutation (VAF R 0.008) due to variant allele counts that are solely
due to PCR-MiSeq error was negligible (p < 105). For comparisons of blood
cell counts and hemoglobin concentrations, we used non-paired t tests. For
summary statistics of read coverage (Table S2) and for the purposes of deriving
an estimate of the overall incidence of clonal hemopoiesis (Figure S4), we used
published tables of all mutations reported by three recent studies that employed whole-exome-sequencing analyses to identify individuals with clonal
hemopoiesis (Genovese et al., 2014; Jaiswal et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2014).
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SUMMARY

Our knowledge of disease genes in neurological disorders is incomplete. With the aim of closing this gap,
we performed whole-exome sequencing on 143
multiplex consanguineous families in whom known
disease genes had been excluded by autozygosity
mapping and candidate gene analysis. This prescreening step led to the identiﬁcation of 69 recessive genes not previously associated with disease,
of which 33 are here described (SPDL1, TUBA3E,
INO80, NID1, TSEN15, DMBX1, CLHC1, C12orf4,
WDR93, ST7, MATN4, SEC24D, PCDHB4, PTPN23,
TAF6, TBCK, FAM177A1, KIAA1109, MTSS1L,
148 Cell Reports 10, 148–161, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

XIRP1, KCTD3, CHAF1B, ARV1, ISCA2, PTRH2,
GEMIN4, MYOCD, PDPR, DPH1, NUP107, TMEM92,
EPB41L4A, and FAM120AOS). We also encountered
instances in which the phenotype departed signiﬁcantly from the established clinical presentation of
a known disease gene. Overall, a likely causal mutation was identiﬁed in >73% of our cases. This study
contributes to the global effort toward a full compendium of disease genes affecting brain function.
INTRODUCTION
Neurogenetic disorders represent the largest category of Mendelian diseases in humans. They encompass a wide array of

clinical presentations that range from the common e.g., intellectual disability (>1%) to the very rare, e.g., neurodegeneration
with brain iron accumulation (one to three per 106) (Kalman
et al., 2012; Maulik et al., 2011). The highly prevalent involvement
of the nervous system in many Mendelian disorders coincides
with the observation that >80% of all human genes are expressed at some stage of brain development (Hawrylycz et al.,
2012) and suggests that the brain is one of the most vulnerable
organs to genetic perturbation. In fact high-resolution microarray
analysis of the human genome reveals that intellectual disability
is the common phenotypic denominator of genomic disorders
that involve losses or gains of genes (Coe et al., 2012).
Variances in clinical presentation are a major obstacle in
establishing a working molecular classiﬁcation of neurological
disease, because even where the clinical presentation is highly
speciﬁc, genetic heterogeneity is the rule. In the setting of
autosomal recessive neurogenetic disorders where parents are
related, a homozygosity scan can serve as a guide to the underlying genetic cause even when the phenotype is atypical (Alkuraya, 2010). Another major challenge in assigning a molecular
classiﬁcation is that many neurological disease genes have not
been identiﬁed yet.
Novel disease gene discovery in this ﬁeld has been tremendously abetted by next-generation sequencing, a tool with the
capacity to, theoretically, unravel the genetic cause of all neurological diseases. This full theoretical potential has not yet been
reached unfortunately, although the technology continues to
evolve. For example, two large studies on the genetics of intellectual disability using whole-exome sequencing (WES) provided
a yield of 16%–55%, and even though the collective sample size
was >150, only seven novel genes were identiﬁed (de Ligt et al.,
2012; Rauch et al., 2012). In these studies, samples could not be
enriched for novel gene discovery, and simultaneously the anticipated mutations were heterozygous, detection of which poses a
challenge for the currently available sequencing technology
(especially regarding insertions/deletions) (Harismendy et al.,
2009). The presence of these two obstacles likely hindered the
authors’ ability to obtain a higher yield. Thus, alternative/complementary approaches are required to facilitate the discovery of
novel neurogenetic disease genes. In this study, we show that
the analysis of the entire set of autozygous intervals per individual (the autozygome) in multiplex consanguineous patients, as a
prescreen, can markedly increase the yield of WES to identify
candidate genes not previously associated with disease. Even
when known genes were identiﬁed using this approach, the
phenotype was often sufﬁciently different to explain why the
gene had been missed by the autozygosity ﬁlter. The 33 candidate disease genes we showcase in this study will augment
the global hunt for the genetics of brain development and
function.
RESULTS
Clinical Report
In total, 143 multiplex families met our inclusion criteria (a neurogenetic diagnosis, positive family history, consanguineous
parents, and no candidates identiﬁed by autozygosity mapping).
Intellectual disability was the most common clinical feature.

Other phenotypes that were also enriched included global
developmental delay, autism, epilepsy, primary microcephaly,
ataxia, and neurodegeneration. Table S1 summarizes the clinical
features of the entire cohort.
Autozygosity Mapping Is a Powerful Enrichment Tool for
Novel Candidate Gene Discovery
As a prescreening step for each case, the regions of homozygosity (ROH), the telltale sign of shared ancestral haplotypes, were
interrogated for disease genes that matched the patients’
phenotype. These genes were prioritized for Sanger sequencing.
If negative, or when no compelling disease genes were evident in
the ROH, patient DNA was subjected to WES under the assumption that this will reveal a novel disease gene. This assumption
fails, however, to account for certain scenarios. When disease
genes within the ROH are examined for a likely candidate, it is
possible that the clinical picture may sufﬁciently deviate from
the classical phenotype ascribed to a particular gene such that
the gene falls outside our consideration. Speciﬁcally, we list in
Table 1 cases in which there was sufﬁcient discrepancy between
the classical and observed phenotypes that the respective
genes were missed in the autozygosity mapping stage. Some
phenotypes can even be considered unique rather than an
expansion of a known phenotype.
A second reason why WES may reveal a known disease gene
is that the causal mutation may lie within an ROH but fail to be
detected, which is one of the known ‘‘pitfalls’’ of autozygosity
mapping (Alkuraya, 2012). Figure S1 captures the homozygosity
pattern of a number of patients for whom the candidate ROH was
missed, because it did not meet our ROH size cutoff, or it appeared to be shared by an unaffected member of the family, or
the overlap of the gene with the ROH was not clearly discernible.
One case (11DG0165) evaded detection due to the presence of
a deep intronic mutation, which was later uncovered using RTPCR. A third scenario for why WES may expose a known disease
gene is that the gene was simply overlooked when searching for
plausible candidates within an ROH. This occurred in 13DG1803
where TUSC3, a known intellectual disability gene, was not
noticed during the prescreening stage. Further scenarios include
incomplete clinical information at the time of analysis (as
occurred with 09DG-00774 and 12DG0926) and poor description in the literature (discussed below). We emphasize, however,
that cases of failed autozygosity map prescreening are the
exception rather than the rule because they represent only
7.7% (11/143) of all cases and have reduced the hypothetical
yield of WES in revealing candidate genes not associated with
disease, or known genes with unique phenotypes, by only 2.2%.
WES Is a Powerful Novel Candidate Gene Discovery Tool
in Neurogenetic Disorders
Consistent with our prescreening enrichment step, WES revealed 69 genes that were not known to the authors at the
time of exome capture. Of these, 36 have since been published
by either us or others (detailed in Table S1), leaving 33 candidate
genes that are here reported. The phenotypes associated with
these are described in Table 2 and include intellectual disability,
autism, progressive cerebellar atrophy, primary microcephaly,
brain atrophy and other malformations, and myopathy. Of these
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SPG20

CYP27A1

NPC2

ARFGEF2 NM_006420:c.656_657insC:p.P219fs

PNKP

RYR1

FBN2

12DG0096

12DG1571

10DG0672

11DG1951

11DG1510

12DG0975

12DG0104

NM_147127.4:c.3870_3893 dup:p.K1293_K1300 dup

EVC2

DDHD2

WDR81

ZNF526

10DG1721

13DG0583

13DG0010

12DG0685

NM_002972:c.1327G > A:p.D443N

SBF1

AP4M1

09DG0301

11DG1767

NM_004722:c.C952T:p.R318*

NM_020247:c.1744 dup:p.S582Kfs*148

09DG00930 ADCK3

NM_133444:c.479A > C:p.K160T

NM_001163809:c.845G > A:p.G282E

NM_015214.2:c.1249_1891 del:p.A417Mfs*23 (large scale deletion)

NM_000059.3:c.9152 delC:p.P3051Hfs*11

08DG00385 BRCA2

NM_001999:c.1064G > A:p.G355D

NM_000540:c.6617C > T:p.T2206M

NM_007254:c.1250_1251insAACGGGTCGCCATCGAC:p.R418Tfs*55

NM_006432:c.88G > A: p.V30M

NM_000784:c.1342C > T:p.R448C

NM_001142294:c.1450_1451insA:p.T484fs

NM_000405.4:c.164C > T:p.P55L

GM2A

09DG0057

Mutation

Gene

ID

spastic paraplegia, severe ID,
poor speech development

Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease
type 4B3

cerebellar ataxia, seizure and
cerebellar atrophy

nonsyndromic intellectual
disability

cerebellar ataxia, mental
retardation, and dysequilibrium
syndrome-2

spastic paraplegia

Ellis-van-Creveld syndrome

Fanconi anemia

congenital contractural
arachnodactyly

minicore myopathy

progressive microcephaly,
infantile-onset seizures,
and developmental delay

periventricular heterotopia
with microcephaly

Nieman-Pick disease

cerebrotendinous
xanthomatosis

spastic paraplegia

GM2-gangliosidosis,
AB variant

Published Phenotype

this study

this study

this study

this study

Shaheen
et al. (2013)

Shaheen
et al. (2014)

this study

this study

this study

this study

this study

this study

this study

this study

Reference

microcephaly, speech delay, spasticity;
brain MRI: hypomyelination, hypoplastic
corpus callosum, and brain atrophy.

this study

Charcot-Marie-Tooth with microcephaly, Alazami
ophthalmoplegia and syndactyly
et al. (2014)

isolated cerebellar hypoplasia

intellectual disability, Noonan-like
facies, and pulmonary stenosis

neonatal death due to severe brain
malformation (hydranencephaly and
severe cerebellar hypoplasia)

isolated cerebellar atrophy

Meckel-Gruber syndrome

primordial dwarﬁsm

fetal akinesia with brain ischemia and
neonatal death

ptosis, no motor delay, and sacral
agenesis

primary microcephaly, global
developmental delay, no seizures

global developmental delay, epilepsy,
and hydrocephalus

microcephaly, static encephalopathy,
no organomegaly, and normal retina

severe choreoathetosis, no cataract,
and normal cholestanol

speech and motor delay, tremor,
microcephaly, and strabismus

progressive neurodegeneration with
onset at 8 years, no organomegaly
and normal retina

Observed Phenotype

Table 1. Cases with Mutations in Known Disease Genes following WES, Where the Patient Phenotype Diverged from the Established Literature

mutations, ten are truncating or located at splice sites. For the
missense changes, we determined pathogenicity based on the
in silico prediction of at least two established algorithms, as
well as 3D modeling of wild-type and mutant residues whenever
structure information on homologous proteins was available
(Figure S2). Our minimum threshold for assigning candidacy to
a gene was that the variant had to be the only one to survive
the stringent pipeline illustrated in Figure 2. A total of 37 cases
remain ‘‘unsolved,’’ some because more than one variant survived our ﬁlters. Table S1 lists these, and it is important to note
that some of these variants may indeed represent bona ﬁde
novel disease genes.
In addition, WES revealed what appears to be phenotypes that
have not been described for the respective genes in 16 cases
(Table 1). One striking example is case 10DG0672 in which
we identiﬁed a previously reported homozygous mutation in
NPC2, a known gene for Nieman-Pick disease. Neither the index
nor his sibling had the typical presentation of progressive neurodegeneration or hepatosplenomegaly, thus making the diagnosis of Nieman-Pick nearly impossible on clinical grounds.
Finally, WES also revealed mutations in known genes for cases
with classical phenotypes, where the gene was missed either
due to a pitfall in autozygosity mapping or incomplete phenotyping (nine cases, discussed above) or because the phenotype
was not well described in the literature as in two instances.
The ﬁrst such instance is MGAT2-related dysmorphism, which
had only been documented by a single photograph (CormierDaire et al., 2000). The second instance involves CTSD, which
was described as causing congenital neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis when, in fact, the detailed description of the case was
severe microlissencephaly and hyperekplexia, which is identical
to the phenotype of our case 09DG00288 (Fritchie et al., 2009).
Overall, the yield of WES in our cohort was 105 out of 143
(73.4%).
Although we used autozygosity mapping coupled with WES,
an alternative strategy is to simply use the mapping information
provided by WES analysis. Although most autozygous regions
can indeed be inferred by this second strategy, we had previously shown that the use of high-throughput genotyping results
in cleaner ROH data with sharper overall resolution (Carr et al.,
2013).
3D Modeling of Missense Variants to Support
Pathogenicity
3D modeling was performed for selected gene products using
the web-based homology modeling engine Phyre2 (Kelley and
Sternberg, 2009). Four of the models were built with very high
conﬁdence and suggested a pathogenic nature for the identiﬁed
mutations. In the case of TUBA3E, the model was built based on
the structure of tubulin alpha-3E (PDB ID: 3EDL)(Tan et al., 2008)
that shares 97% sequence identity with the TUBA3E gene product (Figure S2A). The R215C mutation changes the charge distribution on the surface of the protein. Although not participating
in microtubule formation (Tan et al., 2008), this site might be
involved in the binding of microtubule to other proteins or cofactors. The structure of the gene product of TSEN15, human tRNA
splicing endonuclease, has been solved by nuclear magnetic
resonance (Song and Markley, 2007) (PDB ID: 2GW6). The

conserved W76 is embedded inside the protein and is critical
in protein folding (Figure S2B). Mutation of W76G would leave
a void in the core of the protein and very likely lead to misfolded
proteins. PTRH2 encodes peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase 2. The crystal structure of a domain of PTRH2 has been solved (PDB ID:
1QSR). The observed mutation at Q85 is located in the middle
of a helix and forms a hydrogen bond with the side chain of
T157 (Figure S2C). Mutation of Q85P would destabilize PTRH2
as it would disrupt the hydrogen bond. Furthermore, the mutation to a proline may cause a kink in the helix and distort the overall fold of the structure. Iron-sulfur cluster assembly 2, or ISCA2,
was also modeled with the structure of its homolog of IscA from
Thermosynechococcus elongates (PDB ID: 1X0G), which is a
a2b2 heterotetramer. ISCA2 has modest sequence identity
(27% to PDB ID: 1X0G) to the a chain of the IscA. However,
Phyre2 predicted the same structural fold with 100% conﬁdence. The protein is involved in the maturation of iron-sulfur
proteins. According to the model, the G77S mutation occurs in
a loop that is directly involved in iron-sulfur cluster binding by
providing a chelating cysteine, C79 (Figure S2D). We speculate
that such a mutation might affect the stability or ﬂexibility of
the loop and therefore interfere with its efﬁciency of binding to
the iron-sulfur cluster.
DISCUSSION
Several attempts have been made in the recent past to
accelerate the discovery of novel neurological disease genes.
One of the earliest attempts was the high-throughput Sanger
sequencing of all coding exons on the X chromosome in a large
cohort of >200 families with suspected X-linked intellectual
disability (Tarpey et al., 2009). In addition to the laborious nature
of this approach, the yield was somewhat modest (three novel
genes) partly because enrichment for novel gene discovery
was not feasible, and also partly due to a large proportion of
X-linked disease genes having already been established (de
Brouwer et al., 2007). High-resolution molecular karyotyping is
a powerful tool to identify a large number of DNA gains and losses that are associated with various neurological phenotypes,
but the yield is typically <15%, and it rarely identiﬁes single
genes due to the nature of the assay (Miller et al., 2010). Morrow
et al. used autozygosity mapping in nearly 90 consanguineous
families with autism, followed by Sanger sequencing of candidate genes within the linked ROH, to identify ﬁve novel autism
genes (Morrow et al., 2008). The lower yield of that study likely
originates from the use of conventional sequencing methods,
coupled with the potentially non-Mendelian behavior of autism
genes.
The advent of next-generation sequencing has revolutionized
the search for Mendelian neurocognitive genes. Rauch et al. and
de Ligt et al. studied >150 cases of intellectual disability using a
trio-exome design, and, although that approach is compatible
with identifying recessive disease genes, they only identiﬁed heterozygous de novo mutations, including seven novel genes (de
Ligt et al., 2012; Rauch et al., 2012). The known bias of current
WES against heterozygous mutations, especially insertions
and deletions, as well as the inability of the investigators to enrich
their cohort for novel genes are likely explanations for the lower
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Phenotype

primary microcephaly
and neonatal death

microlissencephaly
and global
developmental delay

primary microcephaly
and global
developmental delay

hydrocephalus,
muscle weakness
and global
developmental delay

primary microcephaly
and global
developmental delay

ID

12DG1528

11DG0443

10DG1705

08DG00041

13DG0167

TSEN15

NID1

INO80

TUBA3E

CCDC99
(SPDL1)

Gene

NM_001127394:
c.226T > G:p.W76G

NM_002508.2:
c.3385+1G > A

INO80:NM_017553:
c.1501T > C:p.S501P,
INO80:NM_017553:
c.3737G > A:p.R1246Q

NM_207312:c.643C >
T:p.R215C

NM_017785:c.1724_
1747 del:p.S575_T582
del

Mutation

missense

splicing
(in-frame
insertion
conﬁrmed
by RTPCR)

missense

missense

in-frame
deletion

Mutation
Type

Mice deﬁcient of NID1 exhibit
neurologic deﬁcits including
seizure-like symptoms and loss
of muscle control in the hind
legs and show altered basement
membrane morphology in
selected locations including
brain capillaries and the lens
capsule. Additionally, a variant
of unknown signiﬁcance has
been reported in a family with
brain malformations. Only surviving
variant and segregates in family.

INO80 has been shown as necessary
for DNA damage repair. Abnormal
DNA damage repair underlies multiple
forms of microcephaly, e.g., PHC1
and PNKP. Supported by a single
linkage peak. Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

Mutations in several tubulins have
been linked to lissencephaly and
other cortical malformations (TUBA1
A, TUBA8, TUBB2B, TUBB3, TUBB5,
and TUBG1). Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

CCDC99 has been demonstrated
to control poleward movement of
chromosomes along the mitotic
spindles. Many primary
microcephaly genes encode
proteins that are involved in
mitotic spindle regulation,
e.g., ASPM and WDR62. Only
surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Reference

PMID:
18711368

PMID:
12480912
and 23674478

PMID:
21947284,
19829069,
24029917,
and 20118933

PMID:
24860126

PMID:
20427577
and 24875059

(Continued on next page)

tRNA splicing
Mutations in other family members,
endonuclease 15 e.g., TSEN54, have been linked to
pontocerebellar hypoplasia. Only
surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Nidogen 1

INO80 complex
subunit E

tubulin, alpha 3e

spindle
apparatus
coiled-coil
protein 1

Gene Description Supporting Evidence

Table 2. Cases with Mutations in Candidate Genes, along with Available Evidence from the Literature to Support Candidacy
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Phenotype

global developmental
delay, epilepsy and
poor weight gain

myopathy

global developmental
delay

autism spectrum
disorder

global developmental
delay and brain
atrophy

holoprosencephaly

intellectual disability
and epilepsy

primary microcephaly
and global
developmental delay

brain atrophy and
global developmental
delay

12DG0929

09DG0405

09DG00102

11DG1513

11DG2479

12DG1901

12DG2051

10DG1069

08DG-00322

Continued

ID
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PTPN23

PCDHB4

SEC24D

MATN4

ST7

WDR93

C12orf4

C2orf63
(CLHC1)

DMBX1

Gene

NM_015466:c.3995G >
T:p.R1332L

NM_018938.2:c.915
del:p.K305Nfs*12

NM_014822:c.697G >
C:p.G233R

NM_030590:c.515G >
C:p.G172A

NM_021908:c.489T >
G:p.Y163X

NM_020212:c.280T >
C:p.Y94H

NM_020374:exon6:
c.637_638insAAAC:
p.K213fs

NM_001135598:
c.779G > A:p.R260Q

NM_147192:c.367C >
T:p.R123W

Mutation

missense

frameshift

missense

missense

stopgain

missense

frameshift

missense

missense

Mutation
Type

protein tyrosine
phosphatase,
nonreceptor
type 23

protocadherin
beta 4

SEC24 family,
member D
(S. cerevisiae)

Matrilin 4

suppression of
tumorigenicity 7

WD repeat
domain 93

chromosome 12
open reading
frame 4

clathrin heavychain linker
domain
containing 1

Reference

PMID:
19378249

PMID:
22495309
and 22765916

PMID:
23596517

PMID:
11549321

PMID:
10889047

PMID:
23664116

PMID:
15314164
and 17873059

(Continued on next page)

Mouse model displays early
embryonic lethality. Gene is
highly expressed in developing
brain. Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

PDCHB4 has been associated
with autism. Other protocadherin
members have been linked to
epilepsy, cognitive impairment
as well as autistic features. Only
surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Mouse model displays early
embryonic lethality, but the
mouse model of its paralog
SEC24B displays abnormal
neural tube development. Only
surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Gene is highly expressed in
developing brain. Only surviving
variant and segregates in family.

Disruption of ST7 has been
reported in one ASD patient
with a translocation (t(7;13)
(q31.3;q21)). Only surviving
variant and segregates in family.

Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

Mutation in BICD2 which interacts
with CLHC1 causes spinal muscular
atrophy. Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

Mouse model displays hyperactivity
and hypophagia. Gene is highly
expressed in developing brain. Only
surviving variant and segregates in
family.

Gene Description Supporting Evidence
diencephalon/
mesencephalon
homeobox 1
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Phenotype

global developmental
delay and
dysmorphism

global developmental
delay, epilepsy,
dysmorphism,
hypotonia, and VSD

macrocephaly, ID,
dolichocephaly,
and mild obesity

Dandy-Walker
malformation,
hydrocephalus,
ﬂexed deformity,
club feet,
micrognathia,
and pleural effusion

neurodegeneration
and brain iron
accumulation

11DG0932

10DG1670

13DG1472

13DG1900

10DG0264

Continued

ID

Table 2.

TAF6 RNA
polymerase II,
TATA box binding
protein (TBP)associated factor

Independently identiﬁed by another
group (B. Yuan, D. Pehlivan,
E. Karaca, N.P., W.-L. Charng,
T. Gambin, C. Gonzaga-Jauregui,
V.R. Sutton, G. Yesil, S.T. Bozdogan,
T. Tos, A. Koparir, E. Koparir,
C.R. Beck, S. Gu, H. Aslan,
O.O. Yuregir, K. Al Rubeaan,
D. Alnaqeb, M.J.A., Y. Bayram,
M.M. Atik, H. Aydin, B. Geckinli,
M. Seven, H. Ulucan, E. Fenercioglu,
M. Ozen, S. Jhangiani, D.M. Muzny,
E. Boerwinkle, Baylor-Hopkins Center
for Mendelian Genomics, B. Tuysuz,
F.S.A., R.A. Gibbs, and J.R. Lupski,
unpublished data). Only surviving
variant and segregates in family.

Gene Description Supporting Evidence

NM_138383:c.1790C >
T:p.T597M

MTSS1L

missense

NM_015312.3:c.1557T > stopgain
A:p.Y519*

KIAA1109

frameshift

metastasis
suppressor
1-like

KIAA1109

family with
sequence
similarity 177,
member A1

PMID:
17956977

PMID:
19640479

PMID:
23977024,
19963289

Reference

(Continued on next page)

This mutation affects a poorly
characterized isoform of VAC14
deﬁciency of which in mouse
results in severe neurodegeneration.
Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

Deletion in Drosophila results
in lethality, and the rare
homozygous ﬂies that reach
adulthood exhibit severe
neurological signs: seizures
and inability to walk or stand
for prolonged period. Only
surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

splicing
TBC1 domain
TBCK knockdown signiﬁcantly
(frameshift) containing kinase suppresses mTOR signaling,
which plays a critical role in
multiple neurological disorders.
Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

missense

Mutation
Type

NM_001079519:c.297_
298insA:p.L99fs

NM_033115:
c.1708+1G > A

NM_005641.3:c.212T >
C:p.I71T

Mutation

FAM177A1

TBCK

TAF6

Gene
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severe psychomotor
retardation, seizure,
and cerebellar
hypoplasia

global developmental
delay and ADHD

neurodegenerative
disease

13DG2274

13DG0832

08DGRC00077

neurodegeneration
with marked white
matter changes with
high lactate peak in
the brain, consistent
with mitochondrial
encephalopathy

primary microcephaly

13DG1935

14DG0152

Phenotype

Continued

ID

Table 2.

ISCA2

ARV1

NM_194279:c.229G >
A:p.G77S

NM_022786:c.565G >
A:p.G189R

NM_005441:c.496A >
G:p.I166V

NM_016121:c.1036_
1073 del:p.P346Tfs*4

KCTD3

CHAF1B

NM_194293:c.4495G >
A:p.E1499K

Mutation

XIRP1

Gene

missense

missense

missense

frameshift

missense

Mutation
Type

iron-sulfur
cluster
assembly 2
homolog

ARV1 homolog
(S. cerevisiae)

chromatin
assembly
factor 1,
subunit B

potassium
channel
tetramerization
domain
containing 3

Reference

PMID:
12145310

PMID:
22177093

PMID:
19623214

PMID:
22366181

(Continued on next page)

PMID:
Maps to the only shared haplotype
22323289
in the extended family. ISCA2 is a
member of mitochondrial iron-sulfur
cluster (ISC) assembly machinery.
Depletion of ISCA2 results in
massively swollen mitochondria that
are devoid of cristae membranes
indicating that it is required for normal
mitochondrial biogenesis. Same
mutation was identiﬁed in other
families with identical presentation
(Z.N.A.-H., M. Al-Dosary, M. Alfadhel,
E.F., M. Alsagob, R. Kenana,
R. Almas, O.S. Al-Harazi, H. Al-Hindi,
O.I. Malibari, F.B. Almutari,
T. Al-Sheddi, S. Tulbah, F. Alhadeq,
R. Alamro, A, AlAsmari, M. Almuntashri,
H. Alshaalan, F.A. Al-Mohanna, D. Colak,
N.K., unpublished data). Only surviving
variant and segregates in family.

ARV1 is required for normal
sphingolipid metabolism, a
process known to be defective
in other neurodegenerative
diseases such as Nieman-Pick
disease. Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

CHAF1B is part of the chromatin
assembly complex deﬁciency of
which results in loss of asymmetry
during nervous system development
in C. elegans. Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

Gene is enriched in copy number
changes associated with intellectual
disability. Supported by a single
linkage peak. Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

Gene is highly expressed in the
brain in response to oxidative
stress. Only surviving variant and
segregates in family.

Gene Description Supporting Evidence
xin actin-binding
repeat
containing 1
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global developmental NUP107
delay, light
complexion, early
onset focal segmental
glomerulosclerosis
TMEM92

cerebellar vermis
hypoplasia, DandyWalker malformation,
hydrocephalus,
developmental delay

10DG0934

11DG0417

14DG0221

cerebellar atrophy,
hydrocephalus, and
global developmental
(cognitive, speech,
and motor) delay

global developmental
delay, typical
Joubert syndrome,
MRI ﬁndings

13DG0274

DPH1

PDPR

NM_001168215:
c.95+3A > G

NM_020401:c.303G >
A:p.M101I

NM_001383.3:c.701T >
C:p.L234P

NM_017990:c.1360G >
T:p.G454C

NM_001146312:
c.1252A > G:p.I418V

MYOCD

intellectual disability
and epilepsy

NM_016077.3:c.254A >
C:p.Q85P

13DG1549

PTRH2

Mutation

NM_015721:c.2452T >
C:p.W818R

global developmental
delay, hearing loss,
and ataxia

13DG0215

Gene

GEMIN4
08DG0048510DG070313DG1542 (08DG00485) global
developmental delay,
severe dystonia, and
congenital cataract
(10DG0703) global
developmental
delay and congenital
cataract(13DG1542)
global developmental
delay, congenital
cataract, tubulopathy,
and severe osteopenia

Phenotype

Continued

ID

Table 2.

splice site

splice site

missense

missense

missense

missense

missense

Mutation
Type

transmembrane
protein 92

nucleoporin
107 kDa

diphthamide
biosynthesis 1

pyruvate
dehydrogenase
phosphatase
regulatory
subunit

myocardin

gem (nuclear
organelle)
associated
protein 4

peptidyl-tRNA
hydrolase 2

PMID:
18765564

PMID:
12867591

PMID:
11914277

PMID:
18218778

Reference

(Continued on next page)

Only surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Only surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Diphthamide is a unique
posttranslationally modiﬁed
histidine found only in translation
elongation factor-2 (eEF2), which
is linked to spinocerebellar ataxia.
Diphthamide modiﬁcation of eEF2
is essential for normal mouse
development. Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

Only surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Only surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Maps to the only shared haplotype
in the three families. GEMIN4 is part
of the SMN complex, and reduced
SMN protein results in spinal
muscular atrophy. Supported by a
single linkage peak. Only surviving
variant and segregates in family.

Null mice show ataxia and weakness;
tissue examination revealed delayed
development. Only surviving variant
and segregates in family.

Gene Description Supporting Evidence

coarse facial features FAM120AOS NM_198841:c.743C >
T:p.T248I
(open mouth,
bilateral ptosis, and
hypertelorism),
scoliosis, pectus
excavatum, skin laxity,
hypotonia, GERD,
chronic lung disease,
undescended
testicles.
12DG0321

missense

family with
sequence
similarity 120A
opposite strand

Only surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Reference
Only surviving variant and segregates
in family.

Gene Description Supporting Evidence

erythrocyte
membrane
protein band
4.1 like 4A
missense
NM_022140:c.1298C >
T:p.S433L
EPB41L4A
spastic paraplegia,
failure to thrive.
10DG0840

Mutation
Type
Gene

Mutation
Phenotype
ID

Continued
Table 2.

yield. In 2011, Najmabadi et al. reported the identiﬁcation of 50
novel candidate genes (Najmabadi et al., 2011). Although that
study, similar to ours, combines autozygosity mapping with
next-generation sequencing of candidate ROH, their cohort
was not enriched for novel gene discovery. Consequently, there
were numerous cases that, upon exome sequencing, identiﬁed a
gene that was classically linked to the clinical presentation (as
per their Table 1). More importantly, the pipeline used in that
study did not strictly require that the candidate variant be the
only one to survive ﬁltering in that family; hence, 24 of their candidate genes (48%) were not the sole surviving variant. Of the
remainder, one variant (HIST3H3) is present at sufﬁciently high
frequency in our collection of 485 exomes to be excluded (allele
frequency 0.0082).
Beyond our analytic pipeline, the candidacy of many of our
candidate genes can be corroborated through other lines of
evidence. In the case of INO80, KCTD3, GEMIN4, and ISCA2,
each of these genes maps to the only shared haplotype
genome-wide across multiple or extended multiplex families
(Figure S3). TUBA3E belongs to a family of proteins that are
known to be involved in brain malformation syndromes including
lissencephaly, which is present in the affected patient (Figure S4)
(Jaglin et al., 2009; Keays et al., 2007; Poirier et al., 2010). As
well, TSEN15 belongs to a family of proteins (t-RNA splicing endonucleases) that have been found mutated in patients with pontocerebellar hypoplasia and microcephaly, which is what we
observed in our patient (Budde et al., 2008; Cassandrini et al.,
2010; Namavar et al., 2011). SPDL1 controls poleward movement of chromosomes along the mitotic spindles, analogous to
many of the known primary microcephaly genes that are involved
in mitotic spindle regulation (Barisic et al., 2010; Chen et al.,
2014); our patient exhibits an extreme reduction in overall brain
volume resulting in an almost empty skull (Figure S4). ISCA2 is
involved in mitochondrial protein maturation, and depletion of
the protein results in massively swollen mitochondria that are
devoid of cristae membranes (Sheftel et al., 2012). This is consistent with the mitochondrial encephalopathy detected in our
patient. Table 2 summarizes what is known of the 33 candidate
genes and available evidence that supports candidacy.
We were unable to identify a causal mutation in 25.9% of
cases. Many of these have two or more variants that remained
after ﬁltering (Table S1), leaving open the possibility that one of
these surviving variants may indeed be causal. Some of these
are strong candidates. For instance, case 11DG0375 with brain
atrophy has the ﬁrst reported null mutation in SNCG, which encodes synuclein-g, and, although a role in neurodegeneration
has been suspected, such a role has remained elusive (GretenHarrison et al., 2010). Similarly, TRIM4 is a member of a family
of proteins that has been implicated in a number of neurological
disorders (TRIM2 in Charcot-Marie-Tooth, TRIM32 in Limb-Girdle Muscular Dystrophy, and TRIM18 in Opitz-GBBB (a syndromic form of intellectual disability) (Balastik et al., 2008; Frosk
et al., 2002; Quaderi et al., 1997). Thus, the homozygous TRIM4
truncation we identiﬁed in 12DG2083 may prove causal if additional mutations in this gene are identiﬁed in the future.
Cases in which no variants survived our ﬁlters may harbor
classes of mutations that either the sequencing technology
or our analysis pipeline are biased against e.g., compound
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Figure 1. Pedigrees of Families with Novel Candidate Genes following WES Analysis
The family ID is presented above each pedigree. A red box indicates the affected family member who was submitted for WES, and asterisks denote all the family
members we had access to for conﬁrming segregation.

heterozygous mutations, X-linked mutations, or mutations
involving introns, UTRs, regulatory elements, and repeats. Nonetheless, our study clearly shows the utility of our approach when
applied in the right population. Our pipeline as mentioned here
has been very successful historically. Many unpublished genes
we highlighted as novel and disease causing at the time of
data analysis were subsequently published and veriﬁed by
others, and this lends weight to the candidacy of the genes we
report here. Indeed, such reports appeared as recently as a
few months from this submission, e.g., DIAPH1, PIGQ, and
WWOX (Ercan-Sencicek et al., 2014; Mallaret et al., 2014; Martin
et al., 2014). This is also true for certain variants in ‘‘unsolved’’
cases where more than one variant remained, e.g., SLC13A5
(Thevenon et al., 2014). Our aim in publishing these 33 candidate
genes is to accelerate the discovery of other independent mutations, thereby conﬁrming pathogenicity and assisting in genetic
diagnosis. Scaling of our study is feasible given the availability
of the appropriate patient samples and the dropping cost of
sequencing technology, with the promise that all autosomal
158 Cell Reports 10, 148–161, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

recessive neurogenetic disease genes can be mapped within
the timeframe required by the global brain initiatives.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Human Subjects
Consanguineous families with history of a neurological disorder were clinically
evaluated and recruited for this study using a King Faisal Specialist Hospital
and Research Center institutional-review-board-approved protocol (RAC#
2121053) with informed consent. All families were multiplex, and all parents
were conﬁrmed to be healthy. Pedigrees of families with the 33 candidate
genes are given in Figure 1. For each family, blood was collected in EDTA
tubes from all available members, and families were only included if at least
one affected individual was available for sampling. DNA was extracted from
whole blood using standard protocols.
Autozygome-Guided Mutation Analysis
Genome-wide SNP genotyping and homozygosity mapping was performed
using the AxiomGWH SNP Chip platform (Affymetrix). See Supplemental Information for more details. Genes known to cause a neurological disorder
compatible with the patients’ phenotype, and present within the autozygome,

A

Figure 2. Schematic of the Experimental
Pipeline for This Study

Recruitment
Epilepsy

Ataxia

Ausm

Intellectual
Disability

Primary
Microcephaly/
Brain
malformaons

B

Enrichment step

Global
developmental
delay

C

A total of 143 multiplex consanguineous families
with history of a neurological disorder were
found negative for known disease genes following
autozygome-guided analysis and were recruited
for this study. The bar illustrates the breakdown
based on the number of cases, whereas the pie
chart is based on the number of distinct genes
identiﬁed in the solved cases.

WES

Autozygome-guided
sequencing of known
disease genes
is negative
n=143 families

D

Data ﬁltraon and results
Unsolved: >2
remaining
variants (10)

Solved cases
(105)

Unsolved: no
remaining
variants (27)

were screened by PCR and Sanger sequencing. If no such genes existed, or
if they did exist but were excluded by sequencing, exome capture was performed. In total, individuals from 143 families were exome sequenced, and
these families formed the cohort for this study.

sa/bioinf/db/variants/dg/index.html. The likely pathogenic variants reported
in this study have also been uploaded to ClinVar, and this section will be
updated with the corresponding accession number.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Exome Sequencing
Exome capture was performed using the TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit
(Illumina). See Supplemental Information for more details. A summary of the
quality control data for exome sequencing is provided in Table S2.

Supplemental Information includes two ﬁgures and two tables and can be
found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.12.015.
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SUMMARY

Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are a large class of animal
RNAs. To investigate possible circRNA functions,
it is important to understand circRNA biogenesis.
Besides human ALU repeats, sequence features
that promote exon circularization are largely unknown. We experimentally identiﬁed circRNAs in
C. elegans. Reverse complementary sequences between introns bracketing circRNAs were signiﬁcantly
enriched in comparison to linear controls. By scoring
the presence of reverse complementary sequences
in human introns, we predicted and experimentally
validated circRNAs. We show that introns bracketing
circRNAs are highly enriched in RNA editing or hyperediting events. Knockdown of the double-strand
RNA-editing enzyme ADAR1 signiﬁcantly and specifically upregulated circRNA expression. Together, our
data support a model of animal circRNA biogenesis
in which competing RNA-RNA interactions of introns
form larger structures that promote circularization
of embedded exons, whereas ADAR1 antagonizes
circRNA expression by melting stems within these interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, several studies have revealed that the transcriptome of
animals contains many single-stranded exonic circular RNAs
(circRNAs) (Jeck et al., 2013; Jeck and Sharpless, 2014; Memczak et al., 2013; Salzman et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014).
Although circRNAs have tissue- and stage-speciﬁc expression
(Memczak et al., 2013), the function of circRNAs is altogether unknown. The human circRNA CDR1as (Hansen et al., 2011;) can
act as a miRNA sponge (Hansen et al., 2013; Memczak et al.,
2013). However, we and others have proposed that generally
circRNAs might function in assembly of complexes, in transport,
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in trans (Memczak et al., 2013), by competing with linear splicing,
or as regulators of the local concentration of RNA-binding proteins (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014). In vitro studies (Braun et al.,
1996; Pasman et al., 1996) and a recent in vivo study (AshwalFluss et al., 2014) provided evidence that circRNAs are often
generated cotranscriptionally by ‘‘head-to-tail’’ splicing. In humans, circularized exons are typically bracketed by unusually
long introns (Jeck et al., 2013). Moreover, the circRNA SRY
(Capel et al., 1993) is bracketed by very long (15,000 nt), almost
perfectly complementary intronic sequences, and these reverse
complementary matches (RCMs) are required for SRY circularization (Dubin et al., 1995). Therefore, it has been proposed that
RCMs promote hairpin formation of the transcript. This would
explain how the 50 and 30 ends of an exon can be in spatial
proximity, perhaps thereby inducing ‘‘head-to-tail’’ splicing (Figure 1A). Jeck et al. (2013) reported that in humans, introns bracketing circRNAs are highly enriched in ALU repeats. The fact that
ALU repeats contain RCMs supports this model; however, ALU
repeats are speciﬁc to a small branch of vertebrates, and thus
the widespread existence of circRNAs in other animals remains
to be explained.
Caenorhabditis elegans, a well-annotated genome that is
not rich in repeats, offers the possibility of identifying conserved
features of circRNA biogenesis outside of vertebrates. We ﬁrst
sequenced RNA from several life stages of C. elegans and
were able to boost the number of annotated exonic circRNAs
from 300 (Memczak et al., 2013) to 1,100. Computational
analysis of the bracketing introns revealed that these circRNAs
are signiﬁcantly enriched for RCMs. We developed a simple
model for scoring circRNA biogenesis from intronic sequence
analysis and asked whether our model could predict novel human circRNAs. We successfully validated the predicted human
circRNAs.
The RNA-editing factor ADAR binds double-stranded RNA.
Thus, the model of circRNA biogenesis predicts that circRNAs
should be ﬂanked by intronic sequences that are enriched in
adenosine to inosine (A-to-I) editing. Moreover, it is known that
ALU elements are edited, often by ADAR1 (Athanasiadis et al.,
2004; Levanon et al., 2004; Osenberg et al., 2010; Ramaswami

A

ADAR2 knockdown in human cells affects circRNA expression,
we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and quantitative
RT-PCR (qRT-PCR). We observed a signiﬁcant and speciﬁc
upregulation of most circRNAs, whereas their linear host transcripts were less perturbed. Thus, our data reveal a surprising
function for ADAR as an antagonist of circRNA production. We
discuss the implications of these ﬁndings.
RESULTS

B

Figure 1. RCMs between or within Introns and circRNA Biogenesis
(A) Model for the possible inﬂuence of RCMs on circRNA biogenesis. RCMs
between different introns (lower panel) in competition with intron internal
RCMs (upper panel) may promote hairpin formation and circularization of the
embedded exon.
(B) Enrichment of RCMs and SMs in introns bracketing C. elegans circRNAs.
Left: distribution of RCM and SM counts per intron pair that ﬂanks circRNAs
(green) and length-matched controls (gray). Right: ratio of the number of intron
pairs bracketing circRNAs that contain only RCMs but no SMs to the number
of intron pairs bracketing circRNAs with only SMs but no RCMs (p value:
Fisher’s exact test).
See also Figures S1, S4, and S5.

et al., 2012). Also in C. elegans, long inverse repeats are enriched
in A-to-I editing (Morse et al., 2002). Indeed, we discovered signiﬁcant A-to-I editing, including hyperediting (Carmi et al., 2011),
in introns bracketing circRNAs. To test whether ADAR1 and

Identiﬁcation and Characterization of circRNAs in
C. elegans
Recently, hundreds of circRNAs were reported in samples from
very early developmental stages of C. elegans (one/two-cell
embryo, oocytes, and sperm) (Memczak et al., 2013). To
include circRNAs expressed in later stages, we sequenced
ribosomal-depleted RNA from major life stages, including
adulthood (see Experimental Procedures). We computationally
identiﬁed circRNA candidates by applying our pipeline (Glazar
et al., 2014; Memczak et al., 2013; http://www.circbase.org)
and ensuring that the head-to-tail junctions precisely overlapped the annotated canonical splice sites (Experimental Procedures). This extended the published set of exonic circRNAs
from 300 to 1,111. Analogously to human circRNAs (Jeck
et al., 2013), the circRNA ﬂanking introns were much longer
(median 10-fold) than all of the C. elegans introns (Figure S1A).
Therefore, we asked whether intron length alone is sufﬁcient
for circularization or additional sequence features are needed.
More precisely, in C. elegans we tested the idea that RCMs between introns bracketing circRNAs may induce larger hairpin
structures that promote the circularization of embedded exons
(Figure 1A).
In C. elegans, Introns Bracketing circRNAs Are Highly
Enriched for RCMs
For each intron pair that ﬂanked a circRNA, we aligned the
respective introns using Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST; Experimental Procedures). RCMs were strongly enriched compared with length-matched introns (Figure 1B), with
a median of eight RCMs per intron pair (control pairs: one
RCM). We observed the same number and signiﬁcance of
matches on the same strand (‘‘sense matches’’ [SMs]) of intron
pairs (Figure 1B). However, the exclusive occurrence of RCMs
on intron pairs bracketing circRNAs was signiﬁcantly enriched
compared with the exclusive occurrence of SMs (Fisher’s exact
test, p value < 0.0004; Figures 1B and S1C). This result suggests
that exon circularization is promoted by RCMs that can induce
basepairing between ﬂanking introns.
Predicting circRNAs from RCMs
We asked whether the occurrence of RCMs between circRNA
ﬂanking introns is signiﬁcant enough to predict circularized
exons. Therefore, we developed a simple probabilistic score H
to capture the likelihood that introns will basepair via RCMs
(Supplemental Experimental Procedures) and therefore promote
hairpin formation. Competition between RCMs is naturally taken
into account by this model. For each intron pair in a transcript
that contained one of the 1,111 circRNAs, we computed H.
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The resulting symmetric matrix (Figure 2A; Supplemental Experimental Procedures) shows that the intron pairs ﬂanking circularized exons stood out from all intron pairs. This was not the case
for the intron length-matched control transcripts (Figure 2A).
We then ranked, genome wide, all intron pairs of all transcripts
annotated in C. elegans by H and calculated the cumulative
fraction of known circRNAs as a function of intron-pair rank (Figure 2B). The top 4,200 (top 1%) of C. elegans intron pairs precisely bracketed 430 (38%) of the already annotated circRNAs,
a highly statistically signiﬁcant enrichment (hypergeometric test,
p value < 2.2 3 1016). Together, these results suggest that
RCMs provide highly signiﬁcantly improved accuracy in predicting circRNAs compared with intron length. However, we note
that (for C. elegans) the top BLAST score of RCMs in a pair of
introns yielded similar results.
To determine whether the presence of RCMs is a conserved
feature of circRNA formation, we next asked whether we could
predict circRNAs in human by intron sequence analysis.
The Presence of RCMs in Introns Flanking circRNAs Is a
Conserved Feature of circRNA Biogenesis
For human circRNAs, we used 1,067 exons overlapping circRNAs (Memczak et al., 2013). As in C. elegans, RCMs were highly
signiﬁcantly enriched (Fisher’s exact test, p value < 4 3 106;
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Figure 2. Prediction of circRNAs Based on
Sequence Analysis of Introns
(A) C. elegans. The matrix represents the average
circularization scores for intron pairs of circRNA
producing genes. (0,0) coordinates correspond to
circRNA ﬂanking introns. Upstream and downstream introns are enumerated with decreasing
and increasing numbers, respectively (with 0 being directly adjacent, 1/+1 being the preceding/
next intron, etc.; see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures).
(B) C. elegans. Different prediction methods are
used. The x axis is the fraction of all introns pairs
per gene sorted by H scores. Small (high) x values
denote intron pairs with high (low) scores for
bracketing a circRNA. The y axis is the fraction of
1,111 exonic circRNAs recovered by H score.
(C and D) Analyses for human circRNAs (Memczak
et al., 2013), analogous to (A) and (B).
See also Figures S4 and S5, and Tables S1, S2,
and S3.

Figures S1B and S1C). Again, the number
of intron pairs ﬂanking circularized exons
that contained only SM elements was
much lower compared with intron pairs
containing only RCMs (Figure S1C). The
median length of human RCMs was 20fold higher than that of C. elegans (Figures
S1D and S1E). We found that 88% of
the top-scoring RCMs overlapped with
ALU elements, 4.5% of RCMs overlapped
with L1/L2 repeats, and the remaining
RCMs did not overlap any annotated repetitive element and had the highest sequence conservation
(Figure S1F).
Further, we analyzed circRNA biogenesis conservation between mouse and human. We deﬁned 71 circRNAs that are circularized in human and mouse (‘‘conserved circular expression,’’
Figure S1G). Since repetitive sequences such as ALU elements
are rapidly evolving, it is difﬁcult to align them between species.
To circumvent this problem, we computed H scores by independently scoring the human and mouse introns (Figure S1G). As
controls, we deﬁned (1) circRNAs that are circularized in humans
but have not been annotated as circular in mouse (‘‘nonconserved circRNAs’’), and (2) randomly selected exons that have
a similar bracketing intron length as human circRNAs, and have
positive H scores. Mouse H scores for conserved circRNAs
were signiﬁcantly higher (p value < 2.2 3 1016) compared with
the scores for exons that circularize only in human or the
length-matched controls (Figure S1G). Thus, the set of circRNAs
that are conserved between mouse and human are also
conserved in their biogenesis as quantiﬁed by H.
Human circRNAs Can Be Predicted Based on the
Sequence Composition of Their Flanking Introns
To predict circRNAs on a genome-wide level, we computed H
for all possible intron pairs in the UCSC RefSeq database

(Experimental Procedures). As a control, we used transcripts
with introns matched in length (Figure 2C; Supplemental Experimental Procedures) or predictions using the intron length or
simply the top BLAST score between intron pairs (Figure 2D).
For high-ranking intron pairs, the enrichment in circRNAs was
highest when the H score was used, followed by BLAST and
intron length. The top 20,000 (1% of all) predictions comprised
610 (9%) exonic circRNAs cataloged in the Memczak et al.
(2013), Jeck et al. (2013), and Zhang et al. (2014) data sets, a
highly signiﬁcant enrichment (hypergeometric test, p value < 2.2
3 1016). Predictions based on sequences associated with ALU
repeats yielded similar results (data not shown), showing that in
humans, ALU elements have likely contributed dominantly to
circRNA formation (Experimental Procedures). We note that
the number of false positives is very difﬁcult to estimate because
many human circRNAs have not yet been reported. For example,
when we restricted the circRNA predictions to well-expressed
mRNAs in HEK293 cells, the success rate of our predictions
was much higher (Figure S1H). Therefore, experimental validation of predictions seems to be a better way to estimate falsepositive rates.
Predicted circRNAs Are Experimentally Validated in
HEK293 Cells
Since the circRNA predictions were not informed by expression
data, we expected that we could only validate circRNAs that are
isoforms of expressed transcripts. To test our predictions, we
considered the top 1% (H ranked) predicted circRNAs and
grouped them into three bins based on the expression of the
linear host transcripts in HEK293 cells (top 1% expressed,
medium, and bottom 50%). For experimental validation, we
randomly selected six, ten, and ﬁve circRNAs from the high-,
medium-, and low-expression bins, respectively. As negative
controls, we used three well-expressed linear mRNAs and two
exons that are well expressed in HEK293 cells and have ﬂanking
introns but an H score of 0. The linear controls were not circularized (RNase R negative) and the two exons with an H score of
0 could not be ampliﬁed with divergent primers. However, 12
out of 16 circRNAs with top H scores and high/medium expression of the host transcripts were (1) resistant to RNase R and (2)
had the predicted head-to-tail junctions, as validated by Sanger
sequencing (Experimental Procedures; Figure 3), suggesting
that these 12 circRNAs exist in circularized form in HEK293
cells. Five candidates with decent H scores that we could
not conﬁrm were, as expected, from the third, low-expression
bin. The predicted head-to-tail splicing of ten (out of 12) of
the RNase R-resistant circRNAs was validated by Sanger
sequencing (Experimental Procedures). We found that two
circRNA candidates were circularized (by RNase R assay) but
had an additional exon incorporated (as observed in Sanger
sequencing; Figure 3A). We note that ﬁve of the tested circRNAs
had reasonable expression (1%–10% of VCL expression; Experimental Procedures).
RNA Editing of Introns Flanking circRNAs
ADAR is a highly conserved RNA-editing enzyme that binds double-stranded RNA (Nishikura, 2010) and deaminates adenosine
bases to inosine. In humans, ADAR1 and ADAR2 interact with

double-stranded ALU repeats (Athanasiadis et al., 2004; Levanon et al., 2004; Nishikura, 2010; Ramaswami et al., 2012). We
compared A-to-I conversions (Ramaswami and Li, 2014) in
1,500 bp regions ﬂanking circRNA splice sites with (1) other
splice sites in transcripts that produce circRNAs, and (2)
length-matched introns (Figure 4A). A-to-I conversions nearby
circRNA splice sites were enriched compared with controls. In
general, ALU repeats in circRNAs ﬂanking introns were edited
signiﬁcantly higher compared with expression- and lengthmatched controls (Figures S2A and S2B). Since A-to-I editing
is a hallmark of basepaired RNA, we asked whether RCMs are
preferentially located at sites of editing. We compared the position of the RCMs (deﬁned as the nearest RCMs that match between the pair of introns bracketing circRNA) with the same controls as before (Figure 4B). These results suggest that indeed Ato-I editing preferentially occurs at regions that are basepaired
and proximal (upstream and downstream 200–600 nt) to the
splice sites of circularized exons.
To test whether ADAR proteins are involved in circRNA
biogenesis, we codepleted ADAR1 and ADAR2 in HEK293 cells
using RNAi (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We used
two controls: untreated total RNA and codepletion of three
proteins of the APOBEC family (APOBEC3B, APOBEC3C, and
APOBEC3F), which are known to bind mRNAs (Baltz et al.,
2012). APOBEC enzymes are known to edit single-stranded
DNA or RNA (Vasudevan et al., 2013), but not double-stranded
RNA. The efﬁcacy of the different knockdowns (KDs) was validated by western blotting and qRT-PCR (Figure S2C). Total
RNA extracted from the different experiments was depleted
from rRNAs and sequenced (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We reproducibly observed that ADAR depletion resulted
in signiﬁcantly higher (p value < 2.2 3 1016) circRNA expression
compared with controls (Figure S2D), whereas the linear host
transcripts were less strongly affected (Figure 4C). For example,
84 circRNAs and 11 linear hosts were upregulated more than 2fold (Fisher’s exact test, p value 5.7 3 1013). This effect was
seen in independent biological replicates, as well as in a comparison of ADAR1/2 KD with APOBEC3 KD (Figures S2E and S2F).
We set out to validate these observations in independently
carried out ADAR1 and ADAR2 KD experiments (using the previous and an independent small interfering RNAs [siRNAs]
against ADAR1) followed by qRT-PCR assays (Experimental
Procedures; Figures 4D, 4E, and S2G). CircRNA candidates
were selected based on the increased fold changes observed
in sequencing data sets. circRNA expression was compared
with the expression of the respective linear host gene. Four
out of eight circRNAs (UBAC2, SMARCA, SPECC1, and
HIPK2) were upregulated upon ADAR1 depletion, whereas
the linear host RNAs did not show consistent expression
changes. PUM1 and CREBBP circRNA were upregulated to
the same level as their linear host transcripts. Consistent
with sequencing data, CDR1as was expressed 4-fold higher
in ADAR1 KD samples compared with control. Two circRNAs
(GAPVD1 and PDS5B) did not show the expression changes
observed in the sequencing data (Figures 4E and S2G). Based
on these ﬁndings, we conclude that ADAR1 depletion can
induce upregulation of circRNAs independently of the expression level of the linear host circRNA.
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Figure 3. Experimental Validation of Human circRNAs Predicted by RCM Analyses
(A) CircRNA candidates from high-, medium-, and low-expression sets were assayed by qPCR with divergent primers and RNase R treatment. Linear control: VCL,
GAPDH, TFRC; positive control: a known circRNA (Memczak et al., 2013). Sanger sequencing of amplicons conﬁrmed in all tested cases the predicted head-to-tail
junctions (candidates 9 and 11 contained an additional exon: marked with *). CircRNA candidates that were >10-fold resistant to RNase R treatment compared with
Vinculin were counted as positive (+). As negative controls, we selected exons from highly expressed genes with H score = 0. Error bars, SEM; n = 4.
(B) The chromatogram of a Sanger sequencing experiment conﬁrms the presence of the predicted head-to-tail junction of the candidate circRNA from the
PTGES3 gene locus.
See also Figure S5 and Tables S1, S2, and S3.

To explore whether circRNA ﬂanking introns undergo extensive hyperediting (Carmi et al., 2011), we applied a computational pipeline that detects hyperediting events in the RNA
sequencing data sets used by Memczak et al. (2013) to predict
circRNAs, as well as in ADAR KD and control data sets. This
analysis (for details, see Porath et al. 2014) identiﬁed 165,000
unique hyperediting sites in the human genome (72.000,
49.000, 45.000, and 11.000 in Memczak et al. [2013] and
two control and ADAR KD samples, respectively). Notably, the
number of hyperedited sites identiﬁed in the ADAR KD sample
was 4- to 5-fold smaller compared with controls. We found
that 25% (19%) of circRNA upstream (downstream) introns
had at least one conversion, whereas only 6% of other introns
from the same genes had conversions. The number of conversions per base was also found to be elevated for the upstream
174 Cell Reports 10, 170–177, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

(downstream) introns (Figures S3A–S3C). A similar highly signiﬁcant enrichment of hyperediting events was detected for
C. elegans circRNA upstream introns (Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Figure S3D). Together, our data suggest
that A-to-I editing by ADAR is a ‘‘universal’’ hallmark of circRNA
biogenesis in animals.
DISCUSSION
Our analyses support a model in which RCMs between introns
that bracket an exon promote the circularization of that exon.
We note that this model is powerful enough to enable us to successfully predict and experimentally validate circRNAs. Our data
suggest that this model of circRNA biogenesis is conserved
across animals.

Figure 4. ADAR
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An immediate follow-up question is, do RCMs have
sequence speciﬁcity? In general, our data do not support
sequence speciﬁcity in C. elegans, since the most prevalent
motif in RCMs between introns bracketing circRNAs was
clearly present in only 11% of all such RCMs. The equivalent
motif analysis in humans yielded (perhaps as expected) the
ALU element. For mouse circRNAs, we also found an ALUlike element. Sequence alignment between these motifs (Figure S4) suggests that there may be an ancient RNA sequence

Antagonizes

circRNA

(A) Normalized distribution of A-to-I conversions
upstream/downstream of the head/tail splice sites
of circRNAs (Memczak et al., 2013). As controls,
we selected length-matched introns and introns
from the same genes that produce circRNAs. Introns smaller than 1.5 kb were removed from the
analysis. The curves were smoothed within ±10 bp
at each position and normalized to the total number of analyzed introns.
(B) Position of the nearest RCMs (or SMs) around
circRNA splice sites. For each intron pair, we
selected the top-scoring RCMs within the 1.5 kb
region around the splice site. The curves were
smoothed within a ±20 bp window and normalized
to the total number of analyzed intron pairs.
(C) Comparison of the differential expression
(ADAR1 and ADAR2 codepletion against untreated control) of linear RNA and circRNA in two
independent replicates (merged). The y axis is the
log2 fold change of the reads (+5) supporting the
head-to-tail splice sites. The x axis is log2 fold
change of the reads supporting linear splice sites
of circRNA host genes. For the analysis, we
selected only circRNAs with at least ten reads in
ADAR1/2 KD or control samples. The numbers
tally the count of circRNAs/corresponding linear
hosts in each segment of the graph.
(D) Depletion of ADAR1 by RNAi. ADAR1 was
depleted from HEK293 cells for 96 hr using two
different siRNAs and compared with untreated
and ADAR2-depleted cells. Upper panel: qRTPCR of ADAR1 and ADAR2 transcripts, as well as
GAPDH and SNCA as controls. Lower panel:
western blot using ADAR1- and ADAR2-speciﬁc
antibodies. Error bars, SD; n = 3.
(E) Quantiﬁcation of circRNAs and host transcript
levels. Using circRNA-speciﬁc primers (upper
panel) or exon-spanning primers that were not part
of the circRNA (lower panel), we quantiﬁed RNA
abundances relative to untreated cells by qRTPCR (Delta-Delta Ct values were normalized to
C. elegans spike-in). Error bars, SD; n = 3.
See also Figures S2, S3, and S5, and Tables S1,
S2, and S3.

that promotes circularization. This motif
awaits experimental testing.
RCMs can be generated by simple
random matches under neutral evolution. One possible scenario is that relatively quickly evolving RCMs constantly
generate a pool of circRNAs that can subsequently be
selected for and ﬁxed. Finding circRNAs that are under negative selection seems possible because, as we have shown,
RCMs between introns can be analyzed across species.
Thus, we think that cross-species comparisons of competing
RCMs will provide a way to ﬁnd circRNAs that may be functionally important. Indeed, our results show that our H score
is already able to link conserved circular expression to
conserved biogenesis.
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In humans, 88% of circRNAs have ALU repeats in their ﬂanking
introns, which, as we have shown, likely promote circularization
by RCMs. Therefore, it is interesting to speculate about the
possible functions of circRNAs, since ALU repeats have
expanded relatively recently in vertebrate evolution. We noticed
that in ﬂy, genes with neuronal functions often have long introns
and express circRNAs at relatively high levels (Ashwal-Fluss
et al., 2014). This also holds true for human brain tissues, where
dozens of circRNAs appear to be more highly expressed than
their (well-expressed) linear hosts (N.R., unpublished data). For
human circRNAs, we found that A-to-I editing events had a tendency to occur at intronic positions that were proximal (upstream
and downstream 200–600 nt) to the splice sites of circularized
exons. These results link A-to-I editing to circRNA biogenesis
and predict that A-to-I editing events ‘‘melt’’ the stems that are
formed across introns that bracket a circRNA. Our KD experiments showed that indeed ADAR1 antagonizes circRNA biogenesis. The upregulation of circRNAs was stronger compared with
upregulation of their linear host transcripts, suggesting that
ADAR1 has a speciﬁc effect on circRNA biogenesis. However,
we cannot rule out that indirect effects explain upregulation of
circRNAs upon ADAR1 KD.
It is very interesting to think about the implications of these ﬁndings. As a class, circRNAs may become more important in systems where ADAR1 expression is temporarily low. For example,
ADAR1 expression decreases in human embryonic stem cells
that are differentiating into the neuronal lineage (Osenberg et al.,
2010). Since circRNAs are unusually stable, this might be a mechanism to generate a long-term ‘‘memory’’ of past states. However,
one should not forget that other factors, such as muscleblind,
have been shown to promote the biogenesis of circRNAs
(Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014). Therefore, circRNAs may also be
well expressed in systems in which ADAR1 expression is high.
Finally, it has been shown that circular splicing and linear splicing
can compete with each other (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014). Thus, it is
possible that regulation of circRNA biogenesis by ADAR1 serves
as a mechanism to regulate expression of the linear isoforms.
Note: while this paper was under review, two studies were
published describing RCM-dependent circularization in human
cells (Liang and Wilusz, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). We also
acknowledge Starke et al. (2014), which presents related content
in this issue of Cell Reports.

(2013) with the additional ﬁltering step of requiring unique alignments for
both of the read anchors prior to extension. Thereafter, we retained circRNAs
that overlap annotated internal splice sites.
Intron Alignments
We carried out intron alignments using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) with
the parameters ‘‘-task blastn -word_size 6’’ for C. elegans and ‘‘-task
blastn -word_size 11’’ for human. For further analysis, we considered
only alignments that exceeded BLAST score cutoffs of 20 and 100 for
C. elegans and human, respectively. For each intron pair, we calculated
circularization H as a top BLAST score multiplied by the probability of
forming at least one stem around the exon (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures).
Nonrepetitive RCMs were deﬁned as BLAST matches that did not overlap
with any sequence present in UCSC RepeatMasker. Putative circRNAs with
nonrepetitive RCMs are shown in Table S3.
Conservation Analysis
To determine homologous exon groups, we used UCSC liftOver with minMatch = 0.1 option. We found that 71 out of 1,067 human circRNAs (Memczak
et al., 2013) overlapped annotated splice sites and were present in circular
form in mouse. We compared H score distributions using the Mann-Whitney
two-sided test.
qRT-PCR
We performed qPCR using the Maxima SYBR-Green/ROX qPCR master
mix (Thermo Scientiﬁc) and a StepOnePlus PCR system (Applied Biosystems). To detect putative head-to-tail junctions, we designed divergent
primers for each circRNA candidate. Ct values for mock/RNase R-treated
circRNAs were normalized to C. elegans spike-in RNA (for standard curves,
see Figures S5A–S5C and Table S2). Amplicons were gel or bead puriﬁed
(Zymoclean gel DNA recovery kit [Zymo Research]; Agencourt AMPure
XP [Beckman Coulter]) and subjected to Sanger sequencing by LGC Genomics. Conﬁrmed head-to-tail junctions are available in Figure S5D. A list of
the oligos is given in Table S1.
For more details, see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The data have been deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus and are
available under accession numbers GSE63823 and SRP050149. circRNAs
identiﬁed in this study, as well as H scores, are available at http://www.
circbase.org.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
ﬁve ﬁgures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.12.019.
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SUMMARY

Obesity develops when energy intake chronically
exceeds energy expenditure. Because brown adipose tissue (BAT) dissipates energy in the form of
heat, increasing energy expenditure by augmenting
BAT-mediated thermogenesis may represent an
approach to counter obesity and its complications.
The ability of BAT to dissipate energy is dependent
on expression of mitochondrial uncoupling protein
1 (UCP1). To facilitate the identiﬁcation of pharmacological modulators of BAT UCP1 levels, which
may have potential as antiobesity medications, we
developed a transgenic model in which luciferase
activity faithfully mimics endogenous UCP1 expression and its response to physiologic stimuli. Phenotypic screening of a library using cells derived from
this model yielded a small molecule that increases
UCP1 expression in brown fat cells and mice. Upon
adrenergic stimulation, compound-treated mice
showed increased energy expenditure. These tools
offer an opportunity to identify pharmacologic modulators of UCP1 expression and uncover regulatory
pathways that impact BAT-mediated thermogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
The epidemic of obesity poses a dire public health problem, for
obesity is a major risk factor for development of insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.
Obesity is the result of a sustained energy imbalance in which
intake exceeds expenditure. Current antiobesity drugs work by
limiting energy intake, either through suppression of appetite
or inhibition of intestinal lipid absorption (Kim et al., 2014). These
medications are effective, but side effects often associated with
long-term use, such as depression or steatorrhea, limit patient

compliance. The discovery of brown adipose tissue (BAT) in
adult humans and its correlation with body mass index (Cypess
et al., 2009; Saito et al., 2009; van Marken Lichtenbelt et al.,
2009; Virtanen et al., 2009) suggests that active BAT may protect
from obesity. BAT dissipates energy in the form of heat, thus
increasing energy expenditure. It is thought that pharmacological activation of BAT thermogenesis may be an alternative
approach to alter energy balance, one complementary to existing obesity medications (Nedergaard and Cannon, 2010; Kajimura and Saito, 2014).
The ability of BAT to produce heat is dependent on expression
of the BAT-speciﬁc uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). In response to
exposure to cold or a high-fat diet, UCP1 reduces the mitochondrial membrane potential and uncouples cellular respiration from
ATP synthesis, thereby generating heat. Because other UCP
proteins (e.g., UCP2 and UCP3) do not contribute to adaptive
thermogenesis (Golozoubova et al., 2001), UCP1 is thought to
be solely responsible for adaptive nonshivering thermogenesis.
UCP1-null mice are intolerant to cold (Enerbäck et al., 1997)
and develop obesity at thermoneutral conditions (Feldmann
et al., 2009). In contrast, transgenic expression of UCP1 in fat increases oxygen consumption in BAT and epididymal white adipose tissue (WAT) and reduces body weight gain (Kopecky
et al., 1995). Contrary to the mechanism of action of small-molecule mitochondrial uncouplers such as 2,4-dinitrophenol that
proved too toxic as weight loss agents (Grundlingh et al.,
2011), UCP1-mediated uncoupling is a highly regulated process
that requires direct binding of long-chain free fatty acids to UCP1
in response to physiologic cyclic AMP (cAMP) signaling (Fedorenko et al., 2012). A pharmacological approach to increase
UCP1 expression and activity in adipose tissue is thus likely to
constitute a safer avenue to enhance whole-body thermogenic
capacity and energy expenditure. To test this concept, it is of
great interest to identify small molecules that can stimulate
UCP1 expression in fat tissue.
Phenotypic screens with adipocytes have proven to be a
powerful method to isolate small molecules that ameliorate the
symptoms of metabolic syndrome through novel mechanisms
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of action (Waki et al., 2007; Dominguez et al., 2014). To facilitate
the identiﬁcation of pharmacologic agents to modulate UCP1
expression in adipocytes, we have generated a transgenic reporter mouse, ThermoMouse, in which luciferase activity recapitulates the pattern of expression of UCP1 in vivo and allows
real-time visualization and quantiﬁcation of UCP1 expression
in live animals. A chemical screen using brown adipocytes
derived from this model yielded a compound that can induce
UCP1 expression in cells and enhance UCP1 expression in vivo.
In response to adrenergic stimulation, mice treated with this
compound show increased energy expenditure. These results
demonstrate the utility of these models to identify pharmacological modulators of UCP1 levels. Discovery of compounds with
this ability is an important stride toward the goal of enhancing
BAT function in obese individuals with drug-like molecules.
RESULTS
Development of a Transgenic Model to Image UCP1
Expression In Vivo
To develop an in vivo reporter system to monitor endogenous
UCP1 expression in a noninvasive manner, we generated transgenic mice that express luciferase2 under the control of the
Ucp1 genetic locus. A luciferase2-T2A-tdTomato cassette was
inserted at the initiation codon of the Ucp1 gene in a 98.6 kb bacterial artiﬁcial chromosome (BAC) containing the entire Ucp1
gene locus (Figure S1A) and proper targeting conﬁrmed (Figure S1B). Next, we used the IVIS Spectrum Imaging System to
monitor luciferase activity in transgenic mice generated using
this BAC construct. 3D imaging detected robust luciferase
signals in interscapular BAT, perirenal BAT, and inguinal WAT
(Figure 1A). No signals were detected in adipose depots of wildtype mice (Figure S1C). To assess if luciferase activity recapitulated endogenous UCP1 protein levels, we measured luciferase
activity and UCP1 protein in BAT, WAT, liver, and muscle. A tight
correlation was found between luciferase activity and endogenous UCP1 protein expression (Figures 1B and 1C), indicating
that the reporter model mirrors the tissue distribution of UCP1.
To examine whether reporter mice responded to physiologic
stimuli known to induce UCP1 expression and BAT activity, we
monitored changes in luciferase activity during cold adaptation
(Figure 1D). Luciferase signal in interscapular BAT was low in
mice maintained at 28 C (Figure S1D) but increased robustly in
mice kept at 9 C for 24 hr (Figures 1D and 1E). Luciferase induction correlated with increases in UCP1 mRNA (Figure 1F) and
protein levels (Figure 1G). Similarly, subchronic (4 days) or acute
(1 day) treatment of reporter mice kept at 28 C with a speciﬁc b3
adrenergic receptor agonist (CL-316,243; 1 mg/kg) dramatically
enhanced the luciferase signal and endogenous UCP1 protein
levels in BAT (Figures 1H and 1I). To evaluate the response of
beige cells in inguinal WAT, imaging was performed from a
side angle. Strong luciferase activity was detected in inguinal
WAT in response to chronic CL-316,243 treatment (Figure 1J).
The increase in signal was paralleled by robust induction of
UCP1 protein in this depot (Figure 1K). These results show that
our Ucp1 luciferase reporter accurately indicates changes in
UCP1 elicited by physiological responses and is a useful tool
to quantify changes in UCP1 expression in vivo.

A Cell-Based Screening Platform to Monitor UCP1
Protein Expression
Next, to establish a cell-based system for quantifying UCP1
expression in fat cells suited for screening of small-molecule
or genomic libraries, we generated immortalized preadipocyte
lines from Ucp1 luciferase transgenics. From six cell lines
derived from interscapular BAT, we selected one that showed
high adipogenic capacity and signiﬁcant levels of UCP1 and
luciferase expression. Because PPARg ligands can stimulate
UCP1 expression (Sears et al., 1996), we tested the response
of this line to rosiglitazone. Luciferase activity was induced in a
dose-dependent manner and correlated tightly with endogenous UCP1 protein levels (Figures 2A and 2B). Treatment
with the cAMP-signaling activator forskolin also increased
luciferase activity and UCP1 protein expression (Figures 2C
and 2D).
To conﬁrm that the Ucp1 luciferase reporter cell line preserved
the response to BAT activators, and that it could report sequential changes in UCP1 expression, nude mice were implanted with
Ucp1 luciferase preadipocytes subcutaneously and treated
6 days posttransplantation with saline or rosiglitazone (10 mg/
kg per day) for 7 days. Luciferase activity in transplants of rosiglitazone-treated mice was increased signiﬁcantly at 4 days of
treatment and thereafter (Figures 2E and 2F). Transplanted preadipocytes in mice treated with rosiglitazone formed discrete
adipose tissue containing multilocular adipocytes (Figure 2G,
upper left). These adipocytes were positive for UCP1 protein
(Figure 2G, upper right) and GFP (i.e., tdTomato; Figure 2G,
lower left), indicating that transplanted cells retained brown adipogenic capacity in vivo. These observations indicate that this
cell-based system is a robust surrogate to assess endogenous
UCP1 expression.
A Small-Molecule Screen Identiﬁes a Regulator of UCP1
Expression
To test the ability of our monitoring systems to identify regulators
of UCP1 expression, we performed a phenotypic screen using a
modestly sized library of small molecules, primarily carbamates
and triazole ureas (Adibekian et al., 2011; Bachovchin et al.,
2010). Ucp1 luciferase brown preadipocytes were seeded and
differentiated in 96-well plates. Mature adipocytes (day 8) were
incubated with compounds and luciferase activity quantiﬁed
16 hr later (Figure 3A). To evaluate the power of the assay to identify compounds that modulate UCP1 levels in either direction,
four hits with differing properties (activators and inhibitors)
were selected for study (Figure 3B). As it is often the case with
reporter-based screens, two hits could not be validated and
may represent, for example, nonspeciﬁc stabilizers of luciferase
signal. Of those that conﬁrmed, compound 4 robustly increased
luciferase activity (Figure 3C). In contrast, compound 3 signiﬁcantly reduced luciferase signal. Importantly, compound 4
increased endogenous UCP1 protein expression to a similar
level to that induced by rosiglitazone (Figure 3D). None of the
compounds had any effect on brown preadipocytes (Figure S2).
Compound 4 (WWL113 in original nomenclature) was also a hit
in a different, image-based screen we recently described, in
which white preadipocytes were treated chronically (8 days)
during differentiation (Dominguez et al., 2014). WWL113 inhibits
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two serine hydrolases expressed in adipocytes, carboxylesterase 3 (Ces3 or Ces1d) and Ces1f (CesML1). However, the ability
of WWL113 to induce UCP1 expression in brown adipocytes
does not appear to be mediated by Ces3/1f inhibition, for a
structurally distinct Ces3 inhibitor (WWL229) failed to have the
same effect on UCP1 expression, whereas the urea version of
WWL113 (WWL113U), which does not inhibit Ces3, retained
the ability to induce UCP1 (Figure S3A). Nonetheless, we
concluded that WWL113 could be a valuable chemical probe
to further validate our reporter systems.
Induction of UCP1 Expression by WWL113 Relies on
PPARa Signaling
To characterize the effect of WWL113 on endogenous UCP1
expression, we treated cultured brown adipocytes with several
doses of WWL113. At a dose of 1 mM and higher, WWL113 signiﬁcantly increased UCP1 protein expression (Figure 4A). The
effect of WWL113 on UCP1 protein levels was largely due to
activation of Ucp1 transcription, because WWL113 powerfully
increased expression of Ucp1 mRNA (Figure 4B). WWL113 treatment also stimulated expression of mRNAs for other thermogenic genes, such as Cidea, Pgc1a, and Cox7a1 (Figure 4B).
WWL113 treatment had no effect on expression of the adipogenic marker Adiponectin. WWL113 treatment for 24 hr was sufﬁcient to activate endogenous Ucp1 mRNA expression without
affecting expression of multiple adipogenic markers (Figures
4C and S3B), indicating that WWL113 enhanced the BAT-selective thermogenic gene program in a cell-autonomous manner
without affecting adipogenesis per se. To test the functional consequences of WWL113 treatment, we examined the extent to
which WWL113 could sensitize brown adipocytes to physiologic
activators of BAT such as norepinephrine. WWL113 pretreatment enhanced the increase in Ucp1 mRNA expression normally
induced by norepinephrine (Figure 4D). More importantly,
WWL113-treated cells showed greater total and uncoupled
respiration in response to norepinephrine and greater uncoupled
basal respiration (Figures 4E and S3C).
Next, we explored the mechanism by which WWL113
increased Ucp1 transcription. Because PPARa is a critical regulator of thermogenic gene expression in BAT (Barbera et al.,
2001), we hypothesized that the action of WWL113 in BAT
could be mediated via PPARa. To test this notion, primary brown
adipocytes were treated with a selective PPARa antagonist
(GW6471) and/or a PPARg antagonist (GW9662) in the presence
or absence of WWL113. The capacity of WWL113 to increase
Ucp1 mRNA expression was largely blunted by treatment with

GW6471, but not with GW9662 (Figure 4F). The inhibitory effect
of GW6471 on WWL113-induced Ucp1 mRNA expression was
not altered when cells were cotreated with GW9662. These
results indicate that the ability of WWL113 to enhance Ucp1
expression is principally dependent on PPARa, but not PPARg,
activity. Because WWL113 is not a direct PPARa activator
(Dominguez et al., 2014), we tested the extent to which cotreatment of differentiated brown adipocytes with WWL113 and a
PPARa agonist (GW9578) would further boost Ucp1 mRNA
levels. Cotreatment with WWL113 and GW9578 modestly but
signiﬁcantly increased expression of Ucp1 relative to treatment
with either compound alone (Figure 4G), suggesting that
WWL113 cooperates with the PPARa pathway to enhance
UCP1 expression.
WWL113 Increases UCP1 Expression and the
Thermogenic Response In Vivo
We next tested if WWL113 could enhance UCP1 expression
in vivo. Ucp1 luciferase mice were treated with vehicle or
WWL113 (50 mg/kg once daily) for 5 days. This dose has been
shown to be effective in mice (Dominguez et al., 2014). A robust
and signiﬁcant increase (5-fold) in Ucp1-driven luciferase
expression was detected in the interscapular BAT depots of
transgenic mice treated with WWL113 (Figures 5A and 5B).
To conﬁrm these ﬁndings, we examined the ability of WWL113
to enhance thermogenic gene expression in C57BL/6J mice
treated with the compound for 5 days. WWL113 treatment
induced signiﬁcant increases in mRNA expression of Ucp1 and
thermogenic genes, such as Pgc1a and Dio2, in the BAT of
wild-type mice (Figure 5C). No change in the general marker
Pparg was seen. Importantly, UCP1 protein expression was
highly induced in vivo by WWL113 (Figure 5D). In contrast, no difference in mRNA expression of Ucp1, Pgc1a, Dio2, and Pparg
was observed in inguinal WAT of WWL113-treated mice (Figure S5A), indicating that the effects of WWL113 on the thermogenic gene program may be speciﬁc to brown fat.
Finally, we examined the effects of WWL113 on whole-body
energy expenditure. Mice treated with WWL113 for 7 days
showed no differences in basal energy expenditure, but upon
adrenergic stimulation (CL-316,243 injection), they responded
with a more robust increase in energy expenditure than controls
(Figure 5E). WWL113 did not affect locomotor activity (Figure 5F),
food intake (Figure 5G), or heart rate (Figure 5H). These data indicate that WWL113 increased UCP1 levels in vivo to a functionally
meaningful degree, increasing the adaptive thermogenic capacity of treated mice.

Figure 1. Luciferase Imaging of UCP1 Expression In Vivo
(A) 3D reconstruction of luciferase signals in Ucp1 luciferase reporter mice. Adipose depots with speciﬁc luciferase signal are indicated.
(B) Quantiﬁcation of luciferase in adipose depots, skeletal muscle, and liver of mice kept at room temperature. Values normalized to protein content.
(C) UCP1 protein expression in tissue lysates from the mouse in (B).
(D) Luciferase activity in Ucp1 luciferase reporter mice kept at 28 C and subsequently kept at 9 C for 24 hr. Representative mice are shown.
(E) Quantiﬁcation of luciferase signal in interscapular BAT of Ucp1 luciferase reporter mice shown in (D) (n = 9). ***p < 0.001. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
(F) Ucp1 mRNA expression in interscapular BAT of Ucp1 luciferase reporter mice kept at 28 C and 9 C for 24 hr. ***p < 0.001. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
(G) UCP1 protein expression in interscapular BAT of transgenic mice analyzed in (F).
(H) Representative image of luciferase signal in Ucp1 luciferase reporter mice treated with saline or CL-316,243 for 1 day (acute) or 4 days (subchronic; n = 3).
(I) UCP1 protein expression in BAT of transgenic mice analyzed in (H).
(J) Representative images of luciferase signal in inguinal WAT depots of Ucp1 luciferase reporter mice treated with saline or CL-316,243 for 4 days.
(K) UCP1 protein expression in inguinal WAT depots of Ucp1 luciferase mice treated with saline or CL-316,243 for 1 day or 4 days.
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Figure 3. Small-Molecule Screen to Identify
Regulators of UCP1 Expression
(A) Screen scheme. Ucp1 luciferase brown preadipocytes were differentiated in 96-well plates
and treated at day 8 with compounds for 16 hr
(n = 3).
(B) Screen performance. Mean luciferase activity
of compounds (blue circles) plotted relative to the
value of DMSO-treated Ucp1 luciferase adipocytes (100%; green circles). Rosiglitazone served
as positive control (red circles). Ucp1 luciferase
preadipocytes (purple circles) were used to
determine background and induction of signal
upon differentiation. Hits selected for evaluation
(blue circles, red outline) are numbered according
to the scheme used in validation experiments.
(C) Luciferase activity in differentiated Ucp1 luciferase brown adipocytes treated with compounds
for 5 days. Rosiglitazone (0.5 mM) and CL-316,243
(10 nM) served as positive controls (n = 3). *p <
0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 versus control. Data
are expressed as mean + SD.
(D) UCP1 protein expression in cells from (C).

DISCUSSION
We have developed an in vivo monitoring system that allows to
quantitatively track sequential changes in UCP1 expression
within the same individual. Because UCP1 expression shows a
high level of interindividual variation (Boeuf et al., 2002) and
changes dynamically during circadian oscillation (Gerhart-Hines
et al., 2013), seasonal changes (Au-Yong et al., 2009), and
aging (Rogers et al., 2012), this model may prove of wide utility.
18
ﬂuoro-labeled 2-deoxy-glucose positron emission tomography (18FDG-PET) scanning has been applied to assess BAT activity in rodents and humans (Cypess et al., 2009; Saito et al.,
2009; van Marken Lichtenbelt et al., 2009; Virtanen et al.,
2009), but detection of 18FDG-PET signals in BAT depends
entirely on glucose uptake. In contrast, the level of UCP1 expression in BAT is a more-direct measure of the thermogenic capacity of this tissue (Nedergaard and Cannon, 2010). Hence, the
transgenic UCP1 reporter we describe provides an opportunity
to identify signaling pathways and transcriptional events that
control thermogenic capacity in brown adipocytes in vivo. Unlike
prior UCP1 models (Cassard-Doulcier et al., 1993), it also en-

ables characterization of modulators of BAT function in real
time in live animals.
Ucp1 luciferase brown adipocyte lines derived from this transgenic retain the characteristics of bona ﬁde brown fat cells.
A phenotypic screen using these cells identiﬁed a compound,
WWL113, that can increase UCP1 expression in vitro and in vivo.
It is important to note that UCP1’s uncoupling activity is dependent
on sympathetic nerve activation and increased intracellular cAMP
levels. As BAT activity is stimulated by cold exposure, long-chain
free fatty acids supplied from cAMP-induced lipolysis and from
the circulation directly bind UCP1 and serve as a substrate
to transport protons into the mitochondrial matrix (Fedorenko
et al., 2012). Thus, small molecules that solely stimulate UCP1
expression are unlikely to induce substantial thermogenesis. In
agreement with this notion, we found that the effect of WWL113
treatment on cellular respiration was greater when cells were stimulated with norepinephrine. In that setting, this chemical probe
signiﬁcantly increased total and uncoupled cellular respiration.
More importantly, mice treated with WWL113 showed considerably enhanced energy expenditure, but this increase required
adrenergic stimulation. WWL113-treated mice showed no

Figure 2. Cell-Based System to Monitor UCP1 Expression
(A) Luciferase activity in immortalized Ucp1 luciferase brown adipocytes. Differentiated adipocytes were treated with DMSO (control) or rosiglitazone for 5 days
(n = 3).
(B) UCP1 protein expression in cells analyzed in (A).
(C) Luciferase activity in differentiated Ucp1 luciferase brown adipocytes treated with DMSO (control), forskolin, or rosiglitazone (0.5 mM) for 5 days (n = 3).
(D) UCP1 protein expression in cells analyzed in (C).
(E) Luciferase activity monitored at days 0, 1, 4, and 7 after the start of rosiglitazone treatment in mice implanted with Ucp1 luciferase immortalized preadipocytes.
Saline (n = 4) or rosiglitazone (n = 6; 10 mg/kg) treatment started 6 days postimplantation. Representative mice are shown.
(F) Sequential changes in luciferase activity measured in fat transplants from mice in (E).
(G) Hematoxylin and eosin and immunoﬂuorescent stains for UCP1 or GFP (i.e., tdTomato) in transplants from mice treated with rosiglitazone. Merged UCP1 and
GFP image counterstained with DAPI. The scale bar represents 50 mm. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin staining.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 4. Effect of WWL113 on UCP1
Expression and Cellular Respiration
(A) UCP1 protein expression in differentiated Ucp1
luciferase brown adipocytes treated with WWL113
for 5 days. Rosiglitazone (0.5 mM) served as positive control.
(B) Expression of thermogenic genes in differentiated Ucp1 luciferase brown adipocytes treated
with WWL113 (10 mM) for 5 days. Rosiglitazone
(0.5 mM) served as positive control (n = 3). *p <
0.05; ***p < 0.001 versus control.
(C) Ucp1 mRNA expression in primary differentiated brown adipocytes treated with WWL113
(10 mM) or rosiglitazone (5 mM) for 24 or 48 hr (n =
3). ***p < 0.001 versus control.
(D) Ucp1 mRNA expression in primary differentiated brown adipocytes treated with WWL113
(10 mM) or rosiglitazone (5 mM) for 48 hr. Norepinephrine (0.1 mM) was added 8 hr prior to harvest
(n = 3). **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 versus control.
(E) Total and uncoupled (oligomycin-insensitive)
respiration of differentiated brown adipocytes (5 3
105 cells/sample) treated with WWL113 (10 mM) in
the presence or absence of norepinephrine
(0.1 mM; n = 3 to 4). *p < 0.05 versus control.
(F) Ucp1 mRNA expression in differentiated brown
adipocytes treated with vehicle or WWL113
(10 mM) for 24 hr with or without 30 min pretreatment with a PPARa-selective antagonist
(GW6471; 3 mM) and/or a PPARg-selective
antagonist (GW9662; 10 mM; n = 3). ***p < 0.001
versus control. ###p < 0.001 versus WWL113treated cells.
(G) Ucp1 mRNA expression in differentiated brown
adipocytes treated with vehicle, WWL113 (10 mM),
a PPARa-selective agonist (GW9578), or the
combination for 24 hr (n = 4). *p < 0.05; ***p <
0.001.
Data are expressed as mean + SD.

differences in locomotor activity, food intake, or heartbeat, indicating that the compound does not enhance basal sympathetic
drive. Together with the ﬁnding that WWL113 increases UCP1
expression in brown fat cells in a cell-autonomous manner, these
results suggest that WWL113 boosts energy expenditure primarily
by increasing the content of UCP1 in BAT that can be activated by
physiologic stimuli such as cold.
We previously reported that chronic administration (2 months)
of WWL113 to obese-diabetic mice reduced body weight gain,
improved systemic glucose and lipid homeostasis, and cleared
hepatic steatosis (Dominguez et al., 2014). We ascribed the
effects of WWL113 to inhibition of Ces3 in WAT and liver. Using
a distinct phenotypic screen as a starting point, in this study, we
have found that WWL113 can have Ces3-independent effects in

BAT. WWL113 is not a direct activator of
PPARa (Dominguez et al., 2014), but its
effects on UCP1 expression in brown fat
cells depend to a large extent, though
not completely, on PPARa signaling.
Although the molecular target(s) for
WWL113’s action in BAT remains to be
clariﬁed, this tool compound has nonetheless demonstrated
the utility of our UCP1-monitoring systems to identify pharmacologic activators of UCP1 expression.
BAT is the major adipose depot that contains UCP1-positive
adipocytes (classical brown adipocytes), but rodents and humans also possess an inducible type of thermogenic fat cells,
termed beige or brite adipocytes (Sharp et al., 2012; Wu et al.,
2012; Cypess et al., 2013; Lidell et al., 2013). UCP1-positive
beige adipocytes emerge within WAT in response to external
cues, such as sustained cold exposure or exercise. Beige adipocytes are considered promising reservoirs for enhancing energy
expenditure, but current technologies (e.g., 18FDG-PET and MRI
scans) do not possess enough resolution to detect beige cells
in vivo. Our data indicate that our Ucp1 luciferase mouse may
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Figure 5. WWL113 Increases UCP1 Expression in Mice
(A) Luciferase activity in Ucp1 luciferase reporter
mice treated daily with WWL113 (50 mg/kg) or
vehicle for 5 days (n = 5). Representative mice are
shown.
(B) Quantiﬁcation of luciferase signal in interscapular BAT of mice treated as in (A). Values
normalized to protein content and shown as fold
change relative to vehicle.
(C) Expression of thermogenic genes in interscapular BAT of C57BL/6 mice treated daily with
WWL113 (50 mg/kg) or vehicle for 5 days (n = 5).
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
(D) UCP1 protein expression in interscapular BAT
of C57BL/6 mice analyzed in (C).
(E) VO2 of wild-type mice treated daily with
WWL113 (50 mg/kg) or vehicle for 7 days (n = 6).
CL-316,243 (1 mg/kg) was injected to examine the
response to adrenergic stimulation. **p < 0.01.
N.S., not signiﬁcant.
(F) Locomotor activity of mice in (E).
(G) Food intake of mice in (E).
(H) Heart rate of mice in (E).
Data are expressed as means ± SEM.

serve as a tool to monitor the effects of compounds and biological factors on beige cells.
Although they share the thermogenic ability of brown adipocytes, beige adipocytes have a distinct, heterogeneous developmental origin that is not fully understood. Beige adipocytes in
multiple WAT depots can arise from Myf5-positive and negative
cells (Sanchez-Gurmaches and Guertin, 2014), and a subset of
inguinal beige adipocytes originates from a smooth-muscle
lineage (Long et al., 2014). Prior work has shown that regulation
of Ucp1 is distinct in the two types of thermogenic adipocytes
(Guerra et al., 1998; Koza et al., 2000; Xue et al., 2007). We found
that WWL113 could activate UCP1 expression in BAT, but
not in inguinal WAT, implying that WWL113-initiated signaling
events that regulate UCP1 expression may be unique to brown
adipocytes.
BAT and liver are the major organs responsible for triglyceride
uptake (Bartelt et al., 2011), and emerging evidence points to a
close connection between BAT activity, liver function, and systemic lipid homeostasis. For example, defects in thermogenesis
caused by BAT-speciﬁc knockout of the enzyme euchromatic
histone-lysine N-methyltransferase 1 resulted in hepatic steatosis and insulin resistance, even when weight-matched mice

were compared (Ohno et al., 2013).
Conversely, activation of BAT thermogenesis, for example by overexpression
of PTEN, reduced hepatic lipid accumulation and enhanced systemic insulin sensitivity (Ortega-Molina et al., 2012). Thus,
the therapeutic beneﬁts of increased
BAT thermogenesis may not be limited
to effects on weight but could include
improvements in lipid homeostasis and
whole-body insulin sensitivity. The set of
tools we have developed should aid the development of pharmacologically tractable approaches to activate BAT function as a
therapy against obesity and its complications.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
Experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of California, San Francisco, and The Scripps Research
Institute. Unless stated, mice were kept at room temperature. WWL113 was
administered either intraperitoneally once daily (50 mg/kg in a 4:1 PEG300:Tween 80 vehicle solution) or orally (50 mg/kg in 0.5% hydroxypropylmethylcellulose). At the conclusion of treatment, BAT, WAT, skeletal muscle, and liver
were snap frozen for luciferase assays and RNA and protein analysis. Energy
balance studies were performed over the course of 7 days using a Comprehensive Lab Animal Monitoring System (Columbus Instruments) as described
(Ohno et al., 2013). Data were normalized to body weight, as there were no differences between groups. Heart rate in the conscious state was measured by
the indirect tail cuff method with a SC1000 MSP (Hatteras Instruments).
Generation of Ucp1 Luciferase Reporter Mice
A 98.6 kb BAC (bMQ353d13; Source BioScience) containing the entire Ucp1
gene locus was obtained and a luciferase2-T2A-tdTomato reporter cassette
(Addgene 32904) inserted at the initiation codon of the Ucp1-coding sequence
located in exon 1 using BAC recombineering techniques (Warming et al.,
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2005). Ucp1 luciferase BAC DNA was microinjected into single-cell FVB
embryos and transgenic founders and their offspring identiﬁed by PCR
(primers provided in Table S1). Segregation patterns indicate that the transgene inserted into the Y chromosome. Transgenics display no decrease in
fertility or any other abnormalities.
In Vivo Luciferase Imaging
Luciferase activity was monitored using an IVIS Spectrum Instrument (Caliper
Life Sciences). For 3D reconstruction, six images (exposure time: 180 s;
binning: L; F/Stop:1; emission ﬁlters: 560–660 nm; ﬁeld of view: C) were
collected starting 8 min after injection of 150 mg/kg luciferin (Goldbio). In other
experiments, one image per scan (exposure time: 300 s; binning: M; F/Stop:1;
emission ﬁlters: open; ﬁeld of view: D) was acquired 15 min after luciferin injection. 3D reconstructions and luciferase activity were calculated using Living
Image Software (Caliper Life Sciences).
Immortalized Ucp1 Luciferase Adipocyte Lines
The stromal vascular fraction from interscapular BAT of 3-week-old male
UCP1 luciferase transgenic mice was isolated (Ohno et al., 2012) and cells
infected with a retrovirus expressing large T antigen (pBabe SV40 Large T antigen; Addgene) and selected in puromycin (2 mg/ml). Immortalized preadipocytes were cultured in Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium (DMEM), 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin, and streptomycin. Upon 100% conﬂuence
(day 0), differentiation was induced with medium containing 10% FBS, 5 mg/ml
insulin, 1 nM T3, 0.125 mM indomethacin, 2 mg/ml dexamethasone, and
0.125 mM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine for 2 days. From day 2 on, cells were
cultured only in the presence of insulin and T3.
Phenotypic Screen
A library of approximately 300 compounds (Adibekian et al., 2011; Bachovchin
et al., 2010) was screened. Immortalized Ucp1 luciferase brown preadipocytes
were seeded in 96-well plates and differentiated as described above. At day 8,
cells were exposed to compounds (5 mM for carbamates, 2.5 mM for triazole
ureas) in serum-free DMEM. Rosiglitazone (0.5 mM) served as positive control.
After 16 hr, media was replaced with Glo Lysis Buffer (Promega) and luciferase
activity quantiﬁed in a PHERAstar reader (BMG Labtech). Activity was normalized relative to the signal in DMSO-treated cells in each plate. Assays were
performed in triplicate. Compounds inducing >50% increase or decrease in
luciferase activity were selected for follow-up.
Luciferase Assays
Cells or tissues were lysed in Cell Culture Lysis Reagent (Promega) and luciferase activity quantiﬁed using the Luciferase Assay System (Promega). Activity
was measured in an Optocomp I reader (MGM Instruments) and normalized to
total protein content.
Gene Expression
Total RNA was isolated using RiboZol reagents (AMRESCO) and reversed
transcribed using an iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad) and quantitative
real-time PCR performed using SYBR green and an ABI ViiA7 machine. Relative mRNA expression was determined by the DD-Ct method with TATAbinding protein as a normalization control. Primer sequences are provided in
Table S1.
Metabolic Studies
Whole-body energy expenditure was measured at ambient temperature using
a Comprehensive Lab Animal Monitoring System (Columbus Instruments) at
the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) animal metabolic core facility. Wild-type mice were treated daily with WWL113 (50 mg/kg) or vehicle for
7 days (n = 6). The mice were injected intraperitoneally with a b3-adrenergic
receptor-speciﬁc agonist CL-316,243 at a dose of 1 mg/kg to examine the
response to adrenergic stimulation. VO2 was normalized by body weight.
Western Analysis
Proteomes were separated by SDS-PAGE. Antibodies used: UCP1 (Abcam;
ab10983); Akt (Cell Signaling Technology; 9272); a-tubulin (Sigma; T8203);
and b-actin (Sigma-Aldrich; AC-15).

Cellular Respiration
Oxygen consumption rate was measured in a MT200A Cell Respirometer
(Strathkelvin), as previously described (Kajimura et al., 2009). Brieﬂy, differentiated brown adipocytes treated with DMSO or WWL113 (10 mM) for 48 hr were
trypsinized and incubated in serum-free medium in the presence or absence of
norepinephrine. Uncoupled and nonmitochondrial cellular respiration were
measured using oligomycin (1 mM) and antimycin A (1 mM).
Fat Transplantation
Preadipocytes were implanted as described (Kajimura et al., 2009). Brieﬂy,
cultured immortalized Ucp1 luciferase preadipocytes were trypsinized,
washed, and resuspended in PBS. Preadipocytes in a volume of 300 ml (4
3 107 cells) were injected subcutaneously into NCr nude mice (Taconic).
Six days after transplantation, mice were injected with either saline (n = 4) or
rosiglitazone (n = 6; 10 mg/kg) twice daily for 7 days. Luciferase activity was
monitored on days 0, 1, 4, and 7.
Histology
Tissues were ﬁxed in 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in parafﬁn. Sections (7 mm) were analyzed with hematoxylin and eosin staining and immunoﬂuorescence to detect UCP1 (ab10983 1:1,000 in 5% goat serum) or GFP
(GFP-1020 1:500 in 5% goat serum) as described (Sharp et al., 2012).
Statistics
Statistical signiﬁcance was deﬁned as p < 0.05 and determined by two-tailed
Student t tests, Wilcoxon, or ANOVA, with Dunne’s multiple comparison post
hoc analysis.
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SUMMARY

TRIM28 is a corepressor that mediates transcriptional silencing by establishing local heterochromatin. Here, we show that deletion of TRIM28 in neural
progenitor cells (NPCs) results in high-level expression of two groups of endogenous retroviruses
(ERVs): IAP1 and MMERVK10C. We ﬁnd that NPCs
use TRIM28-mediated histone modiﬁcations to
dynamically regulate transcription and silencing of
ERVs, which is in contrast to other somatic cell types
using DNA methylation. We also show that derepression of ERVs inﬂuences transcriptional dynamics in
NPCs through the activation of nearby genes and
the expression of long noncoding RNAs. These ﬁndings demonstrate a unique dynamic transcriptional
regulation of ERVs in NPCs. Our results warrant
future studies on the role of ERVs in the healthy and
diseased brain.
INTRODUCTION
The mammalian brain is an extremely complex organ harboring
more than a thousand different types of neurons that serve a
wide variety of functions. How this complexity is achieved
remains largely unknown. However, epigenetic mechanisms
such as DNA methylation, histone modiﬁcation, and noncoding
RNAs are thought to be important in establishing a high diversity
of gene expression from the same template, leading to a spatial
pattern of transcription. How distinct transcriptional programs
are established in different neuronal populations remains poorly
understood, but one interesting recently proposed hypothesis
suggests transposable elements (TEs) to be involved in this process (Muotri et al., 2007; Reilly et al., 2013). TEs are repetitive
mobile genetic elements that were originally considered to be
parasitic DNA without any function, popularly termed ‘‘junk
DNA.’’ Today, it is becoming increasingly clear that TEs can
act as gene regulatory elements by serving as hubs for chromatin
20 Cell Reports 10, 20–28, January 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

modiﬁcations and by acting as transcriptional start sites for
noncoding RNAs. Consequently, TEs are very well suited to inﬂuence gene expression and may play an important role in controlling and ﬁne-tuning gene networks in the brain (Jern and Cofﬁn,
2008; Cowley and Oakey, 2013).
Retroviruses are found in most vertebrates and can transform
their genetic material and integrate into the host genome as proviruses to produce new viruses. Occasionally, retroviruses infect
germline cells allowing the integrated proviruses to be passed on
to the offspring as an endogenous retrovirus (ERV). Around
8%–10% of the human and mouse genome are composed of
this type of TE, and, despite up to millions of years since their
integration in host germline, many ERVs contain sequences
that can serve as transcriptional start sites or as cis-acting regulatory elements in the host genomes (Jern and Cofﬁn, 2008). The
large amount of ERVs in mammalian genomes suggest that they
play important roles in the host organisms, for instance, by inﬂuencing gene regulatory networks (Kunarso et al., 2010; Feschotte, 2008), but ERVs have also been linked to diseases. In
humans, aberrant expression of ERVs has been found in both
cancer and brain disorders, although causality remains to be
established (Jern and Cofﬁn, 2008; Douville et al., 2011). Thus,
ERVs may contribute both beneﬁcial and detrimental effects,
which have been balanced throughout evolution, to the host
organism.
ERVs are silenced during the ﬁrst few days of embryogenesis
by TRIM28 (tripartite motif-containing protein 28, also known as
KAP1 or TIF1beta), a transcriptional corepressor essential for
early mouse development (Cammas et al., 2000; Rowe et al.,
2010). During the extensive genome reprogramming that takes
place at this period, TRIM28 is recruited to ERVs via
sequence-speciﬁc Krüppel-associated box zinc-ﬁnger proteins
(KRAB-ZFPs), a family of transcription factors that has undergone a rapid expansion in mammalian genomes in parallel with
the expansion of ERVs (Wolf and Goff, 2009; Thomas and
Schneider, 2011). TRIM28 then induces repressive histone modiﬁcations by recruiting multiprotein complexes including the
H3K9 methyltransferase SETDB1 (also known as ESET), the
histone deacetylase-containing NuRD complex, and heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Schultz et al., 2002; Sripathy et al.,

2006). Deletion of Trim28 or Setdb1 in ESCs leads to loss of the
H3K9me3-mark at ERVs, resulting in transcriptional activation of
these elements (Matsui et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2010).
However, KRAB-ZFP/TRIM28 histone-based repression of
ERVs rapidly gives place to a more permanent silencing mechanism, as the TRIM28-mediated recruitment of de novo DNA
methyltransferases leads to cytosine methylation at CpG dinucleotides (Ellis et al., 2007; Wiznerowicz et al., 2007; Rowe and
Trono, 2011). The maintenance DNA methyltransferase complex
then ensures that DNA methylation is maintained, alleviating the
need for sequence-speciﬁc KRAB-ZFPs and TRIM28. In mouse
embryonic ﬁbroblasts as well as in all adult tissues examined so
far, TRIM28 depletion has no impact on ERV silencing, which is
instead released by drugs such as 5-azacytidine or by deletion of
DNA methyltransferases (Jackson-Grusby et al., 2001; Hutnick
et al., 2010).
DNA methylation has long been considered as a stable epigenetic mark resulting in maintenance of DNA-methylation patterns
throughout the lifespan of an organism. However, several recent
studies demonstrate a unique dynamic regulation of DNAmethylation patterns in the brain (Sweatt, 2013). There is also
evidence that retroelements and transposons are highly active
during brain development and in neural progenitor cells (NPCs)
(Muotri et al., 2005, 2010; Baillie et al., 2011; Evrony et al.,
2012; Li et al., 2013; Perrat et al., 2013). For example, LINE-1
elements have been found to be transcriptionally active and to
retrotranspose in NPCs (Muotri et al., 2005, 2010; Coufal et al.,
2009). In addition, we have previously found that deletion of
TRIM28 in postmitotic forebrain neurons results in complex
behavioral alterations, including vulnerability to stress (Jakobsson et al., 2008). In the present work, we demonstrate that
NPCs use TRIM28-mediated histone modiﬁcations to dynamically regulate the transcription and silencing of ERVs, rather
than the DNA methylation at play in other somatic tissues. We
also unveil that derepression of ERVs inﬂuences transcriptional
dynamics in NPCs, by activating nearby genes and the expression of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs).
RESULTS
TRIM28-Deﬁcient NPCs Express High Levels of ERVs
To investigate if TRIM28 contributes to ERV silencing in NPCs we
established Trim28-deﬁcient NPC cultures. We crossed transgenic NestinCre mice (Tronche et al., 1999) with mice carrying
ﬂoxed Trim28-alleles (Trim28ﬂ/ﬂ) (Weber et al., 2002), resulting
in excision of Trim28 in neural progenitors at the time when
Nestin-expression is initiated, starting around embryonic day
10 (E10). At E13.5, we collected embryos, dissected the forebrain, and established NPC cultures from individual embryos
(Figures 1A and 1B). We conﬁrmed the deletion of Trim28 by
genotyping for the excised allele and by verifying the absence
of TRIM28 protein (Figures 1C and 1D). We collected RNA
from Trim28/ NPCs and wild-type controls and performed
RNA extraction followed by deep sequencing (RNA-seq). The resulting reads were mapped against reference sequences from
Repbase, a database containing consensus sequences for
known repetitive elements (Jurka et al., 2005). We found that
several ERVs were highly upregulated in Trim28/ NPCs,

including, e.g., Mus musculus ERV using tRNALys type 10C
(MMERVK10C) and intracisternal A-particles class 1 (IAP1) (Figure 1E; Tables S1 and S2). Other retroelements such as MusD
and LINE-1 were modestly upregulated, whereas several other
types of common repetitive elements were unaffected (Figure 1E;
Tables S1 and S2).
We conﬁrmed increased transcription of MMERVK10C and
IAP1 elements using quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) (Figure 1F).
In contrast, when we used primer pairs designed to recognize
the consensus sequence of the entire IAP-family, including
more ancient IAP elements, we detected only a modest upregulation (Figure 1F). This ﬁnding is in line with the results of the
RNA-seq, which indicated that only certain types of IAP elements were upregulated in Trim28/ NPCs. Also in agreement
with the RNA-seq, qRT-PCR analyses indicated that deletion
of Trim28 in NPCs only modestly increased the expression of
other retroelements such as LINE-1 or MusD (Figure 1F). We
conﬁrmed these results in cultures derived from two separate
embryos (data not shown).
Trim28/ NPCs proliferated at a similar rate compared to
cells generated from wild-type and heterozygous siblings and
could be expanded for more than 60 passages. However, we
observed that Trim28/ NPCs were growing in dense clusterlike formations, which seemed to attach less to the ﬂask surface
compared to the wild-type control. Trim28/ NPCs could also
be differentiated to both neurons and astrocytes suggesting
that TRIM28 has no major inﬂuence on the self-renewal and
differentiation of NPCs (Figures 1G and 1H).
MMERVK10C Elements Are Controlled by TRIM28
The RNA-seq analysis indicated that MMERVK10C elements
were among the most upregulated ERVs following Trim28deletion in NPCs. MMERVK10C is a beta-like ERV similar to
HERVK (HML2), one of the most recent ERVs to invade the
human genome (Reichmann et al., 2012) (Belshaw et al., 2005).
MMERVK10C sequences ﬂanked by RLTR10C make up putative
proviral sequences of around 8.4 kb. In the mouse genome,
MMERVK10C is present in a few complete provirus loci (20)
and more than 1,000 incomplete loci (Reichmann et al., 2012).
We performed sequence analysis of the MMERVK10C provirus
for the presence of retroviral features using the RetroTector
software (Sperber et al., 2007). Based on this analysis, we
designed primers recognizing the LTRs, gag, pol, and env of
the MMERVK10C provirus and investigated expression levels
in Trim28/ NPCs (schematics in Figure 2A). We found that
transcripts over the entire region of the provirus were increased,
including a massive expression of env sequences when compared to wild-type controls (170-fold; Figure 2B).
Ascertaining that the ERV induction observed in NPCs isolated
from Trim28/ animals was not secondary to more general
developmental anomalies, knocking down TRIM28 in wild-type
NPCs by lentivector-mediated RNA interference led to a marked
upregulation of these retroelements (Figure 2C). Furthermore,
increased ERV expression was detected in forebrain tissue
from Trim28/ embryos (Figure 2D).
In ESCs, TRIM28 controls ERV expression via histone modiﬁcations including H3K9 trimethylation (Rowe et al., 2010),
whereas it is DNA methylation that instead prevails in somatic
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Figure 1. Establishment of Trim28-Deﬁcient Neural Progenitor Cultures
(A) Illustration of the experimental approach.
(B) Representative images of early passage Trim28/ NPCs.
(C) PCR analysis of genomic DNA from wild-type and Trim28/ NPCs demonstrates the presence of the 152 and 290 bp products corresponding to loxP-ﬂanked
or excised Trim28, respectively.
(D) Veriﬁcation of a complete lack of TRIM28 protein via immunocytochemistry.
(E) RNA-seq analysis. The graph shows KO samples plotted versus wild-type samples, where each dot represents a Repbase sequence.
(F) qRT-PCR of RNA isolated from wild-type and Trim28/ NPCs.
(G) Trim28-deﬁcient NPCs display a homogenous expression of NESTIN.
(H) Immunoﬂuorescent analysis of differentiated NPCs.
Data are presented as mean of relative values ± SEM. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test. Scale bars, 200 (A) and 50 (B) mm. See also Tables S1 and S2.

tissues. In NPCs, we found that the MMERVK10C provirus was
enriched in H3K9me3, and that this repressive mark was markedly reduced in Trim28/ NPCs (Figure 2E).
Because MMERVK10C appeared to be under TRIM28 control
in NPCs, we hypothesized that at least a proportion of these retroelements escaped DNA methylation in these cells. To probe
this issue, we examined the DNA methylation status of full-length
MMERVK10C, which were among the most highly upregulated
retroelements in Trim28/ NPCs. Bisulﬁte sequencing of a
CpG-island located in the 30 region of MMERVK10C revealed
several clones with some unmethylated CpGs (17% unmethylated CpGs, Figure 2F) in NPCs, whereas this region was almost
22 Cell Reports 10, 20–28, January 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

fully methylated in DNA extracted from mouse tail (7% unmethylated CpGs, Figure 2F, Fisher’s exact test one-sided p < 0.05).
Moreover, we found no difference in the level of CpG methylation
between wild-type and Trim28/ NPCs. In summary, these data
suggest that a proportion of the MMERVK10C elements are
spared from undergoing DNA methylation speciﬁcally in NPCs
during early development.
Increased Expression of IAP1 Results in ERV-Derived
Protein Expression
IAP1 elements, which lose H3K9me3 marks and were also
highly upregulated in Trim28/ NPCs (Figures 3A and 3B), are

Figure
2. Analysis
of
MMERVK10C Provirus

the

Putative

(A) Schematic drawing of the MMERVK10C
provirus and approximate primer positions.
(B) Quantitative analysis of transcript levels of
different regions of the MMERVK10C provirus in
Trim28/ and wild-type NPCs.
(C) qRT-PCR analysis of MMERVK10C following
TRIM28-shRNA knockdown.
(D) qRT-PCR analysis of E13.5 forebrain dissected
from intercrosses of NestinCre Trim28ﬂoxed mice.
(E) ChIP for H3K9me3 in Trim28/ and
wild-type NPCs.
(F) Bisulﬁte sequencing analysis of the 30 end
region of MMERVK10C. Empty and full circles
represent unmethylated and methylated CpGs,
respectively.
Data are presented as mean of relative values ±
SEM. *p < 0.05, Student’s t test.

internalized env-lacking mouse ERVs that demonstrate a large
degree of polymorphism among different mouse strains and
maintain the capacity to retrotranspose. Using immunocytochemistry with an IAP-speciﬁc antibody, we found a uniform,
high-level IAP-gag expression located to the cytoplasm in
Trim28/ NPCs (Figure 3C).
Taken together, these data demonstrate that deletion of
TRIM28 in NPCs results in a massive transcriptional increase
of ERVs, including MMERVK10C and IAP1. NPCs thus appear
to constitute a cellular environment distinct from that of other
somatic cells studied so far, with the TRIM28-induced histonebased repressive mechanism playing a role in ERV control.
Activation of ERVs Correlates with Increased
Transcription of Nearby Genes
The ability of ERVs to attract transcription factors and silencing
complexes has led to a reassessment of their role in the host
genome. ERVs are now considered to be important transcriptional regulatory elements that shape and inﬂuence gene expression during early development (Isbel and Whitelaw, 2012).
For example, we have recently found that TRIM28 controls
the expression of developmental genes by repressing ERVassociated enhancers in pluripotent cells (Rowe et al., 2013).
Twenty-six MMERVK10C proviruses and 361 IAP proviruses
that were upregulated in Trim28/ NPCs were mapped to

precise genomic locations (Figure S1).
Out of these 387 proviruses, 90 were
situated close to genes (<50 kb). We
found that 25 of those genes (28%)
demonstrated signiﬁcantly increased expression, whereas expression of only six
of them was decreased (7%) (Figure 4A).
We also found that those 90 genes
located close to upregulated ERVs
(ERV-up genes) were on average 3-fold
upregulated in Trim28/ cells (Figure 4B).
In contrast, a random selection of ERVs
that was not upregulated in Trim28/
cells (n = 129, MMERVK10C and IAP1 elements) did not affect
nearby genes (ERVs-ctrl genes, n = 50, Figure 4B). Interestingly,
we also found that ERV-up genes were expressed at low
levels in wild-type cells (Figure 4C), which is in agreement
with a model where ERVs mediate repressive regulation of
nearby genes caused by the attraction of the TRIM28 silencing
complex to ERV sequences. We validated the increased expression of ﬁve ERV-up genes in Trim28/ cells using qRT-PCR
(Figure 4D).
ERVs Produce Long Noncoding RNAs
We looked in detail at BC048671, which is a protein-coding transcript that is induced in Trim28/ NPCs but completely absent
in wild-type NPCs. BC048671 is located 5 kb downstream of an
IAP element, which is also highly upregulated in Trim28/
NPCs. The RNA-seq data show that transcriptional initiation at
the IAP element results in the formation of a long transcript
(>10 kb) that extends into the coding sequence of BC048671
(Figure 4E). The presence of high levels of this long transcript
was veriﬁed using qRT-PCR primers located both upstream
and within the coding sequence of BC048671 (Figure 4F).
Thus, readthrough of an ERV-derived transcript into another
locus is likely to be one of several mechanisms by which nearby
gene expression can be affected (see also Figure S2). This
ﬁnding supports the notion that a general feature of ERVs might
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Figure 3. Analysis of IAP1 Expression
(A) Quantitative analysis of transcript levels of different regions of IAP1 provirus
in Trim28/ and wild-type NPCs.
(B) ChIP for H3K9me3 in Trim28/ and wild-type NPCs.
(C) Confocal analysis of immunoﬂuorescence staining for IAP-gag on
Trim28/ and wild-type NPCs. Scale bar, 10 mm.
Data are presented as mean of relative values ± SEM. *p < 0.05, Student’s
t test.

be to act as transcriptional start sites for long noncoding RNAs
(lncRNAs). Indeed, when we scrutinized ERV elements located
in gene free regions, we found that both IAP and MMERVK10C
elements serve as start sites for lncRNAs (Figures 4G and 4I).
Using qRT-PCR, we conﬁrmed high-level expression of two
ERV-derived lncRNAs in Trim28/ NPCs (Figures 4H and 4J).
The length of the ERV-derived lncRNAs did in many cases
extend 25 kb (Figure 4K). These data demonstrate that derepression of ERVs in NPCs can result in the expression of multiple
lncRNAs. The functional role of lncRNAs in NPCs remains largely
unexplored, but they are thought to play important regulatory
roles and have been implicated as scaffolds for nuclear protein
complexes and as antisense transcripts in the control of epigenetic pathways (Guttman and Rinn, 2012).
DISCUSSION
In pluripotent stem cells, TRIM28 is a master corepressor of
retroelements including ERVs (Matsui et al., 2010; Rowe
et al., 2010). When these cells differentiate into various somatic
cell types, DNA methylation is instated on ERV sequences,
which ultimately results in stable silencing that is no longer
dependent on TRIM28 (Wiznerowicz et al., 2007; Rowe et al.,
2013). Thus, when TRIM28 is deleted from various somatic
cell types such as ﬁbroblasts, hepatocytes, and white blood
cells, no increased ERV expression is detected (Rowe et al.,
24 Cell Reports 10, 20–28, January 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

2010; Bojkowska et al., 2012; Santoni de Sio et al., 2012a,
2012b). Here, we describe an exception to this rule. When
TRIM28 is deleted in NPCs, several ERVs become highly expressed. This ﬁnding unravels a unique transcriptional regulation of ERVs in NPCs.
ERVs regulated by TRIM28 in NPCs are recent invaders of the
mouse genome. IAP1 is the most recent member of the wellstudied IAP ERVs (Qin et al., 2010). IAPs are ERVs that have
lost the env gene and adopted an intracellular life cycle (Ribet
et al., 2008). IAP1 has been shown to retrotranspose and has
distinct integration patterns in different strains of laboratory
mice (Li et al., 2012). MMERVK10C, another ERV massively
upregulated in Trim28/ NPCs, is poorly characterized, and it
is unclear if it is still endowed with retrotransposition potential,
whether on its own or with the support of factors provided
in trans. A previous study that analyzed the structure of
MMERVK10C elements in the mouse genome found that the majority of these elements have 30 deletions removing the start of
the gag open reading frame as well as the major part of env
(Reichmann et al., 2012). Our data demonstrate that, in NPCs,
TRIM28 controls the rare copies of env-containing MMERVK10C
elements, which are most likely to be the youngest ones, raising
the possibility that these recent invaders of the mouse genome
contain cis-acting genomic elements that allow them to escape
DNA methylation in NPCs.
The classic view of repetitive mobile genetic elements as parasitic DNA without beneﬁcial function to the host is challenged in
many ways. There are a number of recent studies indicating that
transposable elements (TEs) play important roles in establishing
and rewiring gene networks (Kunarso et al., 2010; Chuong et al.,
2013). TEs have been shown to act as enhancers, repressors,
and alternative promoters. In addition, TEs can affect splicing
patterns and produce peptides with important functional roles
(Jern and Cofﬁn, 2008). In this study, we demonstrate that
activated ERVs can inﬂuence gene expression of nearby genes,
such as BC048671, and serve as start sites for lncRNAs. Taken
together, our ﬁndings indicate that ERVs participate in the
control of gene networks in the brain.
We have previously demonstrated that deletion of Trim28 in
postmitotic forebrain neurons results in complex behavioral
changes (Jakobsson et al., 2008). In addition, heterozygous
germline deletion of Trim28 has been described to result in
abnormal behavioral phenotypes (Whitelaw et al., 2010). In this
study, we found that deletion of Trim28 during brain development is lethal (Figure S3). In addition, we also noted that heterozygous deletion of Trim28 during brain development resulted in
behavioral changes characterized by hyperactivity (Figure S3).
Together, these ﬁndings demonstrate that disruption of
TRIM28 levels in the mouse brain results in behavioral changes
that are similar to impairments found in humans with certain
psychiatric disorders. With this in mind, it is noteworthy that
increased levels of ERV transcripts have been detected in
patients with several neurological and psychiatric disorders
(Jeong et al., 2010; Douville et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; Karlsson
et al., 2001). The signiﬁcance of these ﬁndings has been questioned because the human genome does not appear to harbor
ERVs with known retrotransposing capacity (Jern and Cofﬁn,
2008). However, the increasing evidence that derepression of

Figure 4. Activation of ERVs Inﬂuences
Expression of Nearby Genes and Results in
the Expression of lncRNAs
(A) Transcriptional change of genes located close
(<50 kb) to ERVs in Trim28/ NPCs.
(B) Mean transcriptional change of genes located to
ERVs with increased transcription (ERV-up genes)
and genes located close to unchanged ERVs
(ERV-ctrl genes) in Trim28/ NPCs.
(C) Absolute expression level of ERV-up genes and
ERV-ctrl genes in wild-type NPCs.
(D) qRT-PCR of RNA isolated from wild-type and
Trim28/ NPCs.
(E) Screen shot from the USCS genome browser
(mm9) showing induced transcription of BC048671
in Trim28/ NPCs.
(G, I, and K) Activation of ERVs results in the
expression of lncRNAs. Screen shot from the USCS
genome browser (mm9).
(F, H, and J) qRT-PCR of RNA isolated from
wild-type and Trim28/ NPCs. Primers are indicated as green bars and include primers over the
ERV junction as well as close and more distant from
the 30 end of the ERVs.
Data are presented as mean of relative values ±
SEM. *p < 0.05, Student’s t test. See also Figures
S1 and S2.
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ERVs inﬂuence gene networks, including the ﬁndings presented
here, provides a potential mechanistic explanation for these
observations.
In summary, our data suggest that ERVs may be involved in
the regulation of gene expression in NPCs and may hereby offer
a link between ERVs and brain disorders. It seems unlikely that
behavioral phenotypes would arise from the derepression of a
single ERV-induced gene. Instead, the presence of ERVs in multiple copies scattered throughout the genome allows for a
powerful network-like control of gene expression, where dysregulation could result in widespread consequences. However,
due to the large numbers of ERVs present in the mouse and
human genome and their sequence variation, it is currently
unfeasible to demonstrate a causal role for ERVs in controlling
complex behavior or brain disorders using loss-of-function
approaches, such as gene targeting and small hairpin RNA
(shRNA) knockdown. Instead, improving our knowledge of critical host factors and networks controlling ERVs is essential to
appreciate their impact on the genome and pathologies that
may stem from their dysregulation. The demonstration that there
is an ongoing dynamic TRIM28-mediated regulation of ERVs in
NPCs is a step in this direction and warrants future studies of
epigenetic and posttranscriptional regulation of ERVs in the
healthy and diseased brain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Detailed experimental procedures can be found in the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
Procedures
Transgenic Animals
All animal-related procedures were approved by and conducted in accordance with the committee for use of laboratory animals at Lund University.
NestinCre and ﬂoxed Trim28 mice have been described previously (Weber
et al., 2002; Tronche et al., 1999).
Cell Culture
NPC was established from embryonic day 13.5 (E13.5) forebrain and cultured
as previously described (Conti et al., 2005).
Immunoﬂuorescence
Immunoﬂuorescence was performed as previously described (Thompson
et al., 2005; Sachdeva et al., 2010).
RNA Studies
RNA-seq and qRT-PCR was performed as previously described (Rowe et al.,
2010). The 50-base-paired end reads were mapped onto the RepBase version
16.08 (Jurka et al., 2005) and to the mouse genome (mm9) assembly. Mapping
was done using the bowtie short read aligner (Langmead et al., 2009).
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed with iDeal chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) kit (Diagenode) according to supplier’s
recommendations.
DNA-Methylation Analysis
Bisulﬁte sequencing was performed with the EpiTect bisulﬁte kit (QIAGEN)
according to the supplier’s recommendations. Sequence data were analyzed
with the QUantiﬁcation tool for Methylation Analysis (Kumaki et al., 2008).
Statistical Analysis
An unpaired t test was performed in order to test for statistical signiﬁcance.
Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
three ﬁgures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.12.004.
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SUMMARY

Topological domains are key architectural building
blocks of chromosomes, but their functional importance and evolutionary dynamics are not well
deﬁned. We performed comparative high-throughput
chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) in four
mammals and characterized the conservation and
divergence of chromosomal contact insulation and
the resulting domain architectures within distantly
related genomes. We show that the modular organization of chromosomes is robustly conserved in
syntenic regions and that this is compatible with conservation of the binding landscape of the insulator
protein CTCF. Speciﬁcally, conserved CTCF sites
are co-localized with cohesin, are enriched at strong
topological domain borders, and bind to DNA motifs
with orientations that deﬁne the directionality of
CTCF’s long-range interactions. Conversely, divergent CTCF binding between species is correlated
with divergence of internal domain structure, likely
driven by local CTCF binding sequence changes,
demonstrating how genome evolution can be linked
to a continuous ﬂux of local conformation changes.
We also show that large-scale domains are reorganized during genome evolution as intact modules.
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of a topological-domain-like three-dimensional
organization in metazoan chromosomes (Sexton et al., 2012;
Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2012)
is re-shaping our understanding of genome structure and
function. This new layer of large-scale genome organization
provides insights into the way by which sparsely embedded
regulatory elements could interact to drive long-range transcriptional regulation. However, the extent by which the
multi-scale domain architecture facilitates long-range regulation or is implied by it, as well as the precise mecha-

nisms organizing chromosomes into domains, is not truly
understood.
Currently, the best-characterized mechanism for domain organization involves long-range interactions between insulator
proteins (CCCTC-binding factor [CTCF] in mammals) and the
cohesin complex (Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013; Sofueva et al.,
2013; Zuin et al., 2014). CTCF is a DNA-binding protein that
engages its 11 zinc ﬁngers to bind to DNA at a large, information-rich consensus motif (Kim et al., 2007). CTCF is a critical
transcriptional regulator, originally described as a repressor of
the myc oncogene (Filippova et al., 1996) and subsequently
shown to function as an enhancer blocker and an insulator
element (Bell et al., 1999). The insulator activity of CTCF depends
on cohesin (Parelho et al., 2008; Wendt et al., 2008), an essential
protein complex required for sister chromatid cohesion during
mitosis (Michaelis et al., 1997; Guacci et al., 1997), which also
functions in gene regulation (Rollins et al., 1999; Pauli et al.,
2008). Together, CTCF and cohesin exert their effects on gene
regulation primarily through the formation or stabilization of
long-range chromatin loops (Hadjur et al., 2009; Mishiro et al.,
2009; Nativio et al., 2009; Seitan et al., 2011). Such CTCF/cohesin-anchored loops are distributed throughout the genome,
creating a network of long-range contacts spanning multiple
scales, including not only loops that deﬁne the borders of
strongly demarcated topological domains but also loops within
such domains (Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013; Seitan et al., 2013;
Sofueva et al., 2013; Zuin et al., 2014). While CTCF binding
speciﬁcity depends to a large extent on speciﬁc DNA sequence
elements, the speciﬁcity and directionality of CTCF/cohesin
long-range contacts (Sofueva et al., 2013) and the way by which
speciﬁc sites are assembled to deﬁne topological domains are
not fully understood.
The dependency of CTCF recruitment on DNA sequence elements and the role for this insulator in mediating long-range
chromosomal organization suggest that CTCF may function as
a key link between genome sequence and the evolution of chromosomal domain organization. Indeed, some conservation of
chromosomal domain structures has been reported between human and mouse through both linear epigenomic analysis (Yaffe
et al., 2010) and high-throughput chromosome conformation
capture (Hi-C) comparisons (Dixon et al., 2012). Moreover, a
comparative analysis of CTCF binding in several mammalian
Cell Reports 10, 1297–1309, March 3, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1297

genomes suggests its evolutionary dynamics are context dependent, and conservation can be interrupted by mobile element
activity (Schmidt et al., 2012). Despite these observations, a
link between the evolutionary dynamics of CTCF binding and
the evolution of chromosomal domain organization is yet to be
explored.
Studies that have tracked the evolution of different transcription factor (TF) binding patterns have shown that sequence
evolution alone is incapable of fully explaining the evolutionary
dynamics of TF binding landscapes (Dermitzakis and Clark,
2001; Birney et al., 2007; Borneman et al., 2007; Schmidt
et al., 2010). TF binding landscapes and large-scale chromosomal organization may function cooperatively to drive the evolution of genome regulation. These observations highlight the
importance of multi-species comparative chromosomal structure analysis and its integration with insulator binding proﬁles
across evolution. If the binding patterns of trans-factors such
as CTCF are indeed strong drivers of domain organization,
then their evolutionary dynamics should drive evolutionary conservation and divergence of chromosome domains.
With this in mind, we performed comparative Hi-C in noncycling primary liver cells and analyzed the data together with
CTCF binding proﬁles from the same species and tissue. Analysis of four mammalian Hi-C maps allowed us to explore how
the evolution of CTCF binding proﬁles correlates, and in some
cases likely drives, the evolution of chromosomal topologies.
We ﬁnd that the large-scale chromosomal domain structure is
highly conserved between species, in a way that is correlated
with the conservation of both the CTCF binding site and the
orientation of its motif, resulting in directional long-range interactions that demarcate conserved domains. On the other hand, internal domain structure is observed to be more dynamic, and we
discover remarkable correlation between evolutionary dynamics
of CTCF sites and divergence of local insulation structure. Since
the evolution of CTCF binding proﬁles is strongly driven at the
nucleotide level within cis elements, our data suggest that internal domain structure can be modulated ﬂexibly through local
sequence evolution. Conversely, we show that interruption of
large-scale domain structure is rare, and we suggest that instead
of local sequence divergence, evolutionary manipulation of
global chromosomal topologies is driven by processes involving
duplications or rearrangements such as inversions, insertions/
deletions, and translocations. We demonstrate this by charting
cases of evolutionary domain shufﬂing in mouse and dog.
RESULTS
Sequence-Driven Evolution of CTCF Binding Proﬁles
CTCF binding is strongly correlated with the topological architecture of mammalian chromosomes and participates in longrange chromatin loops, thereby underlying global contact insulation. We analyzed mouse (Mus musculus [Mmus]), dog (Canis
familiaris [Cfam]), and macaque (Macaca mulatta [Mmul]) CTCF
chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) proﬁles
from primary liver cells (Schmidt et al., 2012), aiming to deﬁne
how conservation and divergence of the insulator binding landscape co-evolve with chromosomal topology. Pairwise CTCF
ChIP-seq analysis identiﬁed conserved or divergent CTCF bind1298 Cell Reports 10, 1297–1309, March 3, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

ing sites within syntenic chromosomal regions (Figures 1A, 1B,
and S1). Sites with the strongest CTCF binding intensities were
highly conserved (77% of the top 0.1 percentile), while lower-intensity CTCF binding sites were enriched for divergent binding
(57% of mouse-divergent sites) (Figure 1B). We computed the
sequence afﬁnity of the different classes of binding sites to
the canonical CTCF consensus motif in mouse and found that
the levels of motif afﬁnity for conserved sites were overall higher
than the level for the mouse-divergent sites (Figure S1).
To understand the relationship between sequence afﬁnity and
CTCF binding at conserved or divergent sites, we correlated
changes in CTCF binding with changes in CTCF sequence motif
afﬁnity among species. For this analysis, we used the canonical
consensus motif from mouse that is the same in the other
species (Schmidt et al., 2012). Remarkably, we found a direct association between sequence divergence and CTCF binding
divergence. Conserved CTCF binding sites showed overall
high motif afﬁnities and a high degree of afﬁnity conservation.
Conversely, motifs underlying the divergent sites were evolutionarily dynamic and diverged in strong correlation to divergent
binding intensity (Figures 1C and S1). The data show that when
strong motifs in CTCF binding sites diverge, CTCF binding itself
is concomitantly gained or lost. Interestingly, 65% of the sites
that were conserved between mouse and dog were also
conserved in macaque, while macaque-speciﬁc and dog-speciﬁc sites constituted another two populations of 775 and 891
sites, respectively, with weaker, more evolutionarily plastic motifs. Together, these data suggest that the CTCF insulator landscape is evolving under two regimes: the ﬁrst involves a tight
conservation of both sequence and binding landscape, and the
second shows a dynamic interplay between divergence of speciﬁc cis elements and consequential evolution of the CTCF binding trait. The relatively direct inﬂuence of motif divergence on
CTCF binding forms a potential link between sequence evolution
and large-scale genome evolution.
CTCF Binding Site Evolution Is Correlated with the
Mouse Hi-C Domain Structure
To investigate how the different classes of CTCF binding conservation correlate with chromosomal structure, we prepared
Hi-C datasets on mouse liver cells (Figure S2). Filtering and
normalization of the Hi-C ligation products was performed as
before (Sofueva et al., 2013), revealing the characteristic chromosomal domain structure in these cells. Visualization of the
CTCF occupancy groups with the Hi-C contact maps suggested
that conserved CTCF binding sites were found at the borders
of large-scale Hi-C domains while species-speciﬁc CTCF sites
are located internal to domains (Figure 1D). This observation
was supported with a genome-wide analysis whereby the
relative position of conserved and divergent CTCF sites was
determined with respect to all domains in the mouse genome
(Figure 1E).
To further characterize chromosomal contacts around conserved and divergent CTCF sites, we analyzed the average contact distribution around these sites globally, measuring ‘‘contact
insulation’’ by quantifying the decrease in contact probability between multiple elements separated by a CTCF site (Sofueva
et al., 2013). Analysis of the composite contact insulation at

Figure 1. Evolution of CTCF Binding Correlates with Hi-C Domain Structure
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across all species (Figure 2A). The maps also revealed evidence
of intra-domain differences between species (Figure 2B). We
quantiﬁed the extent of structural conservation genome-wide
using a computational approach that allowed us to comprehensively describe domain structure at multiple scales. This pairwise
approach revealed extensive genome-wide interspecies conservation of chromosome structure (Figures 2C and S3). A systematic analysis of paired domains in mouse and dog revealed that
conserved domains are smaller in size compared to other domains and are classiﬁed as both active and passive clusters (Figure S4). Together, these data facilitated extensive analysis of the
evolution of chromosomal topologies within regions that did not
go through substantial genome rearrangement, allowing examination of the evolution of both large-scale domain borders and
the insulation structure within domains.
Divergent CTCF Binding Drives Local Structural Change
within Domains
Hi-C maps from liver cells of different species allowed us to ask
how the evolutionary dynamics of CTCF correlate with conservation or divergence of domain structure. Analysis of speciﬁc loci
showed that conserved CTCF sites were typically located at
the borders of large-scale chromosomal domains that were
themselves conserved between mouse and dog (Figure 3A). To
test these observations globally, we computed the contact insulation proﬁles from either the mouse or dog Hi-C maps around
conserved CTCF sites, showing that these sites indeed globally
served as conserved insulation points (Figure 3B). Similar results
were derived using a comparison of mouse and macaque (Figure S5). We also observed that conserved CTCF sites were
strongly enriched for Rad21 in mouse (79% of conserved sites
compared to 51% mouse-divergent sites co-localize with
Rad21) and that CTCF/cohesin co-occupied sites exhibited
strong contact insulation in all three species (data not shown).
In contrast to these highly stable sites, our data showed that
divergent CTCF sites were located primarily within domains
and exhibited local contact insulation. Comparative analysis of
contact insulation at divergent CTCF sites revealed that indeed
these sites correlated with divergent contact insulation proﬁles.
For example, dog-divergent CTCF sites (Mmus/Cfam+) exhibited local contact insulation speciﬁcally in the dog genome,
whereas these same sites exhibited background levels of contact insulation when examined in the mouse Hi-C data (Figures
3C and S5). Importantly, the change in insulation following
CTCF binding site evolution was stronger at the local (20-kb)
scale, but was not signiﬁcant at the higher (80-kb) scale (Fig-

ure 3D), suggesting that large-scale domain changes either are
not affected by CTCF evolution or are under strong negative selection and are therefore not observed. These observations were
further strengthened when we examined CTCF binding sites
that were ‘‘partially’’ conserved. CTCF sites that were bound in
mouse and dog, but lost in macaque, were associated with
reduced contact insulation in the macaque genome. Thus, the
data demonstrate a relationship between CTCF binding divergence and divergence of local insulation structure and therefore
point to a role for CTCF in driving structural change in the
genome.
The continuous evolutionary dynamics of intra-domain looping can play a key role in tuning promoter-enhancer contacts
within domains. Consistent with this, we observe long-range
contacts between divergent CTCF sites and enhancers or
transcription start sites (TSSs) (Figure S6). Furthermore, analysis
of transcription data from mouse, dog, and macaque liver reveals that divergent CTCF sites are contacting differentially expressed genes with a greater frequency than non-differentially
expressed genes (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.05) (Figure S6). Together, these data support the hypothesis that emergence of divergent CTCF binding sites can contribute to changes
in gene expression.
Conserved CTCF Sites Are Directional and Interact with
Other Conserved Sites
While it is known that CTCF binding speciﬁcity greatly depends
on its speciﬁc DNA consensus sequence, the speciﬁcity and
directionality of CTCF/cohesin long-range contacts (Sofueva
et al., 2013) and the way by which speciﬁc sites are assembled
to deﬁne topological domains are not fully understood. As our
data indicated that conserved CTCF binding sites have
conserved motif afﬁnities (Figure 1C), and because it is known
that the CTCF consensus motif is non-symmetric, we asked
whether conserved sites could also be conserved for the orientation of the CTCF motif. Indeed, 94% (3,265/3,483) of CTCF
binding sites that are conserved between mouse and dog are
also conserved in their orientation. To explore this further, we
proﬁled contact insulation around conserved CTCF binding sites
grouped according to the strand that the consensus motif was
found on. We observed an asymmetric insulation behavior that
was mirrored when the orientation of the motif was reversed (Figure 4A). This analysis uncoupled ‘‘insulation’’ (blue) from ‘‘preferential contacts’’ (red) and revealed that preferential contacts are
made on one side of the oriented CTCF binding site, indicating
that the orientation of the motif likely contributes to directionality

Figure 2. Chromosomal Domain Structure Is Robustly Conserved in Mammals
(A) Representative Hi-C contact maps of a 9-Mb syntenic region from mouse (Mmus), rabbit (Ocun), macaque (Mmul), and dog (Cfam). Maps are colored according to technically corrected contact enrichment. For scale purposes, the same size region is shown for all species, but in the macaque and dog genome, the
syntenic region is reduced in size. The portion of the map that is outside of the synteny boundary is shaded out. Shown above each map is the quantiﬁcation of
contacts for distance bands of 160–480 kb (crossover 160 kb) and 80–240 kb (crossover 80 kb), as well as a track of orthologous genes, highlighting their
conserved distribution in chromosomal domains.
(B) A zoom in of the domain highlighted with a white dashed box in (A) reveals differences in its internal organization across species.
(C) Global quantiﬁcation of the correlation between the maps. Genome-wide contact enrichments between elements separated by 160–480 kb in rabbit, macaque, and dog were compared to the mouse genome after liftOver. Spearman correlation values are shown inside the plots. Axes units are contact enrichments
[log2(observed/expected)].
See also Figures S2 and S3.
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of CTCFs long-range interactions. Consistent with this, we proﬁled the genome-wide relative position within chromosomal
domains of Mmus+/Cfam+ conserved CTCF sites grouped according to the orientation of their binding motif as above. We
observed that the conserved CTCF binding sites that are enriched at the edges of conserved domains (Figure 1E) have a
speciﬁc orientation of their motif relative to chromosomal domains (Figure 4B). These observations were replicated when
we compared mouse and macaque.
To characterize the contact relationship between evolutionarily stable or ﬂexible CTCF sites and to further understand
how they contribute to the evolution of chromosome domain
structure, we performed a high-resolution high-throughput
circular chromosome conformation capture (4C-seq) study. We
designed four 4C-seq viewpoints to a series of neighboring
conserved CTCF binding sites bordering conserved domains in
the mouse and dog as well as to a mouse-speciﬁc site. The results showed that each conserved CTCF site engages in very
strong and directional interactions with neighboring conserved
CTCF sites (Figure 4C). Remarkably, the speciﬁc interactions
mediated by conserved sites in the mouse genome were themselves precisely conserved in the dog genome (Figure 4D) and
deﬁne the underlying domain structure. In each case, the longrange interaction was anchored by a pair of conserved CTCF
sites whereby one CTCF site had an orientation on the ‘‘+’’ strand
and the other on the ‘‘’’ strand and could provide the basis for
the observed directionality of CTCF-mediated interactions.
Moreover, a viewpoint designed to a mouse-divergent site exhibited weak interactions within the mouse domain, analogous
to the local insulation behavior observed in Figure 3B (Figure 4C).
Importantly, the mouse-divergent viewpoint had no prominent
interactions in the dog genome, conﬁrming the speciﬁcity of its
interaction network.
Global analysis of Hi-C contacts between pairs of CTCF binding sites stratiﬁed according to genomic distances in cis (Sofueva et al., 2013) conﬁrmed the 4C-seq observation systematically (Figure 4E). Consistent with the high-resolution 4C-seq
proﬁles, Hi-C trends showed that conserved CTCF sites strongly
contacted one another within the same domain. Divergent CTCF
sites engaged in signiﬁcantly weaker contacts with other divergent sites, even when stratifying thoroughly for genomic distances. Importantly, little to no contact was observed in the
mouse genome between dog-divergent sites. These results
show that evolutionarily stable CTCF sites are engaged in strong
contacts with one another and suggest that in so doing, they
create an interaction network that may support the conservation

of domain structure. On the other hand, divergent CTCF sites are
involved in weaker interactions, perhaps reﬂecting the evolutionary ﬂexibility of the binding sites themselves.
Domains Maintain Their Integrity during Chromosomal
Rearrangements
Our data suggested that large-scale domain re-organization
does not typically occur following insulator divergence. How
then can it still be observed? Our interspecies comparative HiC data allowed us to ask what happens to the integrity of
conserved chromosomal domains when genomes are challenged by structural rearrangements. If chromosomal domains
act as modular units (e.g., to regulate gene expression), then
large-scale rearrangements would be expected to occur at
domain borders, so as to maintain the integrity of these structures. We scanned the mouse and dog genomes for differences
in the distance between contiguous orthologous genes in the
two species. Our analysis uncovered a number of complex rearrangements between the mouse and dog genomes involving
insertions, inversions, and duplications. In each case, we discovered that the rearrangement occurred at the border between two
chromosomal domains. This is exempliﬁed in the Hi-C map from
chromosome 15 in dog (Figure 5). Here, we found two domains,
one containing the Slc5a9 gene and the other containing the
Trabd2b gene (highlighted by red dots). Comparison of this region to the mouse genome revealed that a 2-Mb insertion
occurred in the mouse genome that contains the Skint gene cluster, which is rapidly evolving and unique to the mouse lineage
(Boyden et al., 2008). Remarkably, the insertion occurred directly
between two neighboring dog domains in such a way as to
perfectly maintain their integrity. A similar rearrangement event
occurred at the Mrgpr gene cluster in the mouse genome
(Dong et al., 2001), again preserving the structure of the neighboring domains (Figure S7). In another example, we observed
a large-scale 5.5-Mb insertion in the dog genome containing
multiple domains, and again, the domains on either side of the
insertion have been maintained intact (Figure S8). These examples suggest that domains function as modular units and are
selected against breakage during genome rearrangements.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we examined Hi-C contact maps and CTCF binding
proﬁles from four mammalian species to understand the relationship between the evolution of CTCF binding sites and chromosome structures. Our data reveal that CTCF binding sites have

Figure 3. Conserved and Divergent CTCF Sites Show Differential Contact Insulation Behavior
(A) Representative Hi-C contact maps for a 2-Mb syntenic region in mouse (left panel) and dog (right panel). Also shown are the CTCF ChIP-seq tracks in each
species as well as the conserved (Mmus+/Cfam+, blue) and divergent (Mmus+/Cfam, gray or Mmus/Cfam+, green) CTCF sites.
(B) Average contact insulation analysis at conserved (Mmus+/Cfam+) CTCF sites in mouse (leftmost panel) and dog (rightmost panel) Hi-C datasets. Arrows
indicate liftOver of sites.
(C) Same as for (B), but for mouse-divergent (Mmus+/Cfam) and dog-divergent (Mmus/Cfam+) sites in both genomes. Divergent sites appear to mediate
weaker, shorter-range insulation that disappears in the species where the site is not bound.
(D) Distribution of the difference in contact insulation between mouse and dog at conserved or divergent CTCF sites at 20–60 kb (left panel, 20-kb band) or 80–240
kb (right panel, 80-kb band) scales. Divergent sites exhibit a signiﬁcant (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 1 3 1012, marked by an asterisk) shift in their distributions
in the 20-kb band, but not in the 80-kb band, compatible with them mediating insulation at a local scale, but not at higher ranges.
See also Figure S5.
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evolved under two regimes, whereby some CTCF elements are
constrained both at the level of DNA sequence as well as in their
binding while other CTCF elements exhibit signiﬁcantly more
ﬂexibility. While both groups can mediate contact insulation,
conserved CTCF elements are enriched at large-scale domain
borders that tend to be themselves conserved. Meanwhile,
evolutionarily ﬂexible CTCF sites tend to be located internal of
large-scale domains and mediate local structural change
uniquely in that lineage. Our data thereby point to a strong correlation between the evolution of CTCF binding and chromosomal
structure and extend on our current understanding of contextdependent CTCF binding sites and their speciﬁc roles in chromosomal domain architecture (Dixon et al., 2012; Dowen et al.,
2014). Importantly, since CTCF binding information is encoded
in high speciﬁcity cis elements, the intra-domain insulator dynamics we observe directly link local sequence evolution with
chromosomal architectures. This direct linkage has strong
implications for the study of CTCF and genome function and
for our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics in complex
genomes.
A central causal role for CTCF/cohesin in establishing domain
structure is widely hypothesized, but direct experimental evidence has proven difﬁcult to attain. Previous studies have
observed a correlation between insulator binding and domain
borders (Sexton et al., 2012; Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al.,
2012; Hou et al., 2012), and knockout experiments have suggested a quantitative link between loss of chromosomal looping
structure and loss of the CTCF/cohesin binding landscapes (Sofueva et al., 2013; Zuin et al., 2014; Seitan et al., 2013). Given
the pervasive impact of CTCF/cohesin on nuclear organization
and gene regulation, it is difﬁcult to identify the mechanisms
of their action through classic genetic perturbation. Instead,
the evolutionary comparison used here offers us thousands of
naturally occurring genomic perturbations that can be identiﬁed
and characterized at both the sequence and chromosomal
topology levels. This strategy has yielded strong evidence of
a direct link between the gain/loss of CTCF binding sites
and a corresponding gain/loss of local domain insulation. Our
comparative Hi-C analysis therefore strongly supports the
idea that CTCF is causally connected to chromosomal looping
structures.
The comparative chromosomal domain analysis described
here has revealed a spectrum of evolutionary consequences,
ranging from the conservation of essential large-scale chromo-

somal domains to the ﬂexibility of continuous genomic adaptation. CTCF and cohesin complexes are deeply evolutionarily
conserved, and the data here show that their role in mediating
chromosome topologies and, even more remarkably, the
large-scale building blocks of such topologies are also highly
conserved. Our data suggest that the orientation of the CTCF
motif may underlie the observed directionality of CTCF/cohesin-mediated long-range contacts and provide a rationale by
which speciﬁc sites are assembled to deﬁne topological domains. Given that CTCF binding is strongly inﬂuenced by its
consensus sequence, our data suggest that the assembly of
domain structure is ‘‘hardwired’’ in the genome. This also
has implications for further understanding the nature of the
relationship between CTCF and cohesin, since biochemical
studies have revealed that cohesin subunits interact with
CTCF primarily through its C-terminal tail (Xiao et al., 2011),
placing cohesin on a particular side of the chromosomal
domain.
Interestingly, while we were able to observe cases whereby
local sequence evolution perturbed CTCF binding and disrupted
chromosomal looping, the structures that were affected due to
this insulator divergence were primarily local loops. Cases of
large-scale topological domains that were split or fused due to
insulator divergence were not observed. We hypothesize that
this stability is achieved by a combination of both local purifying
selection on key CTCF binding sites and by buffering of major topological loops by additional factors. Strikingly, the cases of
large-scale domain divergence that we were able to characterize
were all linked with evolutionary genome rearrangements and revealed a mechanism that can reshufﬂe whole domains such that
the rearranged chromosomal modules are aligned with existing
domain borders. It is still, however, formally possible that rearrangements take place between CTCF sites that are mediating
strong interactions.
In addition to the importance of topological domain and insulator conservation described here, the evolutionary dynamics
that couple intra-domain CTCF divergence with changes in the
local domain structure emerge as potentially fundamental for
genome regulation. Loops contained within domains link enhancers (and their bound trans-factors) to target gene promoters. While it is still unclear how such targeting is regulated
and how evolution can manipulate it, based on our data, we hypothesize that ﬂexible CTCF binding sites within domains can
inﬂuence looping from the promoter or enhancer as well by

Figure 4. Conserved CTCF Sites Engage in Strong, Directional Interactions with Other Conserved Sites
(A) Average contact insulation analysis in both Mmus and Cfam genomes for conserved (Mmus+/Cfam+) CTCF binding sites grouped according to the orientation
of their binding motif. The consensus motif shown was generated from mouse binding sites.
(B) Genome-wide relative position within chromosomal domains of Mmus+/Cfam+ conserved CTCF sites grouped according to the orientation of their binding
motif as above.
(C and D) (C) 4C-seq analysis and Hi-C maps of a 1.2-Mb syntenic region in the mouse and (D) dog genomes. Shown are 4C-seq viewpoints designed to four
conserved (Mmus+/Cfam+) CTCF binding sites proximal to Hi-C domain borders and one 4C-seq viewpoint located at a mouse-divergent (Mmus+/Cfam) CTCF
site. The symbol above each 4C-seq bait indicates the strand (and orientation) of each viewpoint. Each 4C-seq experiment is represented by the median
normalized 4C-seq coverage in a sliding window of 5 kb (top) and a multi-scale domainogram indicating normalized mean coverage in windows ranging between
2 kb and 50 kb.
(E) Relative intra-domain contact enrichment between CTCF sites (solid lines) as a function of distance when the two sites are <5 kb away from a CTCF binding
site (solid lines) or where only one site is <5 kb away from a CTCF site (dotted lines). Shown are the relative contact enrichments within repressive domains for
conserved (Mmus+/Cfam+, blue), mouse-divergent (Mmus+/Cfam, gray) and dog-divergent (Mmus/Cfam+, green) CTCF sites in mouse Hi-C (left) and dog
Hi-C (right).
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Figure 5. Chromosomal Domains Evolve as Modular Units
(A) A schematic of the rearrangement between mouse (gray) and dog (green).
(B) Hi-C maps from a syntenic region in mouse (left) and dog (right). Shown also are CTCF ChIP tracks, conserved and divergent sites, and genes in the region. A
cluster of non-orthologous Skint genes (black dots) has been inserted in mouse between the orthologous genes Slc5a9 and Trabd2b (highlighted as red dots). The
inserted region (bordered in yellow) forms its own nested chromosomal domain structure, probably as a result of gene-duplication events. Highlighted in blue are
other orthologous genes in the region.
See also Figures S7 and S8.

demarcating the implicated functional elements. As CTCF sites
are sufﬁciently sequence-speciﬁc to be directly tunable by local
nucleotide substitutions, it is intriguing to speculate that the
intra-domain looping structure is a key and evolvable feature
affecting gene regulation. Such a trait, if indeed quantitatively
important, should be further studied between and within populations and species.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Liver Homogenization and Fixation
Fresh or frozen liver from mouse, rabbit, macaque, and dog were processed
for Hi-C or 4C-seq libraries. With the exception of mouse, the samples used
for the Hi-C libraries were the same as the material used for CTCF ChIP-seq
(Schmidt et al., 2012). Livers were ﬁxed in 10% formalin for 20 min, and
1 g was cut and processed with a Dounce homogenizer (ten strokes with a

Table 1. 4C-Seq Primers Used in This Study
Viewpoint

CTCF Peak

Reading Primer

Non-reading Primer

chr10:94609250

50 -CCATCTGTTTGAACAAGATC-30

Mouse 4C-seq primers (mm10)
Mmus+ Cfam+ 1 (Figure 4)
Mmus+ Cfam+ 2 (Figure 4)
Mmus+ Cfam+ 3 (Figure 4)
Mmus+ Cfam+ 4 (Figure 4)
Mmus+ Cfam (Figure 4)

chr10:94623583
chr10:94958324
chr10:94991353

0

5 -AGTCAGATGGAATGCAGATC-3
0

5 -ATTGCTTTCTCTGGTTGATC-3

50 -CAAGAGAGAGTGGAAACAGG-30
0

0

50 -CTAGATACAGCAATCAGCCC-30
50 -AGTCACTCCTGCTCCTGTAA-30

0

0

50 -AAGCATTGTCCTACGTGATT-30

0

0

50 -CCCTTCCCTTCTATGTTTCT-30

5 -GTTTCTGTTGGTTCACGATC-3

chr10:95218005

5 -CTACTCTGGCTTCTATGATC-3

chr15:34606369

50 -GCTCTTGCTCTAAACTGATC-30

Dog 4C-seq primers (canFam3)
Mmus+ Cfam+ 1 (Figure 4)

0

0

50 -TGGACCTCACCTCTCCTA-30
50 -GTCGCATCACTTACTGGG-30

Mmus+ Cfam+ 2 (Figure 4)

chr15:34596229

5 -TGAGGTCCAGCAGAGATC-3

Mmus+ Cfam+ 3 (Figure 4)

chr15:34269944

50 -CTCCACTGAGCATTAAGATC-30

50 -GCGGGATAGTTCTTTTCTCT-30

Mmus+ Cfam+ 4 (Figure 4)

chr15:34244336

50 -CTTATGTGCTCCTCCAGATC-30

50 -AATCATATGCCTCCTCCTCT-30

Mmus+ Cfam (Figure 4)

chr15:33989305

50 -AAAGTAATCCCACCCAGATC-30

50 -CTGAAGGAAACAACAATGTCA-30

loose pestle followed by ten strokes with the tight pestle). After ﬁltration
through a 70-mm nylon cell strainer, the sample was washed twice with PBS,
spinning down at 852 rcf for 5 min at 4 C to collect the cells between washes.
1–5 3 107 liver cells were then ﬁxed for a second time in ﬁxation buffer (1%
formaldehyde, 750 mg/ml BSA in DMEM/Ham’s F12 [Invitrogen]) for 10–
30 min at room temperature. The ﬁxation reaction was quenched using
0.125 M glycine for 5 min at room temperature. Samples were washed twice
with 10 ml PBS, pelleted into 1 3 107 cells aliquots, and stored at 80 C.
Mouse Hi-C libraries were prepared from fresh liver samples of biological replicates (9-week-old C57/BL6 mouse and the pooled livers from 2- to 4-weekold outbred mice. The libraries for the other three organisms were technical
replicates.
Propidium Iodide Staining of Hepatocytes
Formaldehyde-ﬁxed liver cells were lysed on ice in a hypotonic buffer (10 mM
Tris-HCl [pH 8], 10 mM NaCl, 0.2% Igepal CA-640, EDTA-free protease inhibitors) for 30 min. Nuclei were stained with a propidium iodide (PI) staining buffer
(100 mg/ml PI, 50 mg/ml RNase A, 0.05% Triton X-100) for 60 min on ice. Samples were analyzed on a MoFlo cell sorter (Beckman Coulter).
High-Throughput Mapping of Chromatin Interactions via Hi-C
The Hi-C method previously used (Sofueva et al., 2013) was modiﬁed to
accommodate primary liver samples. Hepatocytes were lysed in Hi-C lysis
buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8], 10 mM NaCl, 0.2% Igepal CA-640, EDTA-free
protease inhibitors) for 30 min on ice. The sample was transferred to Protein
LoBind tubes (Eppendorf) and the nuclei were permeabilized by incubation
with 0.1%–0.6% SDS for 1 hr at 37 C with 800 rpm shaking. The reaction
was quenched with 0.67%–4% Triton X-100, 1 hr at 37 C, 800 rpm shaking.
Nuclei were digested in 500 ml 1X NEBuffer 2 with 1500 U HindIII (New England
Biolabs) and monitored for maximal digestion of the chromatin template, thus
digestion times ranged from 24-72 hr. All other parts of the Hi-C protocol,
including library preparation were performed as previously described. 75 bp
paired-end sequencing was performed for each library according to manufacturers conditions using the Illumina Hi-seq platform.
Hi-C Interaction Matrix Generation and Domain Calling
Sequencing reads were aligned to the mouse (mm10), rabbit (oryCun2), macaque (rheMac2), and dog (canFam3) genome assemblies using Bowtie
0.12.8 (Langmead et al., 2009). The parameters used for the alignment allowed
a maximum of three mismatches and strictly one alignment per read. Processing of the aligned reads and normalization of the interaction matrices were
performed as previously described (Yaffe and Tanay, 2011; Sofueva et al.,
2013). The pipeline produced normalized matrices of interactions binning the
genome at different resolutions. Interaction matrices for each library were
generated displaying seven different resolutions simultaneously (12,500,
25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, and 1,000,000 bp). Domains

were identiﬁed and clustered as described (Sexton et al., 2012) with the modiﬁcation that scaling factors were inferred using fends 100–400 kb apart, to
account for the lower resolution of the mouse map compared to the Drosophila
map. Domain borders were called using the 95% percentile of the scaling
track. A domain-level map was partitioned into two clusters, and clusters
were assigned as passive/active according to Lamin B mouse embryonic
ﬁbroblast (MEF) data, as before. For the rabbit, macaque, and dog genome,
the Lamin B MEF track for mouse was lifted over to the corresponding genome
to label domain clusters. Domain calls in mouse and dog are available in
Table S1.
ChIP-Seq Analysis
We used previously published ChIP-seq data for CTCF from mouse, macaque,
and dog livers (Schmidt et al., 2012) and for Rad21 for mouse liver (Faure et al.,
2012). Rad21 ChIP-seq data for macaque and dog was prepared as for CTCF.
Mouse, macaque, and dog ChIP-seq reads were mapped using bowtie. Alignment was followed by extension of sequenced tags to 300-bp fragments and
pileup into 50-bp bins. We normalized ChIP-seq coverage by computing the
distribution of pile-up coverage on 50-bp bins and transforming each coverage
value v into log10 (1-quantile(v)). To deﬁne binding sites, we used a simple
threshold on the sum of values from two biological replicates for each CTCF
dataset and for the macaque Rad21 data. Rad21 ChIP data from mouse and
dog were done in single, and the data were thresholded. Thresholds used
were as follows: mouse CTCF = 2.2, macaque CTCF = 2.4, dog CTCF = 2.2,
mouse Rad21 = 2.3, macaque Rad21 = 2.5, dog Rad21 = 3. Different thresholds did not change the results. Binding site width was standardized at 200 bp,
and the ChIP-seq intensity for each site was calculated as the maximum value
across the 200 bp. The relative distribution of CTCF within topological domains
(Figures 1E and S5) was calculated as the distance of each CTCF site from the
center of its domain. Half the size of the domain was added to convert it to a
measure of distance from the edge of the domain, and this number was then
divided by the size of the domain.
Interspecies Comparison of CTCF Sites
Macaque and dog CTCF ChIP-seq libraries were converted to mouse genome
coordinates using the liftOver tool from UCSC. To reduce the chance of inaccurate liftOver, a number of ﬁlters were implemented: sites within low-mappability regions, repeats, or windows of 100 kb with insufﬁcient synteny were
excluded. To estimate mappability, each genome was broken into 50-bp reads
and the whole-genome sequence was split into artiﬁcial reads and then mapped back to the genome. For each 50-bp bin, the mappability score was then
deﬁned to be the portion of artiﬁcial reads mapped uniquely to that bin. To estimate the level of synteny in the 100 kb around a CTCF site, the mappability
tracks for macaque and dog were converted to the mouse genome using liftOver and all bins for which liftOver was not possible were converted to zeroes.
The converted tracks were subsequently smoothed over 100 kb, and CTCF
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sites falling in regions below the top quartile of such smoothed tracks were
excluded from all subsequent analysis. Divergent CTCF sites in mouse and
dog are available in Table S1.
CTCF Binding Energy Function
A CTCF DNA-binding energy function from the Cortex CTCF binding sites
(ENCODE Cortex CTCF mouse, GSM769019; Shen et al., 2012) was used to
proﬁle all genomes for their similarity to the CTCF consensus motif. The
consensus motif is very highly conserved across all species (Schmidt et al.,
2012). Given a set of genomic sites, we compute for each site the maximal energy value within a 200-bp window centered on the point.
Motif Orientation Analysis
Orientation of the motifs underneath conserved CTCF peaks was obtained using MEME (http://meme.nbcr.net/meme/), (Bailey and Elkan, 1994) with the
parameters -revcomp -dna -nmotifs 1 -w 20 -mod zoops -maxsize 100,000.
Crossover Analysis
Crossover analysis was performed as described previously (Sofueva et al.,
2013). The bands used were 5–7.5, 7.5–11.25, 10–15, 15–22.5, 20–30, 30–
45, 40–60, 60–90, and 80–120 kb.
Distal Contact Analysis
To calculate the average interaction proﬁles for a group of genomic landmarks,
HindIII fragment ends were grouped into classes by associating each end with
a genomic element located within 5 kb and then grouping all fragment ends
associated with an element of the same class. For the mouse, macaque,
and dog genomes, three classes of CTCF sites (conserved, divergent present,
divergent absent) and TSS sites were deﬁned. These classes were further
divided to sites within active or passive Hi-C domains. The remaining fragment
end (not classiﬁed given other landmarks) was deﬁned as the background.
4C-Seq
Preparation of 4C-seq samples, libraries, sequencing analysis, and normalization were all performed as previously described (Sofueva et al., 2013). Primer
sequences were chosen to viewpoint sites that were as close as possible to
CTCF ChIP-seq peaks (Table 1). Mouse primers were designed according to
the genome-wide 4C-seq primer database from (van de Werken et al.,
2012). For dog primers, a similar database was generated for the regions of
interest.
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SUMMARY

The pluripotent epiblast (EPI) is the founder tissue of
almost all somatic cells. EPI and primitive endoderm
(PrE) progenitors arise from the inner cell mass (ICM)
of the blastocyst-stage embryo. The EPI lineage
is distinctly identiﬁed by its expression of pluripotency-associated factors. Many of these factors
have been reported to exhibit dynamic ﬂuctuations
of expression in embryonic stem cell cultures.
Whether these ﬂuctuations correlating with ICM
fate choice occur in vivo remains an open question.
Using single-cell resolution quantitative imaging of
a Nanog transcriptional reporter, we noted an irreversible commitment to EPI/PrE lineages in vivo. A
period of apoptosis occurred concomitantly with
ICM cell-fate choice, followed by a burst of EPI-speciﬁc cell proliferation. Transitions were occasionally
observed from PrE-to-EPI, but not vice versa, suggesting that they might be regulated and not stochastic. We propose that the rapid timescale of early
mammalian embryonic development prevents ﬂuctuations in cell fate.
INTRODUCTION
Pluripotency is deﬁned as the ability of a cell to differentiate and
give rise to all somatic and germ cells (Nichols and Smith, 2012).
Although pluripotency can be induced in differentiated cells
(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006), how a pluripotent population
emerges in its native context, within the early mammalian embryo, remains an open question. Insight will come from elucidating the dynamic cell behaviors and molecular mechanisms
underlying the development of the mammalian blastocyst, the
embryonic stage at which a bona ﬁde pluripotent population—
the epiblast (EPI)—is established.
The EPI is molecularly distinct and spatially segregated
from the two extra-embryonic lineages, the primitive endoderm

(PrE) and trophectoderm (TE) of the mouse blastocyst. The
speciﬁcation of these lineages occurs as two sequential binary
cell-fate decisions. The ﬁrst involves speciﬁcation and segregation of TE from inner cell mass (ICM), while the second occurs
within the ICM and involves the speciﬁcation of EPI and PrE
precursors, and their eventual segregation into adjacent tissue
layers (reviewed in Schrode et al., 2013). By late blastocyst
stage, the EPI and PrE lineages are deﬁned both by their position
within the embryo and expression of lineage-speciﬁc transcription factors, such as NANOG in the EPI, and GATA6 and
GATA4 in the PrE (Xenopoulos et al., 2012). Recent studies
have illustrated that EPI/PrE allocation occurs in at least three
successive steps (Chazaud et al., 2006; Frankenberg et al.,
2011; Plusa et al., 2008). Initially, lineage-speciﬁc transcription
factors, such as NANOG and GATA6, are co-expressed by all
ICM cells, suggesting a multi-lineage priming state. Thereafter,
NANOG and PrE lineage-speciﬁc transcription factors exhibit
mutually exclusive expression, as lineage progenitors emerge
in a salt-and-pepper distribution within the ICM. At this stage,
GATA4 becomes activated in PrE progenitors, concomitant
with NANOG downregulation. Finally, lineage segregation is
achieved with the localization of PrE cells to the surface of the
ICM. At this time, other pluripotency-associated factors become
restricted to EPI cells, which have become positioned internally
within the ICM. Notably, NANOG is one of the ﬁrst markers to
be restricted within the EPI, whereas OCT4 and SOX2 become
subsequently downregulated in PrE progenitors and restricted
to EPI progenitors.
The initial speciﬁcation of EPI and PrE progenitors appears to
occur in a spatially random manner (Schrode et al., 2014) and
could be achieved if a stochastic process were to underlie this
second fate decision. Indeed, an analysis of transcriptomes of
single ICM cells revealed that gene expression is highly heterogeneous at earlier stages, exhibiting no apparent lineage speciﬁcity and a hierarchical relationship of marker expression only
appearing in the late blastocyst (Guo et al., 2010; Kurimoto
et al., 2006; Ohnishi et al., 2014).
A degree of heterogeneity has been observed at both protein
and mRNA level for various pluripotency-associated factors in
embryonic stem cell (ESC) cultures. Many studies have focused
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on Nanog, a central component of the core pluripotency
transcriptional network (Chambers et al., 2007; Kalmar et al.,
2009). Experiments in ESCs have suggested that Nanog expression displays dynamic ﬂuctuations that may correlate with a
cell’s fate choice between self-renewal and differentiation. However, it is unclear whether ﬂuctuations in gene expression take
place in vivo in embryos where cell differentiation occurs on a
shorter timescale, nor whether they predict fate choice or fate
reversion. Notably, understanding how pluripotent cells behave
in embryos may provide information that can be reconciled
with observations made in ESCs (Smith, 2013).
To determine how the EPI emerges within the mouse
blastocyst, we generated a reporter of Nanog transcription
(Nanog:H2B-GFP). Derivation of ESCs from reporter-expressing
embryos revealed heterogeneous gene expression as an adaptation to ESC propagation. Using live imaging, we quantiﬁed the dynamics of Nanog expression in individual cells of live blastocysts,
establishing how Nanog expression inﬂuences the fate of ICM
cells. By contrast to ESCs maintained in culture, ﬂuctuations in
Nanog expression between distinct developmental states did
not, generally, occur in vivo. However, we noted rare cases of
cells unidirectionally switching their fate, from a PrE to EPI identity. Since ICM fate changes were only observed toward the EPI,
and not toward PrE, we concluded that this change was not stochastic. Our analyses also revealed events of selective apoptosis
at the onset of ICM lineage differentiation, followed by a burst of
cell proliferation in EPI-committed cells. Collectively, these data
suggest that, although it may be dynamic in ESCs, the emergence of a pluripotent identity is sequential and linear in vivo
and not accommodating reversibility in fate. In this way, after its
allocation, the pluripotent cell population might be protected,
thereby ensuring the development of somatic lineages.
RESULTS
BAC-Based Nanog Transcriptional Reporters Mark the
Pluripotent State in ESCs and Embryos
To probe the dynamics of the pluripotent state, we developed a
BAC-based Nanog transgenic transcriptional reporter, based on
a previous design used as a readout of cellular reprogramming
during iPS cell generation (Okita et al., 2007) (Figure S1H). For
single-cell resolution readouts of Nanog expression, we generated nuclear-localized human histone H2B fusion versions of
the reporter (Figures 1A, 1C, and S1E).
To validate transgene activity, we analyzed reporter expression in transgenic ESCs under various culture conditions. These
conditions included the presence or absence of leukemia
inhibitory factor (LIF), and 2i+LIF, which promote the self-renewal
of ESCs, induce differentiation, or ground state pluripotency,
respectively (Ying et al., 2008). Immunostaining of ESCs in
2i+LIF or serum-LIF conditions revealed markedly increased or
decreased expression, respectively, of both reporter and
NANOG protein. Heterogeneous but correlated GFP and NANOG
expression was observed in Nanog:GFPTg/+ and Nanog:H2BGFPTg/+ ESCs maintained in serum+LIF conditions (Figures 1A,
1B, S1D, and S1E). Single-cell quantitative image analyses of
immunostained Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs maintained under
different conditions further validated reporter efﬁcacy (Figures

1B, S1E, and S1F). Moreover, we observed an increased correlation of reporter activity with NANOG protein for the Nanog:H2BGFP transgene, compared to the targeted Nanog transcriptional
reporter in the heterozygous TNGA ESCs (Chambers et al., 2007)
(Figures S1E and S1F). These data suggest that the BAC transgenic reporters we constructed faithfully marked the pluripotent
state in ESC cultures and could be used to probe Nanog expression dynamics at single-cell resolution.
Next, we generated Nanog:H2B-GFP transgenic mice for
single-cell resolution quantitative visualization of the EPI lineage
in vivo. We used live imaging to analyze the distribution and
validate the reporter in embryos (Figure 1C). We ﬁrst observed
reporter activity in embryos at the 8–16 cell stage (Plusa et al.,
2008). Cells displaying high and low GFP levels were ﬁrst
observed at the mid blastocyst stage (70–100 cells), as a saltand-pepper distribution of EPI and PrE precursors was established within the ICM (Chazaud et al., 2006; Plusa et al., 2008).
In late blastocysts (>100 cells), where the EPI and PrE lineages
have sorted into distinct layers, cells within the ICM forming
the EPI exhibited signiﬁcantly elevated levels of GFP compared
to PrE cells located on the surface of the ICM. Thereafter, GFP
was detected within the EPI, albeit at reduced levels in implanting E4.5 and post-implantation E5.5 embryos consistent with the
downregulation of NANOG observed at periimplantation (Chambers et al., 2003). Notably, the reporter was strongly expressed in
TE cells of early and mid blastocysts (corresponding to 32–90
cell stage), possibly resulting from robust NANOG localization in
ICM and TE cells at these stages (Figure S1I) (Dietrich and Hiiragi, 2007; Messerschmidt and Kemler, 2010; Morgani et al.,
2013). However, GFP expression in the TE was signiﬁcantly
reduced in late (>100 cells) and in implanting blastocysts
(Figures 1C and S1G). TE localization was also noted for other
Nanog-based reporters analyzed at comparable embryonic
stages (Figure S1G). Collectively, these data lead us to conclude
that the Nanog:H2B-GFP reporter faithfully marks the pluripotent
state both in vitro in ESC cultures and in vivo in the emerging EPI
lineage of the mouse blastocyst.
Derivation of ESCs from Mouse Blastocysts Results in
Highly Variable Pluripotency-Associated Gene
Expression
The EPI lineage of the blastocyst represents the in vivo counterpart to ESC cultures propagated in vitro (Boroviak et al., 2014).
We therefore sought to investigate the proﬁle of Nanog:H2BGFP reporter activity in transgenic embryo-derived ESCs. We
used an ESC derivation protocol in which an ICM outgrowth
emerges in conditions promoting ground state pluripotency in
serum-free medium containing 2i (Czechanski et al., 2014).
Indeed, under these conditions GFP was strongly expressed
by all cells of outgrowths from Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ blastocysts
(Figure 1D). However, both reporter and NANOG expression
became heterogeneous when the derived ESCs were propagated under standard serum+LIF conditions, either in the presence or absence of mouse embryonic feeders (MEFs). Even
in the presence of MEFs, GFP-low/NANOG-low cells were
observed within ESC colonies (Figure 1E). Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and quantitative immunoﬂuorescence
analyses conﬁrmed the presence of a highly heterogeneous
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Figure 1. BAC-Based Nanog Transcriptional Reporters Faithfully Mark the Pluripotent State in ESCs and Embryos
(A) Immunoﬂuorescence images of Nanog:GFPTg/+ and Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs grown in MEF-free conditions including serum+LIF, 2i+LIF, and serum-LIF for
three passages. Orange arrowheads identify GFP-low and NANOG-low cells within ESC colonies.
(B) Quantitative immunoﬂuorescence analysis after nuclear segmentation of Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs. GFP (y axis) and NANOG (x axis) ﬂuorescence values
plotted for individual ESCs propagated for ﬁve passages in MEF-free serum+LIF conditions then grown for 4 days in various culture conditions.
(C) Reporter expression in live embryos stained with membrane marker FM4-64. GFP-hi cells, white arrowheads; GFP-low cells, orange arrowheads; TE cells
expressing GFP, yellow arrowheads. Dashed line depicts boundary between epiblast (EPI) and visceral endoderm (VE) layers of an E5.5 embryo. Cell number was
determined by staining with Hoechst.
(D) Schematic of ESC derivation. After 20 days, Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs were established in the presence of MEF feeders in serum+LIF conditions and then
propagated in the presence or absence of MEFs.
(E) Immunostaining and analysis of derived Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs. Orange arrowheads mark GFP-low/NANOG-low/OCT4+ cells.
(F) FACS analysis of derived Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs grown in serum+LIF conditions in the presence or absence of MEFs. Numbers in FACS histograms
indicate percentage of GFP (left) and GFP+ (right) populations. r = Pearson correlation coefﬁcient. Scale bar represents 20 mm.

population, where both reporter and protein expression where
highly correlated (r = 0.85) (Figures 1E and 1F). From these observations, we conclude that gene expression heterogeneities
of the pluripotent state likely arise in ESCs as a result of their
in vitro propagation.

Quantitative Single-Cell Analysis of Nanog:H2B-GFP
Expression in the Emerging Pluripotent Cells of the
Blastocyst
To determine whether the transgenic reporter allowed a quantitative evaluation of Nanog expression in vivo, we analyzed the
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Figure
2. Differential
Expression
of
Nanog:H2B-GFP Reporter in Segregating
EPI and PrE Cells
(A) MINS image analysis pipeline (see Experimental Procedures). GFP and NANOG expression
plotted for individual cells after automated nuclear
segmentation and ﬂuorescence intensity normalization (best-ﬁt regression curve).
(B) Immunoﬂuorescence images of ﬁxed Nanog:
H2B-GFPTg/+ embryos. EPI cells, white arrowheads; PrE cells, orange arrowheads; TE cells expressing GFP, yellow arrowheads.
(C) Quantitative immunoﬂuorescence analyses.
(D) Reporter, GATA6, and NANOG expression
in Nanogb-geo/b-geo blastocysts carrying the
Nanog:H2B-GFP reporter. NANOG staining was
absent in Nanog mutant transgenic embryos.
r = Pearson correlation coefﬁcient. Scale bar represents 20 mm.

pattern of reporter expression in transgenic embryos that had
been ﬁxed and stained for lineage-speciﬁc markers such as
GATA6/PrE and NANOG/EPI using single-cell quantitative image

analysis (Lou et al., 2014) (Figure 2A).
In morulae (8-16 cells) and early blastocyst (32–64 cells) stages, GFP was
observed throughout the embryo, reﬂecting a double (GATA6+ NANOG+) -positive
state. The differential levels of GFP
expression were evident in mid blastocysts (70–100 cells), as embryos established a mutually exclusive distribution of
GATA6+ PrE and NANOG+ EPI progenitors (Figures 2B and S2A). In late blastocysts (>100 cells), where the EPI/PrE
sorting had occurred, reporter expression
was markedly elevated in NANOG+
EPI progenitor cells and diminished in
GATA6+ PrE progenitor cells (Figure 2B).
Quantitative ﬂuorescence analysis of
immunostained
Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+
blastocysts at different stages conﬁrmed
a strong correlation between GFP and
NANOG levels in ICM cells, as seen in
ESCs, thus indicating that the reporter
could be used to quantitatively infer levels
of expression of Nanog (Figures 2C and
S2B). Notably, reporter expression in TE
cells was prominent in early and mid blastocysts but displayed reduced correlation
with NANOG protein compared to the
ICM and hence was not investigated
further (Figures 2C and S2B). The H2BGFP reporter responds to changes in
Nanog expression with a characteristic
time that is determined by the stability of
the H2B-GFP fusion protein. Our control
experiments and computational analysis
indicate that we can measure changes in Nanog expression
higher than 2-fold with about 1 hr resolution (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Such temporal resolution is
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Figure 3. Nanog Expression in the ICM Is
Altered by Modulation of FGF Signaling
(A) Immunoﬂuorescence images of late blastocyst
stage Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ embryo. Fluorescence
values for GFP and NANOG plotted for individual
cells. Values for GFP and NANOG of ICM cells
also plotted as frequency distributions obtained
by binning ﬂuorescence values in 20 logarithmically spaced categories, as described previously
(Muñoz Descalzo et al., 2012).
(B) Regimen used for exogenous FGF and ERK1/2
inhibitor (ERKi) treatment experiments. Nanog:
H2B-GFPTg/+ blastocysts recovered at E2.75 and
cultured for 36 hr in KSOM medium (I), KSOM +
FGF2 (II), and ERKi (III), followed by staining for
Hoechst, NANOG, and SOX17. White arrowheads
identify NANOG+;SOX17 ICM cells exhibiting
high levels of GFP. Orange arrowheads identify
SOX17+;NANOG;GFP-low ICM cells.
(C) Reporter and NANOG distribution analysis in
cells of cultured embryos shown in (B).
Note that x and y axis scales for scatterplots vary
due to changes in reporter and NANOG expression
between embryos cultured under different conditions. r = Pearson correlation coefﬁcient. Scale bar
represents 20 mm.

cells emerging within the ICM and provides an accurate quantitative readout of
Nanog expression.

much smaller than the timescales of cell differentiation. Finally,
by analyzing Nanog mutant embryos carrying the reporter, we
conﬁrmed that no functional NANOG protein was produced
from the BAC transgene (Figure 2D). We therefore conclude
that the Nanog:H2B-GFP reporter faithfully marks pluripotent

Distribution of NANOG Expression
in the Blastocyst Is Altered by
Modulation of Fibroblast Growth
Factor Signaling
Next, we investigated the distribution of
the Nanog:H2B-GFP transcriptional reporter, as well as NANOG protein, as
the EPI compartment emerges within the
ICM of late blastocysts. We performed
quantitative immunoﬂuorescence analysis on mid-to-late blastocysts (90–110
cells), stained with Hoechst, NANOG,
and the PrE marker SOX17 (Figure 3A).
We noted a bimodal distribution of reporter expression within the ICM, which
corresponded to bimodality in NANOG
distribution within prospective EPI and
PrE cells (Figures 3A and S3A–S3D).
We investigated how these distributions could be modulated by perturbation
of ﬁbroblast growth factor (FGF) signaling,
which plays a critical role in ICM lineage
choice. Pathway inhibition results in an
ICM composed exclusively of EPI precursors, while incubation
of embryos in exogenous FGF results in an all-PrE ICM
(Chazaud et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2013; Nichols et al., 2009; Yamanaka et al., 2010). Consistent with these studies, we observed
that the bimodal distribution of GFP and NANOG levels within the
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Figure 4. EPI Cells Emerge In Vivo with an Accompanying Increase in Nanog Expression
(A) Schematic of mouse blastocyst stage embryo development.
(B) Quantiﬁcation of GFP intensity in individual nuclei of a living Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ blastocyst recovered at E3.5 (65 cells) and corresponding images of single
time points. Single-cell intensity traces were obtained by tracking single cells in time-lapse experiments. Mitotic and apoptotic cells were also tracked, resulting in
abrupt peaks in ﬂuorescence intensity. Cells belonging to the ICM are depicted in purple, while TE cells are depicted in green; cells having undergone apoptosis
are depicted as black lines. The developmental timing and the time spanned by tracks analyzed in this panel are illustrated by an arrow in (A).
(C) Top panel, quantiﬁcation of relative GFP intensity in daughters/sisters versus mother cells upon division in cells of TE (green bars) or ICM (purple bars) origin.
Daughter cells retained expression levels after mitosis, with most changes within 20%.
Data were obtained from the analysis of time-lapse movies of ﬁve or more embryos. Bottom panel, cell divisions of EPI progenitors occurring at late blastocyst
stages shown in (B). Red arrowheads identify apoptotic events, and yellow arrowheads mark cell divisions. Scale bar represents 20 mm.

ICM was lost when FGF signaling activity was modulated
(Figures 3B, 3C, and S3E–S3J). We therefore conclude that a
heterogeneous distribution of NANOG expression exists in vivo.
This is represented as a stable bimodal distribution within the
ICM and reﬂects cell fate speciﬁcation toward PrE and EPI lineages, and that this distribution is altered by modulation of FGF
signaling.
Highly Variable Nanog Dynamics Are Initially Observed
Followed by the Establishment of Differential
Expression at the Onset of ICM Lineage Speciﬁcation
A bimodal distribution of Nanog expression is established as the
pluripotent EPI emerges within the ICM. However, we currently
do not know whether ﬂuctuating expression of pluripotency-associated factors, such as Nanog, occurs during EPI speciﬁcation,
nor, if they do exist, whether such ﬂuctuations correlate or predict
state reversions (Smith, 2013). To address this question, we
investigated the behavior of individual ICM cells in Nanog:H2BGFPTg/+ blastocysts using time-lapse imaging coupled with quantitative image analyses performed in an accurate and automated
fashion (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

Using this methodology, we ﬁrst observed that in early blastocysts (until 60 cell stage) all cells (ICM and TE) displayed highly
heterogeneous reporter activity (0–400 min in Figure 4B), consistent with previous observations (Dietrich and Hiiragi, 2007;
Ohnishi et al., 2014; Plusa et al., 2008). Following this phase,
TE cells downregulated reporter expression, whereas ICM cells
retained or increased their expression, presumably coinciding
with the establishment of a lineage bias (400 min to end of movie;
Figure 4B). We also noted apoptotic events, occurring during the
process of lineage speciﬁcation in randomly positioned GFP-hi
or GFP-low ICM cells (red arrowheads; Figure 4B). As described
previously, apoptotic events occur during blastocyst development and are not a consequence of in vitro culture or phototoxicity (Artus et al., 2013; Plusa et al., 2008). Furthermore, we noted
several cell divisions occurring in GFP-hi ICM cells (yellow arrowheads; Figure 4B). Heritability of Nanog:H2B-GFP levels, and
likely cell fate, was observed in all ICM cells after division (Figure 4C). Of note, an increase in GFP ﬂuorescence was routinely
observed during mitosis, due to chromosome condensation;
thus any resulting rapid oscillations (of the order of 150 min) in reporter activity were excluded from the analysis, as they were not
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considered as reﬂecting changes in gene expression. By using a
computational approach, we conﬁrmed that GFP expression
was not diluted in dividing cells, suggesting that daughter cells
inherited the lineage identity of their parental cell (Figure S4).
Finally, cells within the TE displayed low, somewhat variable
and continually decreasing levels of reporter activity (Figure 4B).
Next, we focused our analyses on subsequent phases of
development, initiating from early-to-mid blastocyst stages (at
around 50–60 cell) until late blastocyst stages (at around 100 cells),
where the EPI and PrE cells have sorted to their ﬁnal positions
(Figures 5A and 5B; Movie S1). A subpopulation of ICM cells
is speciﬁed to the EPI-lineage, with GFP expression maintained
or increased. By contrast, cells biased toward the PrE lineage
extinguished the reporter during differentiation (Figure 5A).
Infrequent Cell-State Reversals Occur toward, Not Away
from, a Pluripotent Identity
Notably, we observed a few instances where cells in mid-stage
blastocysts, exhibiting low levels of reporter activity, would
rapidly increase reporter activity, and concomitantly become
segregated with the EPI (Figure 5A). These could, in principle,
represent rare PrE-to-EPI conversions. Importantly, we never
observed events of EPI-to-PrE progenitor switching associated
with downregulation of Nanog expression. To obtain an independent conﬁrmation of the absence of EPI-to-PrE transitions, we
analyzed time-lapse data from a PrE-speciﬁc single-cell resolution reporter (PdgfraH2B-GFP/+, Plusa et al., 2008). In contrast to
Nanog:H2B-GFP, expression of the PdgfraH2B-GFP reporter is
activated only in PrE-biased cells after cell-fate speciﬁcation.
Therefore, PrE-to-EPI conversion would be detected as downregulation of the reporter. On the other hand, EPI-to-PrE conversion would give rise to signiﬁcantly delayed activation of the
reporter in cells lacking expression. We imaged embryos
expressing the PdgfraH2B-GFP reporter starting at the time of
cell differentiation, i.e., the time when expression of the reporter
becomes reliably detectable. We found that all positive cells at
the onset of differentiation retained their expression and no
new cells initiated expression with a signiﬁcant delay, corresponding to an EPI-to-PrE conversion (Figure 5B). Collectively,
our results with the Nanog:H2B-GFP and PdgfraH2B-GFP/+ reporters imply that cell-fate reversals are extremely rare and preferentially happen from the PrE to the EPI state.
The PrE-to-EPI unidirectionality would suggest that fate transitions are regulated and do not result from purely stochastic
ﬂuctuations in gene expression. To rule out that the inability to
detect EPI-to-PrE transition in Nanog:H2B-GFP embryos was
due to perdurance of GFP reporter, we performed the following
analysis. First, we quantiﬁed the dynamics of downregulation of
Nanog:H2B-GFP in PrE cells (Figure S6) and estimated the lifetime of H2B-GFP to be shorter than 4 hr, which is short enough
to detect cell-fate reversal events (details in the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). Second, we analyzed time-lapse
movies of the Nanog:H2B-GFP reporter in embryos treated
with exogenous FGF (all ICM cells would downregulate NANOG)
and showed that a clear downregulation can be observed (Figure S5). In addition, we calculated the half-life of H2B-GFP
from time-lapse movies of Nanog:H2B-GFP in exogenous FGF
or cycloheximide (CHX). The decay rates of H2B-GFP in ICM

cells in the embryos under CHX or FGF treatments were around
6.5 and 5.5 hr, respectively (Figure S6). Collectively, these experiments allow us to conclude that the half-life of H2B-GFP is
shorter than 6 hr and thus not dissimilar to the half-life of
NANOG, which has been calculated to be approximately 4 hr
(Abranches et al., 2013). Altogether, these results show that
the Nanog:H2B-GFP reporter allows measuring Nanog transcriptional dynamics on timescales longer than 1 hr (see the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
At Late Blastocyst Stages, EPI and PrE Do Not Exhibit
Fluctuations
Next, we examined whether ﬂuctuations in Nanog:H2B-GFP,
and thus Nanog, levels were observed after ICM lineage speciﬁcation. At these late blastocyst stages (>90–100 cells), the active
sorting of EPI and PrE populations to adjacent tissue layers is
evident. Our analyses revealed that the EPI cells exhibited
increasing levels of reporter activity, whereas a decrease in
GFP levels was observed in cells forming the emergent PrE
epithelial layer (0 min to end of movie; Figure 5C; Movie S1). At
the end of the speciﬁcation period, apoptotic events were
observed (red arrowhead; 0–100 min; Figure 5C). Thereafter,
we did not observe any apoptosis. Instead, after ICM lineage
speciﬁcation, several cell divisions were observed in EPI progenitors (yellow arrowheads; Figure 5C). Collectively, these observations suggest a wave of temporarily restricted apoptotic events,
occurring around the period of lineage speciﬁcation, followed by
a burst of EPI lineage-speciﬁc cell proliferation. Nanog levels remained stable after ICM cell-fate divergence suggesting that
ﬂuctuations between EPI and PrE states do not occur. Based
on these data, we conclude that within the ICM the majority of
pluripotent EPI and extra-embryonic PrE progenitor cells do
not change their fate after speciﬁcation. Furthermore, our data
lead us to propose that a burst of cell proliferation following
cell differentiation ensures EPI lineage-speciﬁc expansion.
Quantitative Analyses of Nanog:H2B-GFP Time-Lapse
Movies Revealed a Correlation between Cell Behaviors
and Cell-Fate Choice within the ICM
Time-lapse imaging in combination with cell tracking and quantitative analysis allowed us to determine whether fate reversals
correlate with the spatial position of individual cells within the
ICM. We simultaneously analyzed the position of a cell relative
to the blastocyst cavity, and its Nanog reporter expression levels
as a function of time. Analysis of the spatial distribution of cells
converting from PrE-to-EPI indicated that the cells migrated toward the inner region of the ICM (Figure 6A, blue cell). The cell
undergoing fate switching exhibited similar rate of GFP increase
as in cells of the embryo under conditions of ERK inhibition
(Figure 6B). This observation suggests that the fate switching
might be a result of PrE-biased cells that stop responding to
ERK signaling (due to their localization and fates of their neighbors) and, as a consequence, increase Nanog expression and
change fate. Consistently, under conditions of ERK inhibition,
all ICM cells committed to an EPI fate and displayed increasing
reporter activity, whereas GFP expression in TE cells remained
unaffected, consistent with our previous observations in ﬁxed
embryos (Figures 3B, 3C, and S3E–S3J). Notably, we did not
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Figure 5. State Reversals Can Occur toward a Pluripotent Identity during Lineage Speciﬁcation in Mid Blastocysts, but Cells Do Not Change
Fate in Late Embryos
(A) Quantiﬁcation of GFP intensity in single nuclei of a living Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ at E3.5 (54 cells) and corresponding snapshots from a time-lapse movie. A
subset of tracks are detailed in the lower plot, corresponding to cells highlighted in the images in the panel on the right. Cell highlighted with an orange dot and red
outline represents a GFP-low cell that upregulated reporter expression and contributed to EPI.
(B) Quantiﬁcation of GFP intensity in single nuclei of a living PdgfraH2B-GFP/+ at E3.5 (60 cells) and corresponding snapshot of ﬂuorescence channel overlapped
with bright-ﬁeld images from a time-lapse movie. Only PrE-biased cells express H2B-GFP.
(C) The same analysis applied in (A) was repeated in a later Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ embryo at E3.75 (85 cells). ICM cells segregated toward EPI (red) and PrE
(blue) lineages. Cells that underwent apoptosis depicted with black lines. Red arrowheads mark apoptotic events and yellow arrowheads mark cell divisions.
Tracked nuclei are highlighted by dots; the outline of each dot depicts the lineage choice; red outline depicts EPI progenitor cells; blue outline depicts PrE
progenitor cells. Scale bar represents 20 mm.
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Figure 6. Cell-State Reversals toward a Pluripotent Identity Are Associated with Changes in Position within ICM
Fluorescence levels of single ICM cells (A, left, and B, lower-left panels) and two-dimensional projections of representative space trajectories (A, central, and B,
lower-central panels) are plotted for the duration of time-lapse movies of Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ embryo (A) corresponding to embryo in Figure 5A and (B) in the
presence of ERKi. The distance of each cell from the barycenter of the embryo is plotted versus GFP intensity (A, right, and B, lower right).
(A) EPI cells, green and blue; PrE cell, red trajectories. Blue trajectory represents a cell that switched state acquiring an EPI identity, moving from an initial position
on the surface of ICM inward while increasing Nanog expression.
(B) Top, quantiﬁcation of GFP ﬂuorescence intensities and corresponding snapshots. Bottom, all six trajectories depict the behavior of ICM cells that acquire
an EPI fate increasing reporter activity. All cells change their absolute position due to embryo growth, but there are no events of abrupt spatial change in
position of individual cells within the cohort. Lines represent cell trajectories. Displayed trajectories for mitotic cells were excluded. Unique colors identify
individual cells. The outline of the embryo is drawn for plotting relative position of nuclei. Shades of gray in the trajectory depict time: earlier (light) to later
(darker).

observe any apoptotic events during ERK inhibition, whereas a
burst of proliferation was evident in the all-EPI ICM (yellow arrowheads in Figure 6B and Movie S2). These ﬁndings support

our previous observations, suggesting that apoptosis serves as
a selection mechanism within the ICM, while the proliferation
burst in EPI-committed cells ensures the rapid expansion of
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the pluripotent lineage after its speciﬁcation. In addition, we
observed that there was no abrupt spatial position change of
EPI cells within the ICM of ERK inhibitor-treated embryos;
instead, cell motility was restrained, and only passive cell movement was observed as these embryos developed (Figure 6B).
DISCUSSION
Pluripotency-associated factors such as Nanog have been
reported to exhibit dynamic ﬂuctuations of expression in ESC
cultures. Whether ﬂuctuations in gene expression correlating
with cell-state transitions occur in vivo remains an open question. Here, we have investigated Nanog expression heterogeneities using single-cell resolution Nanog transcriptional reporters
coupled with 3D time-lapse imaging and high-resolution
automated quantitative image analyses. Our data suggest
that BAC-based Nanog:H2B-GFP transgenic reporters are expressed at physiological levels, exhibit minimal reporter perdurance, and serve as a faithful readout of Nanog expression both
in vitro in ESCs, and in vivo in mouse embryos.
For both ESCs rendered transgenic through introduction of
a Nanog:H2B-GFP construct, as well as transgenic embryoderived ESCs, heterogeneities in the levels of reporter, as well
as NANOG protein, were noted. A GFP-low cell population,
which also displayed low levels of NANOG protein, was evident
in cells that were propagated in MEF-free conditions, which
promote a differentiation bias; this population displayed OCT4
expression (Figure 1A, 1B, and S1E), suggesting that it might
consist of pluripotent cells that were actively differentiating
and/or primed for differentiation. Importantly, this variability,
and the presence of a GFP-low/NANOG-low population, in
ESC cultures have also been recently reported with another
Nanog transcriptional reporter (Abranches et al., 2013). These
observations therefore call for caution in the choice of culture
conditions for ESC propagation; hence, it was recently shown
that random monoallelic gene expression could occur stochastically as ESCs differentiated, resulting in the acquisition of
heterogeneities during the adaptation of cells to in vitro culture
(Eckersley-Maslin et al., 2014; Gendrel et al., 2014).
Furthermore, it has been suggested that reporters targeted
to the Nanog locus, which concomitantly ablate Nanog
activity, might exhibit behaviors resulting from Nanog heterozygosity (Faddah et al., 2013; Filipczyk et al., 2013). We noted
that GFP expression from the knockin/knockout TNGA
reporter was elevated compared to a BAC-based Nanog:
GFPTg/+ reporter (Figures S1A–S1C). We therefore investigated
whether Nanog allele heterozygosity per se might result in
increased NANOG expression, consistent with its reported
auto-repressive activity (MacArthur et al., 2012; Navarro et al.,
2012). However, we failed to observe any noticeable difference
in reporter activity between Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+ ESCs that
harbored a two (wild-type) or one functional Nanog alleles (Figures S1J and S1K). Thus, our data suggest that the elevated
GFP expression observed in the TNGA ESCs is not the result
of Nanog heterozygosity, and could result from allele design.
The development of a faithful EPI lineage-speciﬁc reporter
providing a single-cell resolution quantitative readout of Nanog
expression, coupled with high-resolution image data analyses

allowed us to address a central open question pertaining the
behavior of EPI cells in vivo. Critical for this type of analysis
was a single-cell resolution live imaging reporter that was sufﬁciently bright for time-lapse image acquisition, but expressed
at physiological levels, so that reporter perdurance would not
mask downregulation in cells. Notably, our experience with destabilized ﬂuorescent protein reporters reveals reduced levels
of ﬂuorescence, not amenable to the image analyses methodologies used in this study.
Our data reveal a range of cell behaviors before and after
the pluripotent EPI population has been speciﬁed in vivo within
the ICM (Figure 7). Prior to EPI versus PrE speciﬁcation has
occurred, apoptosis serves as a selective mechanism to ensure
proper segregation of lineage progenitors. Rare fate reversal
events likely occur whereby GFP-low/PrE progenitor cells
convert to a GFP-hi/EPI progenitor state as cells migrate inward
in the ICM. At this time, cell migration correlates with fate choice
and is linked to the presence of a heterogeneous population of
EPI and PrE progenitors. Progenitors could be sorting toward a
niche comprising cells with a similar lineage bias. By contrast,
in the presence of ERK inhibition, lineage choice is forced
toward one direction (all-EPI) resulting in a homogenous ICM
population and is accompanied by a lack of cell movement
(Figure 6B). Finally, after lineage speciﬁcation has occurred within
the ICM, ﬂuctuations between EPI and PrE progenitors were not
observed. However, a burst of cell proliferation was observed
in EPI progenitors, as they sorted to the interior of the ICM.
Rarely cells changed their state toward, but never away from,
a pluripotent identity. By using a single-cell resolution reporter
for the PrE lineage, we previously showed that PrE progenitor
cells could downregulate reporter expression but could not
conﬁrm the fate reversal to EPI, as cells could not be followed
after loss of the reporter (Plusa et al., 2008). Here, by using a
single-cell resolution reporter of the EPI lineage, we directly
visualized these transitions. Perhaps cells converting from
PrE-to-EPI might cease responding to an FGF signal, as in
the presence of an ERK-inhibitor, resulting in Nanog upregulation and establishment of pluripotency. These data agree with
recent studies suggesting that pulsatile FGF signaling induces
differential Nanog expression within ICM cells and drives
Nanog mRNA degradation for rapid post-transcriptional control
of pluripotency (Torres-Padilla and Chambers, 2014; Tan and
Elowitz, 2014).
Importantly, we observed no fate reversals between EPI and
PrE subsequent to their speciﬁcation. This is in agreement with
a recent mathematical model accounting for the dynamics of
the regulatory network that controls ICM differentiation; simulations indicated that after speciﬁcation cells would not change
identity, and thus EPI and PrE states are not interchangeable
(Bessonnard et al., 2014). In addition, we observed that after
speciﬁcation a burst of cell proliferation in the pluripotent
compartment was evident. This might ensure adequate numbers
of EPI progenitors available for subsequent development.
Furthermore, our observations suggest that PrE progenitors
exhibit increased plasticity, compared to EPI progenitors,
consistent with recent studies suggesting that PrE progenitors
have a broader developmental potential than their EPI counterparts (Grabarek et al., 2012), and observations reporting that
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Figure 7. Cell Behaviors during the Emergence of the Pluripotent EPI Lineage
Schematic representation of embryo development from mid-to-late blastocyst. Prior to lineage speciﬁcation (around 64–80 cells): (1) apoptosis occurs randomly
in EPI or PrE progenitors as they segregate to their appropriate layers, (2) segregation is linked to spatial movements within the ICM, and (3) few GFP-low cells
might acquire a pluripotent identity and migrate inward the ICM. After lineage speciﬁcation (>80–90 cells): (1) cells do not ﬂuctuate between EPI and PrE states,
and (2) cell divisions occur in EPI-speciﬁed population while relocating to the interior of the ICM.

ESCs are primed toward endoderm co-express embryonic and
extra-embryonic markers (Morgani et al., 2013).
Our data suggest that once speciﬁed in wild-type embryos,
pluripotent cells do not, in general, change their fate. However,
a very limited number of state reversals may occur at this time,
but only toward a pluripotent identity. During development,
sufﬁcient numbers of lineage progenitors must be generated,

and there is a time window during which cell-fate reversals can
occur. Moreover, mechanisms involving apoptotic events and
symmetric cell divisions may ensure that a pluripotent identity
is protected and maintained in vivo. These observations within
the embryonic environment appear contrasting with studies in
ESCs. A possible explanation for this apparent disparity could
be that ESCs in culture do not receive the appropriate inputs
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from a niche, namely, neighboring cells and extra-cellular components. Another could be due to the differential timescales.
ICM cells commit to PrE and EPI fates in less than 24 hr, and,
since development proceeds unidirectionally, even though
there may be non-differentiating (or symmetric) cell divisions,
neither cell population arising within the ICM self-renews. By
contrast, ESCs can be maintained indeﬁnitely in vitro under
conditions of self-renewal, a timescale that presents an unrestricted period for conversion between alternative states.

minimum in the distance between the cell centroid and the centroids of all cells
in the subsequent frame. If such minimum does not exist, the algorithm uses
cell segmentation to look for maximum overlap between cells at the subsequent time point and the cell being tracked. As additional criteria, changes
in nuclear shape and overall distance are required to lie within control ranges.
Such criteria generate unambiguous cell assignments and provide reliable
tracking of a large fraction of cells (60%–70% in this study). The algorithm
was validated by visual inspection, and each track was obtained by matching
forward (prospective) and reverse (retrospective) tracking data (details provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Mouse Husbandry
All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. Mice were
maintained under a 12-hr light-dark cycle. Mouse lines used in this study
were Nanog:H2B-GFPTg/+, Nanogb-geo/+ (Mitsui et al., 2003), and NanogGFP/+
(Hatano et al., 2005). Alleles are schematized in Figure S1H.

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
six ﬁgures, and two movies and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2015.02.010.

Live Embryo Imaging
For live imaging, embryos were cultured in glass-bottomed dishes (MatTek)
in an environmental chamber as done previously (Kang et al., 2013). Live imaging conditions used were compatible with normal development as shown
previously (Plusa et al., 2008). For incubation experiments, an ERK1/ERK2
inhibitor, 1 mM PD0325901 (StemGent), was added to medium 2–3 hr prior
to initiation of 3D time-lapse imaging. GFP was excited using a 488-nm Argon
laser. Live image data were acquired using four laser scanning confocal
imaging systems: Zeiss LSM510META, LSM710, LSM780, and Leica SP8.
Images were acquired using 203/0.75, 403/1.3, or 633/1.4 objectives.
20–30 xy planes separated by 2 mm were acquired per z stack, every
15 min. Movies of 3D time-lapse sequences were compiled and annotated
using QuickTime Pro (Apple).
Immunostaining of ESCs and Embryos
Immunostaining of ESCs and embryos was performed as previously
(Kalmar et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2013; Muñoz Descalzo et al., 2012). Primary
antibodies used were CDX2 (1:100, Biogenex), GATA6 (1:100, R&D Systems),
NANOG (1:500, Cosmo Bio), OCT4 (1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and
SOX17 (1:100, R&D Systems). Secondary Alexa Fluor (Invitrogen) conjugated
antibodies were used at 1:500. DNA was visualized with Hoechst 33342
(5 mg/ml; Invitrogen).
Quantitative Fluorescence Image Analysis
Quantitative ﬂuorescence measurements from images of ﬁxed ESCs and ﬁxed
or live embryos were performed using an automated image processing workﬂow comprising the segmentation of multiple nuclei in 3D data (Figure 2A). The
front-end software, MINS, is a MATLAB (MathWorks)-based graphic user
interface described previously (Lou et al., 2014; http://katlab-tools.org). We
noted that for normalizing ﬂuorescence values of each channel the Hoechst
channel per cell was not optimal to compensate for loss of ﬂuorescence intensity throughout the sample depth (differences in Hoechst ﬂuorescence intensity throughout z stack indicated by orange arrowheads in Figure 2A). We
thus developed an algorithm to generate a regression curve across values of
the Hoechst channel for individual cells (details in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Fluorescence values for other channels were normalized
using this curve (Figure 2A). To compare ﬂuorescence values between ICM
and TE cells, TE cells being analyzed needed to be in the same focal plane
as ICM cells. Thus, TE cells positioned at the beginning and end of the z stack
were excluded from the analysis. Only accurately segmented nuclei were
included in analyses.
Nuclear Segmentation and Cell Tracking
Using the segmentation output of the MINS software, we developed an
algorithm for cell tracking. To determine the position of any given cell at a subsequent time point, the algorithm ﬁrst seeks to identify a clear, well-deﬁned
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SUMMARY

Spontaneous tumor-initiated T cell priming is dependent on IFN-b production by tumor-resident dendritic cells. On the basis of recent observations indicating that IFN-b expression was dependent upon
activation of the host STING pathway, we hypothesized that direct engagement of STING through intratumoral (IT) administration of speciﬁc agonists would
result in effective anti-tumor therapy. After proof-ofprinciple studies using the mouse STING agonist
DMXAA showed a potent therapeutic effect, we
generated synthetic cyclic dinucleotide (CDN) derivatives that activated all human STING alleles as
well as murine STING. IT injection of STING agonists
induced profound regression of established tumors
in mice and generated substantial systemic immune
responses capable of rejecting distant metastases
and providing long-lived immunologic memory. Synthetic CDNs have high translational potential as a
cancer therapeutic.
INTRODUCTION
The responsiveness of tumors to immunotherapy depends, at
least in part, on the immunophenotype of the tumor microenvironment (TME) (Gajewski et al., 2013). Substantial evidence indicates that tumor-inﬁltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are correlated
with favorable prognosis in diverse malignancies (Galon et al.,
2012) and predicts a positive clinical outcome in response to
several immunotherapy strategies (Postow et al., 2012; Wolchok
et al., 2013). Understanding the underlying mechanisms that
promote spontaneous T cell inﬁltration is critical toward developing new therapeutic strategies that can be used to effectively
promote an immune-responsive TME.
Innate immune sensing in the TME is a critical step in promoting spontaneous tumor-initiated T cell priming and subsequent
1018 Cell Reports 11, 1018–1030, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

TIL inﬁltration (Fuertes et al., 2011). Transcriptional proﬁling analyses of melanoma patients have revealed that tumors containing inﬁltrating activated T cells are characterized by a type I IFN
transcriptional signature (Harlin et al., 2009). Studies in mice
have demonstrated that type I IFN signaling plays a critical role
in tumor-initiated T cell priming (Diamond et al., 2011; Fuertes
et al., 2011). Mice lacking the IFN-a/b receptor in DCs cannot
reject immunogenic tumors, and CD8a+ DCs from these mice
are defective in antigen cross-presentation to CD8+ T cells.
Furthermore, Baft3/ mice that lack the CD8a+ DC lineage
lose the capacity to spontaneously prime tumor-speciﬁc CD8+
T cells (Fuertes et al., 2011; Hildner et al., 2008). These ﬁndings
in humans and in mice indicate that the tumor-resident antigenpresenting cell (APC) compartment is defective in non-T-cell-inﬂamed tumors. Thus, strategies to induce type I IFN signaling
and APC activation in the TME to bridge the innate and adaptive
immune responses may have therapeutic utility.
Recent work has demonstrated that activation of the STING
pathway in tumor-resident host APCs is required for induction
of a spontaneous CD8+ T cell response against tumor-derived
antigens in vivo (Woo et al., 2014). In addition, activation of this
pathway and the subsequent production of IFN-b contributes
to the anti-tumor effect of radiation (Deng et al., 2014), which
can be potentiated with co-administration of a natural STING
agonist. STING (stimulator of interferon genes, also known as
TMEM173, MITA, ERIS, and MPYS) is a transmembrane protein
localized to the ER that undergoes a conformational change in
response to direct binding of cyclic dinucleotides (CDNs), resulting in a downstream signaling cascade involving TBK1 activation, IRF-3 phosphorylation, and production of IFN-b and other
cytokines (Burdette et al., 2011; Burdette and Vance, 2013; Ishikawa and Barber, 2008). IFN-b is the signature cytokine induced
in response to activating STING, by either exogenous CDNs produced by bacterial infection or through binding of a structurally
distinct endogenous CDN produced by a host cyclic GMPAMP synthetase (cGAS) in response to sensing cytosolic double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) (Ablasser et al., 2013; Diner et al.,
2013; McWhirter et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2013; Woodward
et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013). These observations suggested

that direct activation of the STING pathway in the TME by intratumoral (IT) injection of speciﬁc agonists might be an effective
therapeutic strategy to promote broad tumor-initiated T cell
priming against an individual’s tumor antigen repertoire.
To test this therapeutic approach, we began with 5,6-dimethylxanthenone-4-acetic acid (DMXAA), a deﬁned ﬂavonoid
compound known as a vascular disrupting agent that was shown
to have anti-tumor activity in mouse models (Baguley and Ching,
1997). This drug ultimately failed in humans when combined with
standard-of-care chemotherapy in a phase 3 efﬁcacy trial in nonsmall-cell lung cancer (Lara et al., 2011). Interestingly, recent
structure-function studies of mouse STING (mSTING) and human STING (hSTING) demonstrated that DMXAA is a direct
ligand for mSTING (Conlon et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013a; Kim
et al., 2013; Prantner et al., 2012). However, detailed analysis revealed that polymorphisms in hSTING rendered it unable to bind
DMXAA, therefore abrogating its activity in human cells. These
ﬁndings provide a mechanistic insight for the lack of DMXAA efﬁcacy in humans as well as the rationale for the development of
new pharmacologic compounds that potently activate hSTING.
Whereas STING agonists are being developed as vaccine adjuvants (Dubensky et al., 2013; Ebensen et al., 2011; Gray et al.,
2012), whether STING agonists could have direct anti-tumor
therapeutic effects has been under-explored and the lack of
deﬁned agonists that could activate all known hSTING alleles
has been lacking.
In the current report, we conﬁrm that DMXAA is a strong
agonist of the mSTING pathway in vitro and in vivo. We
show that IT injection of DMXAA effectively primes CD8+ T cell
responses to promote rejection of established tumors in a
STING-dependent fashion. Based on these proof-of-concept results, we synthesized a large panel of CDNs and selected compounds capable of activating all known hSTING alleles. Unlike
DMXAA, selected compounds indeed stimulated human PBMCs
to produce IFN-b. Like DMXAA, these STING agonists exhibit
signiﬁcant anti-tumor efﬁcacy in several mouse tumor models,
without signiﬁcant local or systemic toxicity. Strikingly, direct
IT injection of selected CDNs into established B16 melanoma,
CT26 colon, and 4T1 breast carcinomas resulted in rapid and
profound tumor regression and promoted lasting systemic antigen-speciﬁc T cell immunity. These effects were entirely STINGdependent and resulted in regression of non-injected tumors in
the same hosts. We selected dithio-(RP, RP)-[cyclic[A(20 ,50 )
pA(30 ,50 )p]], (ML RR-S2 CDA) as the lead molecule for continued
development. This agent has high translational potential as a
therapeutic intervention strategy to induce activation of the
TME in multiple tumor types, with the mechanistic goal of generating effective tumor-initiated CD8+ T cell priming and lasting
anti-tumor efﬁcacy.
RESULTS
DMXAA Stimulates the STING Pathway In Vitro
We ﬁrst conﬁrmed that DMXAA was a functional agonist of the
STING pathway using mouse macrophages in vitro. STING aggregation was assessed using STING/ macrophages expressing mSTING-HA. Control macrophages presented a diffuse
pattern of STING in the cytoplasm, but after 1 hr of incubation

with DMXAA, approximately 60% of cells displayed aggregates
of STING in perinuclear sites (Figure 1A). Downstream phosphorylation of TBK1 and IRF3 was observed, which was abolished in
STING/ cells (Figure 1B). This correlated with an increase in
the apparent molecular weight of STING, which has been reported to be due to its phosphorylation (Konno et al., 2013).
STING/ macrophages reconstituted with mSTING-HA showed
restored phosphorylation of TBK1 and IRF3. IFN-b secretion was
detected from wild-type (WT), but not from STING/, macrophages in response to DMXAA (Figure 1C). Similar results were
observed with bone-marrow-derived DCs (BM-DC) from WT
versus STING/ mice (Figures S1A and S1B). We also used
BM-DCs cells to study the expression of additional immunoregulatory molecules. IFN-b, IFN-a, TNF-a, IL-1b, IL-6, and IL12p40
were induced after stimulation with DMXAA in WT cells, but not
STING/ BM-DCs (Figure S1C). Whereas LPS induced expression of CD40, PD-L1, CD86, and MHC class II in both WT and
STING-deﬁcient DCs, induction with DMXAA was observed
only in WT cells (Figures S1D and S1E). Together, these data
along with previous studies (Conlon et al., 2013; Gao et al.,
2013a; Kim et al., 2013; Prantner et al., 2012) conﬁrm that
DMXAA is a strong agonist of mSTING, resulting in the production of IFN-b and other innate cytokines and activation of DCs.
DMXAA Induces Strong Anti-tumor Immunity In Vivo
In order to evaluate whether stimulation of STING could augment
anti-tumor immunity in vivo, we chose an IT route of administration to focus activation on those APCs acquiring tumor antigens.
To assess an antigen-speciﬁc immune response, we utilized the
B16 melanoma cell line transduced to express the model antigen
SIYRYYGL (B16.SIY) (Blank et al., 2004). B16.SIY tumor cells
were inoculated into the ﬂank of WT or STING-deﬁcient mice
and injected IT with DMXAA at day 7. The dose of 500 mg of
DMXAA was chosen after examining single doses ranging from
150 to 625 mg, with the highest dose of 625 mg showing unacceptable toxicity (data not shown). In WT animals, the selected
dosage induced potent tumor regression and complete tumor
rejection in the majority of mice; however, no reduction in tumor
growth was observed in response to DMXAA in the absence of
host STING (Figure 2A). Analysis of splenocytes 5 days after
treatment showed a marked increase in the frequency of SIYspeciﬁc IFN-g-producing T cells in WT mice, but not in STING/
mice (Figure 2B). Similarly, treatment with DMXAA caused a high
frequency of SIY-speciﬁc CD8+ T cells detected by SIY/Kb pentamer staining in WT animals, but not in STING-deﬁcient mice
(Figure 2C). Next, we examined whether DMXAA treatment had
any effect in animals deﬁcient in the type I IFN receptor (IFNAR).
A signiﬁcant portion of the anti-tumor effect of DMXAA was lost
in IFNAR-deﬁcient mice, and none of the deﬁcient animals
showed complete tumor rejection (Figure 2D).
To determine whether immunologic memory was induced, WT
mice that had rejected B16.SIY tumors were re-challenged
60 days after the initial inoculation with the same tumor cells.
None of the re-challenged animals developed tumors (Figure 2E).
We then investigated whether the anti-tumor immune response
induced following DMXAA administration could be potent
enough to reject non-injected secondary tumors. B16.SIY cells
were injected in both ﬂanks of mice, but only one tumor was
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Figure 1. DMXAA Activates the STING Pathway and Promotes the Activation of APCs
(A) STING/ mouse bone-marrow-derived macrophages (BMM) transduced to express STING-HA tag were stimulated for 1 hr with 50 mg/ml DMXAA and stained
with speciﬁc antibodies against HA-tag, CD11b, and DAPI. Single cell images were acquired in the ImageStream, and data were analyzed with the IDEAS
software (Amnis; Millipore). The data in the graph represent average of percentage of cells with aggregates from three independent experiments.
(B) WT or STING/ BMM were stimulated with 50 mg/ml of DMXAA for the indicated time points. The amount of pTBK1, total TBK1, pIRF3, total IRF3, STING, and
GAPDH was measured by western blot.
(C) WT or STING/ BMM were stimulated with 50 mg/ml of DMXAA for 12 hr. The amount of secreted IFN-b was measured by ELISA.

treated with DMXAA. Tumor regression was observed in both
sites (Figure 2F), suggesting that IT DMXAA administration can
have a therapeutic effect on distant tumors. This effect was unlikely secondary to systemic distribution of the drug, because
deliberate systemic administration of DMXAA via intraperitoneal
administration had an inferior therapeutic effect (data not
shown). These results demonstrate that a STING agonist can
activate tumor-speciﬁc immune response capable of eliminating
distal tumors and protecting from tumor challenge.
To assess whether the potent anti-tumor efﬁcacy resulting
from IT administration of DMXAA could be broadly applied, we
tested several additional syngeneic tumor models. Treatment
with DMXAA signiﬁcantly reduced the growth of B16.F10
(without expression of SIY) and TRAMPC2 tumors in C57BL/6
mice, 4T1 tumors in BALB/c mice, and Ag104L tumors in C3H
mice, indicating that the therapeutic effect of DMXAA is not
restricted to a speciﬁc tumor histology or mouse genetic background (Figures S2A–S2D).
To determine whether the adaptive immune response was
required for tumor control, B16.SIY cells were inoculated into
RAG2/ mice that lack mature T and B cells. DMXAA treatment
lost most of its therapeutic effect in RAG2/ hosts, although
there was a partial control of tumor growth (Figure S2E). A similar
loss of therapeutic effect was observed in TCRa/ mice (Figure S2F) and in mice depleted of CD8+ T cells (Figure S2G),
but not in mice depleted of CD4+ T cells or NK cells (Figures
S2H and S2I). These results indicate that a signiﬁcant compo1020 Cell Reports 11, 1018–1030, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

nent of the therapeutic effect of DMXAA is mediated by CD8+
T cells.
Identiﬁcation of Synthetic hSTING-Activating Molecules
Having shown that the STING pathway could be harnessed to
promote tumor antigen-speciﬁc CD8+ T cell priming, leading to
signiﬁcant therapeutic efﬁcacy, we sought to identify compounds that could potently activate hSTING and therefore be
considered for clinical translation. CDNs have been studied as
small-molecule second messengers synthesized by bacteria,
which regulate diverse processes including motility and formation of bioﬁlms (Römling et al., 2013). The immunogenicity of recombinant protein antigens can be augmented with CDNs used
as an adjuvant, giving CDNs a potential application toward vaccine development (Dubensky et al., 2013; Ebensen et al., 2007a,
2007b, 2011; Gray et al., 2012). We sought to develop synthetic
CDN compounds with increased activity in human cells as well
as the ability to engage all known polymorphic hSTING molecules. The availability of CDN-STING crystal structures, along
with recent results describing hSTING allele/CDN-dependent
signaling relationships, facilitated structure-based studies to
design CDN compounds with increased activity. We synthesized
compounds that varied in purine nucleotide base, structure of
the phosphate bridge linkage, and substitution of the nonbridging oxygen atoms at the phosphate bridge with sulfur
atoms. Native CDN molecules are sensitive to degradation by
phosphodiesterases that are present in host cells or in the

Figure 2. Rejection of Tumors in Response to DMXAA Is STING Dependent
(A) WT or STING/ C57BL/6 mice were inoculated with 106 B16.SIY cells in the left ﬂank. When tumor volumes were 100–200 mm3, they received a single IT dose
of 500 mg of DMXAA or saline. Tumor volume was measured at the indicated time points (n = 5).
(B and C) WT or STING/ C57BL/6 mice (n = 5) were treated as in (A), and 5 days later, splenocytes were harvested and re-stimulated in vitro in the presence of
culture medium or soluble SIY peptide for 16 hr. The frequency of tumor-speciﬁc IFN-g-producing cells was assessed by ELISPOT (B), and the percentage of SIYspeciﬁc CD8+ T cells was assessed by staining splenocytes with antibodies against TCRb, CD4, CD8, and SIY pentamer (C). Cells were acquired in the LSRII-Blue
cytometer and analyzed with FlowJo software. Results are shown as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
(D) WT or IFNAR/ C57BL/6 mice were inoculated with 106 B16.SIY cells in the left ﬂank (n = 5). When tumor volumes were 100–200 mm3, they received a single
IT dose of 500 mg of DMXAA or saline. Tumor volume was measured at the indicated time points.
(E) WT mice that had rejected B16.SIY tumors were re-challenged with 106 B16.SIY in the contralateral ﬂank. Naive mice were used as controls. Tumor size was
measured at the indicated time points.
(F) WT mice were inoculated with 106 B16.SIY cells in the left and the right ﬂanks (n = 5). When tumor volumes were 100–200 mm3, 500 mg of DMXAA or saline was
injected IT in the right ﬂank only and tumor volume was measured at the indicated time points. Data are representative of at least three independent experiments
or two independent experiments for the contralateral tumor model. Results are shown as mean tumor volume ± SEM. *p < 0.5; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. ns, not
signiﬁcant.

systemic circulation (Yan et al., 2008). We found that Rp, Rp (R,R)
dithio-substituted diastereomer CDNs were both resistant to
digestion with snake venom phosphodiesterase and induced
higher expression of type I IFNs in human THP-1 cells compared
to the Rp, Sp (R,S) dithio-substituted diastereomers or unmodiﬁed CDNs (data not shown).
To increase their afﬁnity for STING, CDNs were also synthesized with a phosphate bridge conﬁguration containing both
20 -50 and 30 -50 linkages, termed ‘‘mixed linkage’’ (ML), as found
in endogenous human CDNs produced by cGAS (Ablasser
et al., 2013; Diner et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013b; Wolchok
et al., 2013). The synthesis of dithio mixed-linkage CDNs, via
modiﬁcations of literature procedures (Gaffney et al., 2010), resulted in both R,R- and R,S dithio diastereomers, which were puriﬁed and separated by a combination of silica gel and C18
reverse-phase prep-HPLC chromatography, affording CDNs
with R95% purity as shown for ML RR-S2 CDA (Figure S3A, upper panel). The spectra for both 1H NMR (data not shown) and
the 31P NMR (y axis of Figure S3A, upper panel) were consistent

with ML RR-S2 CDA. Direct evidence for the regiochemistry of
the phosphodiester linkages was obtained by 1H-1H COSY (correlation spectroscopy for assignment of ribose protons shown
on x axis of Figure S3A, lower panel), in combination with a
1
H-31P HMBC (heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation spectroscopy) 2D NMR (Figure S3A, lower panel). The 3D X-ray crystal structure of ML RR-S2 CDA conﬁrms the presence of the
20 -50 , 30 -50 mixed phosphodiester linkage and a dithio [RP, RP]
diastereomer conﬁguration (Figure S3B).
Synthetic CDNs Have Enhanced Binding Afﬁnity to
STING and Activate All Known hSTING Alleles
We puriﬁed recombinant hSTING and evaluated the relative
binding afﬁnity to various modiﬁed CDNs using differential scanning ﬂuorimetry (DSF). DSF measures the stability of complex
formation as a function of temperature as an indirect readout
of protein-ligand association (Cavlar et al., 2013; Niesen et al.,
2007). The increased shift in thermal stability of hSTING bound
to ML RR-S2 CDA or ML RR-S2 cGAMP relative to unmodiﬁed
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CDNs indicates that R,R dithio and ML modiﬁcations enhance
the binding afﬁnity to STING (Figure 3A). Similar results were obtained using puriﬁed mSTING (Figure S3C). It has been shown
recently that the bisphosphothionate analog of endogenous
cGAMP (ML cGAMP) is resistant to hydrolysis by ENPP1 phosphodiesterase and thus is more potent at inducing IFN-b secretion in human THP1 cells (Li et al., 2014). Similarly, we found that
R,R dithio-modiﬁed CDA compounds (ML RR-S2 CDA and RRS2 CDA) showed enhanced type I IFN production over CDA in
THP-1 human monocytes (Figure S3D).
SNPs in the hSTING gene have been shown to affect the
responsiveness to bacterial-derived canonical CDNs (Diner
et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013b). Five haplotypes of hSTING
have been identiﬁed (WT, REF, HAQ, AQ, and Q alleles), which
vary at amino acid positions 71, 230, 232, and 293 (Figure 3B)
(Jin et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2013). To test the responsiveness of
the ﬁve hSTING variants to synthetic CDNs, we created stable
HEK293T cell lines (defective in endogenous STING signaling)
expressing each of the full-length hSTING variants. Similar levels
of STING protein were expressed in each of the cell lines (Figure 3C). DMXAA potently activated mSTING and failed to activate any of the ﬁve hSTING alleles (Figure S3E), consistent
with previous studies evaluating one of the hSTING alleles (Conlon et al., 2013). Cells expressing hSTINGREF responded poorly
to stimulation with the bacterial CDN compounds cGAMP,
CDA, and CDG but were responsive to the endogenously produced cGAS product, ML cGAMP (Diner et al., 2013). Interestingly, the hSTINGQ allele was also refractory to the bacterial
CDNs. Cells expressing mSTING were responsive to all of the
CDNs tested (Figure 3D). Cells transformed with either an empty
vector or expressing a non-functional mutant (I199N) STING protein (Goldenticket; Sauer et al., 2011) were not responsive to any
of the compounds (data not shown). In contrast, the dithio,
mixed-linkage CDN derivatives (ML RR-CDA, ML RR-S2 CDG,
and ML RR-S2 cGAMP) potently activated all ﬁve hSTING
alleles, including the refractory hSTINGREF and hSTINGQ alleles
(Figure 3D).
CDN Derivatives Potently Induce STING-Dependent
Signaling in Murine and Human Immune Cells
To determine whether modiﬁed CDNs activated downstream
STING signaling, we assessed murine bone marrow macrophages (BMMs) isolated from WT C57BL/6 and STING/ (Goldenticket) mice (Sauer et al., 2011) for induction of IFN-b and other
cytokines. Synthetic dithio mixed-linkage CDNs (ML RR-S2 CDA

and ML RR-S2 CDG) induced the highest expression of IFN-b
and the pro-inﬂammatory cytokines TNF-a, IL-6, and MCP-1
on a molar equivalent basis, as compared to endogenous ML
cGAMP and the TLR3 agonist poly I:C (Figure S4A). The modiﬁed
CDNs did not induce signaling in STING/ BMMs, whereas, as
expected, poly I:C agonists were still active. ML RR-S2 CDA was
also found to induce aggregation of STING and induce phosphorylation of TBK1 and IRF3 in mouse BMM (Figures S4B and
S4C). All of the modiﬁed CDNs tested also enhanced MHC class
II and expression of co-stimulatory markers in a STING-dependent manner (Figure S4D).
To examine activation of STING signaling in primary human
cells, we stimulated PBMCs from a panel of human donors
harboring different STING alleles (hSTINGWT/WT, hSTINGWT/REF,
and hSTINGWT/HAQ) and measured induction of IFN-b. In
contrast to a lack of activation by DMXAA, dithio-modiﬁed ML
CDNs induced IFN-b expression across these donors (Figure 3E).
Importantly, dithio-modiﬁed ML CDNs, as well as the non-canonical cGAS product ML cGAMP, induced IFN-b expression
in a donor homozygous for the hSTINGREF allele, which was refractory to stimulation with canonical CDNs in HEK293T cells
(Figures 3D and 3F). Looking at protein secretion by multiple donors that are homozygous for the hSTINGWT allele, ML RR-S2
CDA induced signiﬁcantly higher levels of IFN-a when compared
to ML cGAMP (Figure S4E). Thus, ML RR-S2 CDNs are viable
clinical candidates capable of activating STING pathway in human cells harboring different STING alleles and genotypes.
Intratumoral Delivery of Synthetic CDN Derivatives
Results in Profound Anti-tumor Efﬁcacy in Established
B16 Melanoma
To evaluate whether modiﬁed dithio ML CDN compounds
conferred increased anti-tumor activity, mice bearing established B16.F10 tumors were treated with three IT injections of
CDN derivatives over a 1-week period. Whereas treatment with
ML CDA and ML CDG had modestly reduced tumor growth,
the R,R dithio derivatives profoundly inhibited tumor growth (Figure 4A). However, ML RR-S2 CDG was reactogenic, and these
mice developed open wounds in the treated tumor that did not
heal (data not shown). Lower dose levels of ML RR-S2 CDG
were not efﬁcacious (data not shown), indicating that this molecule had a narrow therapeutic index. In contrast, no injection site
reactogenicity was observed with ML RR-S2 CDA and several
mice developed vitiligo upon fur regrowth following complete
eradication of the treated tumor (data not shown). Importantly,

Figure 3. Modiﬁed CDNs Potently Activate STING and Signal through All Human STING Allelic Variants
(A) Puriﬁed human STING binding to CDNs were analyzed by thermal shift assay. Temperature curves are the average from a representative experiment of three
independent experiments performed in duplicate. Tm shift values are mean values ± SEM.
(B) Domain structure of hSTING is shown with the positions of the amino acid variations (bottom). The allelic frequencies of the hSTING isoforms shown on the left
hand column were obtained from the 1000 Genome Project database as previously described (Yi et al., 2013).
(C) HEK293T cells were stably transfected with the indicated STING alleles. Whole-cell lysates from HEK293T cells stably expressing the indicated full-length
STING-HA proteins were analyzed by western blot with anti-HA antibodies.
(D) HEK293T cells expressing the indicated STING alleles were transfected with an IFN-b-luciferase reporter construct. After 24 hr, cells were stimulated for 6 hr
with the indicated CDN compound (10 mM) and assessed for IFN-b-reporter activity.
(E and F) Human PBMCs from donors with the indicated STING alleles were stimulated with 10 mM of the indicated CDN or 100 mg/ml DMXAA (E), or human
PBMCs from a donor homozygous for the reference variant (STINGREF/REF) were stimulated with 10 mM and 50 mM of the indicated CDN or 100 mg/ml DMXAA (F).
After a 6-hr stimulation, fold induction of IFN-b was measured by qRT-PCR and relative normalized expression was determined by comparison with untreated
controls. Results are representative of at least two independent experiments.
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Figure 4. Synthetic CDN Modiﬁcations Signiﬁcantly Improve Anti-tumor Efﬁcacy in
Established B16 Tumors
(A and B) WT C57BL/6 mice were inoculated with
5 3 104 B16.F10 cells in the left ﬂank (n = 8). When
tumor volumes were 100 mm3, they received three
25 mg IT doses of ML CDA, ML CDG, ML RR-S2
CDG, ML RR-S2 CDA, or HBSS as control (A) or
either three 50 mg doses of the endogenous cGAS
product ML cGAMP, ML RR-S2 CDA, ML RR-S2
cGAMP, or HBSS as control (n = 8; B).
(C) WT C57BL/6 mice or STING/ mice were
treated with three IT doses of CDN ML RR-S2 CDA
(50 mg), murine type B CpG ODN 1668 (50 mg), or
HBSS vehicle control. Treatments were administered on the days indicated by the arrows, and
tumor measurements were taken twice weekly.
Data are representative of at least two independent experiments. Results are shown as mean
tumor volume ± SEM. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. ns,
not signiﬁcant.

these mice demonstrated signiﬁcantly higher overall survival
compared to mice treated with ML RR-S2 CDG (Figure S5A).
ML RR-S2 CDA also showed higher anti-tumor control than the
endogenous ML cGAMP (Figure 4B). Thus, ML RR-S2 CDA
was selected for advancement to clinical development.
To determine whether the CDN-induced anti-tumor efﬁcacy
was STING-dependent, we compared activity in B16 tumorbearing WT (C57BL/6) and STING/ mice. CDN therapeutic efﬁcacy was completely lost in STING/ mice. In contrast, a CpG
TLR9 agonist (Kawarada et al., 2001) did modestly reduce tumor
growth in STING/ mice, demonstrating that this mouse strain
is capable of mounting an immune-mediated antitumor response (Figure 4C). A dose response of the ML RR-S2 CDA compound was performed in B16 tumor-bearing mice, which
identiﬁed an optimal anti-tumor dose level that also elicited
maximum tumor antigen-speciﬁc CD8+ T cell responses (data
not shown) and improved long-term survival to 50% (Figures
S5B and S5C).
To evaluate which cell types are targeted by STING agonists in
the TME, we analyzed the expression of IFN-b after ML RR-S2
CDA or DMXAA stimulation in BM-DC, bone marrow-derived
macrophages, puriﬁed T cells from naive mice, B16 tumor cells,
mouse embryonic ﬁbroblasts (MEFs), and mouse primary dermal
ﬁbroblasts. Except for tumor cells, all cell types tested were
found to express IFN-b. However, expression in WT BM-DCs
was ten times higher than in the other cell types (Figure S5D).
To determine whether this was also the case in the TME, we
sorted four different cell populations from pre-established B16
tumors: DCs (CD45+ CD11c+ MHCII+), macrophages (CD45+
CD11b+ F4/80+ MHC-II+), T cells (CD45+ CD3+), and endothelial
1024 Cell Reports 11, 1018–1030, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

cells (CD45 CD31+). Sorted cells were
then stimulated ex vivo with ML RR-S2
CDA or DMXAA. All subsets expressed
IFN-b upon stimulation with the STING
agonists. Expression in macrophages
was highest, followed by DCs, which
were both higher as compared with lymphocytes and endothelial cells (Figure S5E). These data demonstrate that the main source of type I IFN in the TME is likely APCs,
although stromal cells and T cells might also contribute. Interestingly and in agreement with these data, we observed that the
CD8a+/CD103+ DCs play a critical role in vivo, as the therapeutic
effect of DMXAA was signiﬁcantly diminished in Batf3/ mice
(Figure S5F). Altogether, these ﬁndings suggest that CD8a+/
CD103+ DCs are critical for curative anti-tumor therapy by
STING agonists.
ML RR-S2 CDA Induces Lasting Immune-Mediated
Tumor Rejection in Multiple Tumor Types
To test anti-tumor efﬁcacy in diverse tumor models, BALB/c
mice bearing established 4T1 colon or CT26 mammary carcinomas were treated with ML RR-S2 CDA. All treated animals
showed signiﬁcant and durable tumor regression. Mice that
were cured of their primary tumor were completely resistant to
re-challenge when the same tumor cell line was used (Figures
5A and 5B). However, animals cured from CT26 tumors after
ML RR-S2 CDA treatment showed no protection when they
were re-challenged with the 4T1 tumor cells, demonstrating
speciﬁcity (Figure 5B). Increased T cell responses were
observed against the endogenous CT26 rejection antigen AH1
(Slansky et al., 2000) (Figure 5C). IT injection of ML RR-S2 CDA
into one tumor in BALB/c mice bearing bilateral CT26 or 4T1 tumors also demonstrated signiﬁcant regression of the contralateral, untreated tumor (Figures 5D and S5G). Using a different
model to study the distal effect of ML RR-S2 CDA, we implanted
B16.F10 melanoma in C57BL/6 mice and 7 days later intravenously infused B16.F10 melanoma cells to generate lung

metastases. The 2-week-old established ﬂank tumors were
treated with ML RR-S2 CDA, DMXAA, or HBSS control, and
2 weeks later, lung metastases were enumerated. Mice treated
in the ﬂank tumor with ML RR-S2 CDA showed substantial control of distant lung metastases (Figure 5E). Together, these
results demonstrate that IT injection with ML RR-S2 CDA eradicates multiple tumor types and primes an effective systemic
CD8+ T cell immune response that signiﬁcantly inhibits the
growth of distal, untreated lesions.
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that IT administration of STING agonists
generates a potent anti-tumor immune T cell response and striking durable disease regression in multiple mouse tumor models.
Although DMXAA has a potent therapeutic effect in mice, it lacks
the ability to activate hSTING. The chemically modiﬁed CDN
compounds described here have the capacity to activate all human polymorphic STING molecules while retaining the ability to
engage mSTING and demonstrate a similarly impressive anti-tumor effect. The participation of the adaptive immune response
for the observed anti-tumor responses is supported by the secondary rejection of non-injected tumors, the clearance of lung
metastases, and long-term immunologic memory observed
against autologous tumor re-challenge.
The mechanism of the therapeutic effect observed with the
compounds tested in this study was absolutely dependent on
host STING, and the majority of the anti-tumor effect was dependent upon T cells, speciﬁcally CD8+ T cells, as described (Jassar
et al., 2005; Wallace et al., 2007). However, a partial therapeutic
effect was observed in RAG/ and TCRa/ mice, indicating
that innate immune cells are an important contributor to anti-tumor efﬁcacy. Our in vitro data show that the various synthetic
STING agonists tested induced IFN-b production by APCs via a
mechanism that depended on the classical STING-TBK1-IRF3
signaling pathway (Ishikawa et al., 2009). In addition, STING agonists induced production of other cytokines, DC maturation, and
also chemokine production in vitro. Previous work characterizing
the vascular disrupting property of DMXAA demonstrated induction of TNF-a by stromal cells in vivo (Joseph et al., 1999) and
attenuation of the therapeutic effect in TNFR/ mice (Zhao
et al., 2002). Thus, the T-cell-independent component of the therapeutic effect of STING agonists in vivo may be mediated through
early TNF-a-mediated tumor vascular destruction. In addition, it
seems likely that the induction of chemokines by STING agonists
may also contribute to effective migration of activated T cells into
the TME within the injected tumor site. This multi-faceted mechanism of action may explain the therapeutic potency of STING
agonists against a range of cancers in vivo.
We developed synthetic CDN-derivative molecules based on
rationally designed STING structure-function relationships. The
lead molecule ML RR-S2 CDA has several features that improve
both stability and lipophilicity, promoting signiﬁcantly increased
STING signaling as compared to endogenous and pathogenderived CDNs. Whereas canonical CDNs have been evaluated
as vaccine adjuvants and were recently shown to inhibit growth
of 4T-1 tumors when given by intraperitoneal injection (Chandra
et al., 2014), those investigations used canonical CDNs that may

not be appropriate for clinical development, because there are
hSTING alleles at signiﬁcant frequencies in the population that
are refractory to these structures. In the present study, we
show the profound anti-tumor efﬁcacy resulting from activation
of the STING pathway with synthetic CDNs that not only activate
all known hSTING alleles but have signiﬁcantly higher potency
than the natural STING ligands generated by cGAS. Although
some human donors showed higher responsiveness to ML
cGAMP, such as the donor bearing the refractory reference allele
represented in Figure 3F, overall ML RR-S2 CDA activated all
known hSTING allelic variants. This compound will therefore
be attractive for clinical development.
A possible limitation of the treatment approach described
herein is the necessity for IT injection to achieve maximal therapeutic effect. However, a practical advantage of this strategy is
that it has the potential to generate T cell responses against
tumor-speciﬁc antigens expressed by a patient’s individual cancer. The attractiveness of IT injection approaches has been rekindled based on several recent clinical trial observations. IT
injection of the oncolytic virus T-VEC has been shown in a randomized trial to provide improved clinical activity in melanoma
patients compared with control (Goins et al., 2014). In addition,
Levy and colleagues have shown that IT injection of the TLR9
agonist CpG along with local low-dose radiation therapy had
clinical activity in patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Brody
et al., 2010). Both of these studies demonstrated regression of
non-injected lesions, consistent with the induction of tumor-speciﬁc T cells that could promote regression of tumors at distant
sites. These observations, along with the impressive potency
of STING agonists preclinically, support the development of
clinical strategies for IT injection of STING agonists as a cancer
therapeutic in patients.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cells and Cell Isolations
The cells used for the in vivo experiments were: the C57BL/6-derived
melanoma cell lines B16.F10 and B16.F10.SIY (henceforth referred to as
B16.SIY), the breast cancer 4T1 cell line, and the colon cancer CT26 cell lines,
all originally purchased from ATCC. All cells were maintained at 37 C with 5%
CO2 in DMEM supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FCS, penicillin,
streptomycin, L-arginine, L-glutamine, folic acid, and L-asparagine.
Immortalized WT and STING/ macrophages were obtained as described
in Roberson and Walker (1988). The WT macrophages were obtained from Dr.
K. Fitzgerald (University of Massachusetts). Non-immortalized macrophages
were derived from the bone marrow of WT (C57BL/6) or STING/ mice and
cultured in BMM media (RPMI media with 5% CSF, 5% FBS, 13 L-glutamine,
and 13 pen/strep) for 7 days prior to use. Human PBMCs were isolated by
density-gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque Plus (GE Healthcare).
For stable overexpression of HA-STING in STING/ macrophages, the fulllength mSting-HA DNA sequence was generated by PCR. Sequence encoding
full-length mSTING was ampliﬁed from pUNOI-mSTING plasmid (Invivogen)
using a 50 primer containing an EcoRI site, gcagacGAATTCATGCCATACTC
CAACCTGCATCCAGCCATCCCACGGCCCAGAGGTCACCGCTCCAAATAT
GTAGCCCTCATCTTTCTGGTGGCCAG, and a 30 primer containing the HAtag nucleotide sequence, followed by a TGA stop codon and a NotI site, tca
catGCGGCCGCTCAGGCGTAGTCAGGCACGTCGTAAGGATAGATGAGGTC
AGTGCGGAGTGGGAGAGGCTGATCC. The mSTING-HA PCR product was
gel puriﬁed and double digested with EcoRI and NotI and then cloned into
the multiple cloning site of pMXS-IRES-GFP with Quick ligation kit (New
England Biolabs).
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Figure 5. ML RR-S2 CDA Promotes Immune-Mediated Tumor Rejection
(A and B) WT BALB/c mice were inoculated with 105 4T-1 breast cancer (A) or CT26 (B) colon carcinoma cells in the left ﬂank. When tumor volumes were 100 mm3,
they received three 50 mg doses IT of ML RR-S2 CDA or HBSS vehicle control (left graph). Mice were re-implanted with 105 4T1 (A and B) or CT26 (B) tumor cells on
the opposite ﬂank on day 55 post-initial tumor implantation. Naive mice were used as controls (right graph; n = 8).
(C) WT BALB/c mice were inoculated with 105 CT26 colon carcinoma cells in the left ﬂank and treated on days 11, 14, and 18 with IT injections of ML RR-S2 CDA
(25 mg each) or HBSS vehicle control (n = 4). 21 days post-implantation of CT26 tumors, PBMCs were stimulated with AH1 (gp70423-431) and assessed by IFN-g
ELISPOT assay.

(legend continued on next page)
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Stable HEK293T STING-expressing cell lines were generated with MSCV2.2
retroviral plasmids that contain STING cDNA cloned upstream of an IRES
in frame with GFP. hSTING(REF)-HA, hSTING(WT)-HA, hSTING(HAQ)-HA,
hSTING(Q)-HA, and mSTING(WT)-HA retroviral plasmids were obtained from
the Vance Laboratory at UC Berkeley. hSTING(AQ)-HA was derived from
hSTING(Q)-HA using a QuickChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Retroviral vectors were transfected into the amphotropic Phoenix packaging cell line using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen). After 2 days, viral supernatants
were harvested and used for transduction of STING/ macrophages or
HEK293T cells. GFP+ cells were sorted in FACSAria (BD Bioscience) or
MoFlow cell sorters.
Protein Expression and Puriﬁcation
STING ligand-binding domains (human amino acids [aas] 140–379; mouse aas
139–378) were cloned via ligation-independent cloning into a custom pETbased vector containing a 6xHIS-SUMO-tobacco etch virus protease (TEV)
site. All plasmids were conﬁrmed by sequencing. Proteins were expressed in
BL21 DE3 Rosetta 2 cells (EMD Millipore). Cells were grown in LB media at
37 C until an OD600 of about 0.6. Cells were then shifted to 18 C, induced
with 0.25 mM isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside, and grown for 18–
20 hr. Fusion proteins were puriﬁed on Ni-NTA agarose (QIAGEN). The
6xHIS-SUMO tag was removed by digestion with TEV protease (Sigma Aldrich)
overnight during dialysis against buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, and 0.5 mM Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (pH 7.5). After dialysis, the 6xHIS-SUMO tag and TEV protease were
removed by Ni-NTA agarose. Proteins were concentrated to between 9 and
13 mg/ml. Aliquots were ﬂash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 80 C.
ImageStream Analysis of STING Aggregation in Cells
STING/ macrophages overexpressing STING-HA tag were stimulated for
1 hr with 50 mg/ml of DMXAA resuspended in 7.5% of NaHCO3, 50 mM of
ML RR-S2 CDA resuspended in HBSS, or only the vehicles as control. After
the incubation, cells were stained with anti-CD11b-APC (M1/70; BioLegend),
rabbit anti-HA-tag (C29F4; Cell Signaling) and anti-rabbit IgG-PE (Invitrogen),
and DAPI (Invitrogen). Single cell images were acquired in the ImageStreamx
Mark II (Amnis), and data were analyzed using IDEAS software.
Western Blot Analysis
WT, STING/ macrophages, and STING/ macrophages overexpressing
STING-HA or an empty vector were stimulated with 50 mg/ml DMXAA for 0,
15, 60, or 180 min; BM-DCs from WT or STING/ mice were stimulated
with 25 mg/ml DMXAA for the same time points. Proteins were extracted
with Triton-X100 buffer (150 mM sodium chloride, 50 mM Tris, 1% TritonX100 [pH 8.0]) with proteinase inhibitors (Thermo Scientiﬁc) and phosphatase
inhibitors (Sigma). 30 mg of protein was electrophoresed in 10% SDS-PAGE
gels and transferred onto Immobilon-FL membranes (Millipore). Blots were
incubated with antibodies speciﬁc for phosphorylated TBK1 (Ser172), phosphorylated IRF3 (Ser396), total TBK1, STING, and GAPDH (Cell Signaling) or
total IRF3 (Invitrogen). Proteins from HEK293T lines stably expressing STING
were extracted with M-PER (Thermo Scientiﬁc). 6 mg of protein was loaded
onto a 4–12% MES NuPAGE gel (Life Technologies), transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed with anti-HA antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Anti-rabbit IRDye 680RD label secondary antibody was used for visualization of bands
with the Odyssey Imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences).
Differential Scanning Fluorimetry
Thermal shift assays were performed as in Cavlar et al. (2013). Assays were
conducted with STING ligand binding domain at 1 mg/ml with or without

various CDNs at 1 mM in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.5), and 1:500
dilution of SYPRO Orange Dye (Life Technologies). The ﬂuorescence as a
function of temperature was recorded in a CFX 96 real-time PCR machine
(Bio-Rad) reading on the HEX channel EX 450–490 EM 560–580 nm. The temperature gradient was from 15 C to 80 C, ramping 0.5 C per 15 s. Curves were
ﬁt to a Boltzmann sigmoidal (Graph Pad Prism) to establish the midpoint of
thermal unfolding (Tm).
Murine IFN-b ELISA
WT or STING/ macrophages and BM-DCs from WT or STING/ mice were
stimulated with 50 mg/ml DMXAA. Conditioned media were collected after 4 hr.
IFN-b concentration was assessed using VeriKine Mouse Interferon Beta
ELISA Kit (PBL interferon source).
qRT-PCR Analysis of Cytokines
BM-DCs from WT or STING/ mice were stimulated with 25 mg/ml DMXAA or
100 ng/ml LPS for 4 hr. Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy kit (QIAGEN)
and incubated with DNase I, Ampliﬁcation Grade (Invitrogen). cDNA was synthesized using High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems), expression of cytokines was measured by real-time qRT-PCR using
speciﬁc primers/probes for mouse INF-b, TNF-a, IL-6, and IL12p40, and panspeciﬁc primers were to quantify expression of the IFN-a family. Primer sequences are listed in Table S1 in Supplemental Information. PCR reactions
were performed in the 7300 Real Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems).
The results are expressed as 2DCt using 18S as endogenous control.
WT BMM was stimulated with CDN at 5 mM in HBSS with the addition of Effectene (QIAGEN) transfection reagent (per kit protocol). Human PBMCs were
stimulated as indicated. Stimulated cells were assessed by real-time qRTPCR for gene expression of IFN-b1, MCP-1, TNF-a, and IL-6 using the
PrimePCR RNA puriﬁcation, and cDNA analysis system, and run on the
CFX96 gene cycler (Bio-Rad). Relative normalized expression was determined
by comparing induced target gene expression to unstimulated controls, using
the reference genes Gapdh and Ywhaz (mouse) and GUSB and PGK1 (human),
genes conﬁrmed to have a coefﬁcient variable (CV) below 0.5 and M value
below 1, and thus did not vary with different treatment conditions.
Mice
All animals were used according to protocols approved by Institutional Animal
Use Committee of the University of Chicago and Aduro Biotech and maintained in pathogen-free conditions in a barrier facility. C57BL/6, BALB/c,
C3H/He, and TCRa/ mice were obtained from Jackson and Charles River.
RAG2/ mice were obtained from Taconic. Tmem173/ (STING-deﬁcient)
mice were provided by Dr. G. Barber (University of Miami), and STING/
(Goldenticket; Sauer et al., 2011) and IFNAR/ mice were purchased from
Jackson Laboratories. Batf3/ mice were provided by Dr. Kenneth M. Murphy
(Washington University School of Medicine).
In Vivo Tumor Experiments
106 of B16-SIY tumor cells, 5 3 104 B16.F10 tumor cells, 105 4T1 and CT26, or
106 other tumor cells were injected s.c. in 100 ml DPBS or HBSS on the right
ﬂank of mice. Following tumor implantation, mice were randomized into treatment groups. When tumors were 100–200 mm3 in volume (5–7 mm wide),
either one single or three doses of DMXAA resuspended in 7.5% of NaHCO3
or CDNs formulated in HBSS or vehicle control were injected IT. Measurements of tumors were performed twice per week using calipers, and the tumor
volume was calculated with the formula V = (length 3 width2)/2. In some experiments, tumor-free survivors were re-challenged with tumor cells on the opposite ﬂank several weeks after the injection of the primary tumor. Naive mice

(D) WT BALB/c mice were implanted with 105 of CT26 tumor cells on both ﬂanks. On the days indicated, mice were treated in one ﬂank only with ML RR-S2 CDA
(50 mg) or HBSS vehicle control (n = 8).
(E) WT C57BL/6 were inoculated with 5 3 104 B16.F10 melanoma cells on the right ﬂank at day 0 and implanted i.v. with 105 cells on day 7. Naive mice were
implanted with cells i.v. only as a control. Flank tumors were treated on the days indicated with ML RR-S2 CDA (50 mg), DMXAA (150 mg), or HBSS control (n = 8).
On day 28, lungs were harvested and lung tumor nodules counted. The histogram depicts total numbers of nodules in the ML RR-S2 CDA, DMXAA, or HBSScontrol-treated mice, compared to the untreated i.v.-only tumor implanted mice. The images depict the ML RR-S2 CDA and HBSS-control-treated mice. Data are
representative of at least two independent experiments. Results are shown as mean ± SEM. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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were used as controls. For the contralateral experiments, mice were implanted
on both ﬂanks and only one tumor was treated. For the B16 melanoma lung
metastasis experiments, mice were implanted on the ﬂank with 5 3 104 cells
B16.F10 on day 0 and then injected intravenously with 1 3 105 cells on
day 7. Lungs were harvested on day 28. Administration of compounds, measurements of tumors, and counting of lung tumors were performed in a blinded
fashion.
IFN-g ELISPOT and SIY-Pentamer Staining
Splenocytes were analyzed 5 days after the ﬁrst IT injection of DMXAA or ML
RR-S2 CDA. For the ELISPOTs, 106 splenocytes were plated per well and stimulated overnight with SIY peptide (160 nM) or AH1 (1 mM) peptide, with PMA
(50 ng/ml) plus ionomycin (0.5 mM) as a positive control or medium as negative
control. Spots were developed using the BD mouse IFN-g kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, and the number of spots was measured using an
Immunospot Series 3 Analyzer and analyzed using ImmunoSpot software
(Cellular Technology). For SIY-pentamer staining, splenocytes were preincubated for 15 min with anti-CD16/32 monoclonal antibody (93) to block potential
nonspeciﬁc binding and labeled with PE-MHC class I pentamer (Proimmune)
consisting of murine H-2Kb complexed to SIYRYYGL (SIY) peptide, antiTCRb-AF700 (H57-597), anti-CD8-Paciﬁc Blue (53-6.7), anti-CD4-Paciﬁc
Orange (RM4-5) (all antibodies from BioLegend), and the Fixable Viability
Dye eFluor 450 (eBioscience). Stained cells were analyzed using LSR II cytometer with FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences). Data analysis was conducted
with FlowJo software (Tree Star).
Luciferase Assay
104 HEK293T cells were seeded in 96-well plates and transiently transfected
(Lipofectamine 2000) with human IFN-b ﬁreﬂy reporter plasmid (Fitzgerald
et al., 2003) and TK-Renilla luciferase reporter for normalization. The following
day, cells were stimulated with 10 mM of each CDN or 100 mg/ml DMXAA using
digitonin permeabilization (50 mM HEPES, 100 mM KCL, 3 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM
DTT, 85 mM sucrose, 0.2% BSA, 1 mM ATP, 0.1 mM GTP, and 10 mg/ml digitonin) to ensure uniform uptake. After 20 min, stimulation mixtures were
removed and normal media was added. After a total of 6 hr, cell lysates
were prepared and reporter gene activity measured using the Dual Luciferase
Assay System (Promega) on a Spectramax M3 luminometer.
Statistical Analysis
Student’s paired t test was used to calculate two-tailed p values to estimate
statistical signiﬁcance of differences between two treatment groups using
Prism 6 software. The number of mice per group and the statistically signiﬁcant
p values are labeled in the ﬁgures and/or legends with asterisks.
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SUMMARY

The mammalian gut microbiota harbors a diverse
ecosystem where hundreds of bacterial species
interact with each other and their host. Given that bacteria use signals to communicate and regulate group
behaviors (quorum sensing), we asked whether such
communication between different commensal species can inﬂuence the interactions occurring in this
environment. We engineered the enteric bacterium,
Escherichia coli, to manipulate the levels of the interspecies quorum sensing signal, autoinducer-2 (AI-2),
in the mouse intestine and investigated the effect
upon antibiotic-induced gut microbiota dysbiosis.
E. coli that increased intestinal AI-2 levels altered
the composition of the antibiotic-treated gut microbiota, favoring the expansion of the Firmicutes
phylum. This signiﬁcantly increased the Firmicutes/
Bacteroidetes ratio, to oppose the strong effect of
the antibiotic, which had almost cleared the Firmicutes. This demonstrates that AI-2 levels inﬂuence
the abundance of the major phyla of the gut microbiota, the balance of which is known to inﬂuence
human health.
INTRODUCTION
The mammalian intestinal tract is home to approximately 1014
bacteria, encoding over 100-fold more genes than are within
the human genome (Savage, 1977). This complement to the
host’s coding capacity provides a repertoire of additional
metabolic functions including the digestion of complex polysaccharides, production of fatty acids, and vitamin biosynthesis
(Arumugam et al., 2011; Louis et al., 2014). Interactions between
commensal species and the host fulﬁll immensely important
physiological roles, promoting the development of the intestinal
tract, maturation of the immune system, and immunological
tolerance to antigens (Berg, 1996; Hooper et al., 2012; RakoffNahoum et al., 2004). These bacteria also provide a major protective barrier against pathogens, through a phenomenon known

as colonization resistance (Bohnhoff and Miller, 1962; Lawley
and Walker, 2013).
Though the gut microbiota is clearly beneﬁcial in many ways,
imbalances in this community (dysbiosis), including those
induced by diet or antimicrobial usage, can pose a threat to
host health. Antibiotics such as clindamycin or ampicillin that
alter the commensal bacterial community also increase host
susceptibility to opportunists such as Clostridium difﬁcile and
vancomycin-resistant enterococci (Bufﬁe et al., 2012; Ubeda
et al., 2010). Furthermore, shifts in the composition of the microbiota, particularly those involving the two predominant phyla in
the mammalian gut, the Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes, are
associated with the pathogenesis of obesity, diabetes, chronic
inﬂammatory bowel diseases, and gastrointestinal cancer, as
well as autism and stress (Finegold et al., 2010; Frank et al.,
2007; Galley et al., 2014; Ley et al., 2006; Qin et al., 2012; Turnbaugh et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012). Consequently, the ability
to drive this community from disease-associated to healthy
states, by manipulating the native signals and interactions that
occur between its members, to restore colonization resistance,
for example, offers great potential for therapeutic beneﬁt.
The mechanisms through which the resident microbial community inhibits the growth of invading microbes remain largely
unknown, but there is increasing evidence that direct microbemicrobe interactions play a critical role in this process (Bufﬁe
et al., 2015; Hsiao et al., 2014; Kamada et al., 2012, 2013; Ng
et al., 2013; Reeves et al., 2012). Cross-feeding and metabolic
interactions clearly inﬂuence the composition of the microbiota
(Bufﬁe et al., 2015; Fabich et al., 2008; Flint et al., 2007; Kamada
et al., 2012; Leatham et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2013). Bacteria also
harbor vast arrays of mechanisms to sense and respond to
features of their environment, including the presence of other
bacteria. Small diffusible molecules known as autoinducers are
synthesized and released in accordance with cell number; their
subsequent detection enables bacteria to synchronously regulate behaviors at the population level in a process known as
quorum sensing (Rutherford and Bassler, 2012). Attachment,
bioﬁlm formation, motility, and virulence are among the many
phenotypes controlled in this manner. As quorum sensing
and the behaviors it regulates are important in many bacteriabacteria interactions in the host context, both symbiotic and
pathogenic (Ruby, 2008; Rutherford and Bassler, 2012), this
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phenomenon is likely to also contribute to the interactions between bacteria inhabiting the mammalian gut.
Many quorum sensing signals are species speciﬁc; however,
production of and responses to one molecule, autoinducer-2
(AI-2), are observed throughout the bacterial kingdom (Chen
et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2004; Pereira et al., 2013). As AI-2 produced by one species can inﬂuence gene expression in another,
this signal can foster interspecies communication and enable
bacteria to modify behaviors such as virulence, luminescence,
and bioﬁlm formation across different species (Armbruster
et al., 2010; Cuadra-Saenz et al., 2012; Pereira et al., 2008; Xavier and Bassler, 2005a). This feature makes AI-2 an excellent
candidate for mediating cell-cell interactions in the mammalian
gut, where hundreds of bacterial species co-exist and interact.
Multiple gut-associated bacteria that encode the AI-2 synthase,
LuxS, or produce AI-2 have already been identiﬁed (Antunes
et al., 2005; Hsiao et al., 2014; Lukás et al., 2008; Schauder
et al., 2001). Furthermore, the human commensal bacterium
Ruminococcus obeum was recently reported to inhibit colonization of the mouse gut by V. cholerae, partially through AI-2
signaling, highlighting how AI-2 produced by commensal bacteria can affect invading pathogens (Hsiao et al., 2014). We hypothesized that signaling through AI-2 might also occur between
commensal members of the microbiota and asked whether
AI-2 can shape the species composition of this community under
conditions of dysbiosis.
To investigate this hypothesis, we made use of the natural
signal production and depletion capabilities of the enteric bacterium, Escherichia coli. This organism secretes large amounts of
AI-2 into the environment; it also harbors a highly efﬁcient mechanism for signal uptake and degradation, known as the Lsr transport system (Pereira et al., 2012; Xavier and Bassler, 2005b). By
internalizing and processing AI-2 produced by itself as well as
from other species, Lsr system-expressing bacteria can disrupt
the ability of neighboring species to correctly determine population density and regulate AI-2-dependent behavior appropriately, as shown in vitro in mixed cultures of E. coli and Vibrio
spp. (Xavier and Bassler, 2005a). As a result, this system has
been explored as a potential means for AI-2 interspecies quorum
quenching (Roy et al., 2010). Given that E. coli can also stably
colonize the mouse gut following streptomycin treatment (Conway et al., 2004), we used this bacterium as a tool to manipulate
AI-2 signaling in vivo and demonstrated the accumulation and
depletion of AI-2 in the intestinal tract of gnotobiotic mice. Streptomycin induces gut dysbiosis and has been used extensively to
study Salmonella pathogenesis and E. coli physiology following
the disruption of colonization resistance (Barthel et al., 2003;
Spees et al., 2013). We characterized the changes induced by
streptomycin upon the composition of the microbiota and then
determined the effect of E. coli-mediated AI-2 manipulation
upon this antibiotic-treated community.
RESULTS
Engineered E. coli Mutants Manipulate AI-2 Availability
in the Mouse Gut
To manipulate AI-2 levels in the mouse gut, we constructed a
combination of E. coli mutants affected in the Lsr system that

accumulate different levels of AI-2 in vitro. To obtain high levels
of AI-2, we constructed a mutant in lsrK, which encodes the
signal kinase required for phosphorylation and intracellular
retention of the signal. In the absence of LsrK, E. coli cannot
sequester nor degrade AI-2 intracellularly, so the molecule
accumulates extracellularly. To deplete environmental AI-2, we
deleted lsrR, as it encodes a repressor of the Lsr transport
system. In this mutant, the Lsr transporter is constitutively expressed at high levels and this strain is highly efﬁcient at internalizing and scavenging environmental AI-2. The signal synthase,
LuxS, was also deleted to produce mutants that do not produce
AI-2 and thus do not contribute to the extracellular pool of AI-2.
These mutations were introduced into a YFP-expressing strain of
E. coli to ease identiﬁcation of bacteria recovered from mice.
In vitro validation of these strains conﬁrmed that the DlsrK
mutant strain accumulated and maintained high extracellular
AI-2 levels (Figure S1A). Bacteria affected in lsrR rapidly internalized the signal, whereas no AI-2 could be detected in cultures
containing mutants in the AI-2 synthase gene, luxS. We also
conﬁrmed that the DlsrRDluxS mutant strain internalized exogenously supplied AI-2 and could be used as a tool to deplete environmental signal (Figure S1B). No uptake occurred in cultures of
DlsrKDluxS mutant bacteria provided with the signal, conﬁrming
that this strain does not deplete AI-2 in vitro (Figure S1B).
Germ-free C57BL/6J mice were then mono-colonized with
either wild-type (WT), DlsrK, or DlsrRDluxS mutant E. coli to
determine the effect of each strain on AI-2 accumulation, without
interference from other bacteria resident in the intestinal tract
that might also produce or import AI-2. An additional group of
germ-free mice was gavaged with PBS to provide a negative
control. All E. coli strains colonized the mice to the same level,
with approximately 109 colony-forming units (CFU)/g feces recovered 5 days after inoculation (Figure S1C). To determine
the levels of AI-2 in the intestinal tract at this time point, extracts
of the cecal contents were analyzed using a Vibrio harveyi
biosensor that produces light in response to AI-2. Extracts
from WT- and DlsrK-gavaged mice induced almost 25-fold
more light production than cecal extracts from the control
PBS-gavaged germ-free mice (Figure 1), demonstrating that
these strains produce AI-2 in vivo, which accumulates in the
gastrointestinal tract. The similar levels of AI-2 observed in these
extracts, from WT- and DlsrK-colonized mice, suggest that Lsr
transporter expression in the WT may be repressed in the
cecum. This could be the result of inhibition by metabolites present in the gut, as glucose and other compounds such as glycerol are known to negatively regulate expression of this system
(Pereira et al., 2012; Xavier and Bassler, 2005b). No signal was
detected in extracts from mice colonized with DlsrRDluxS, a
non-AI-2-producing mutant E. coli (Figure 1).
To determine whether DlsrRDluxS mutant E. coli could scavenge AI-2 present in the gut, germ-free mice were gavaged
with a 1:1 mix of DlsrK E. coli (to provide AI-2) in combination
with either the DlsrRDluxS mutant (which removes but does
not produce signal in vitro) or the control strain, DlsrKDluxS
(which neither produces nor internalizes signal). As predicted
from our in vitro results, no AI-2 was detected in cecal contents
from mice colonized with the mixture of DlsrK and DlsrRDluxS
mutants, whereas those from mice co-colonized with the DlsrK
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Figure 1. E. coli Accumulate and Deplete AI-2 in the Gut of Monocolonized Mice
AI-2 activity in cecal extracts harvested from germ-free mice 5 days after
gavage with PBS, WT, DlsrK or DlsrRDluxS; or a 1:1 mix of DlsrK and
DlsrRDluxS; or DlsrK and DlsrKDluxS E. coli, as measured by Vibrio harveyi
bioluminescence. Data shown are the mean, and the error bars correspond to
SD; n = 3. See also Figure S1.

and DlsrKDluxS mixture clearly contained signal (Figure 1). Total
bacterial loads were similar in both groups of mice (Figure S1C),
and the ratio between mutant bacterial strains remained close to
one (Figure S1D). These data showed that there were no differences in the numbers of AI-2-producing DlsrK bacteria between
the two groups, which could have otherwise explained the
different levels of AI-2 detected. This demonstrates that the
DlsrRDluxS strain can efﬁciently internalize AI-2 in the gut and
thus that deletion of lsrR relieved repression of the Lsr
transporter. In summary, these results show that DlsrK and
DlsrRDluxS mutant E. coli can be used to manipulate AI-2
signaling, either accumulating or scavenging AI-2 in the mouse
gut, respectively, and validate the use of the DlsrKDluxS strain
as a control that does not inﬂuence signal levels.
Streptomycin Induces Major Changes in the Fecal
Microbiota
Streptomycin disrupts the microbiota, inducing a breakdown in
colonization resistance, which enables E. coli to colonize the
gut to high levels (Conway et al., 2004). We reasoned that this
would provide a good system to determine the effect of AI-2
manipulation mediated by E. coli on the composition of the microbiota. In the absence of a detailed metagenomic description
of the dysbiosis caused by prolonged exposure to streptomycin,
we characterized the effect of this antibiotic upon the gut bacterial community during 28 days of treatment without manipulation
of AI-2 levels. Antibiotic treatment decreased bacterial load:
4 days after the initial administration of antibiotic, density had
dropped almost 20-fold from 1.61 3 1010 bacterial 16S rRNA
gene copies/g feces in untreated mice to 8.36 3 108 copies/g

feces (Figure 2A). Despite continued exposure to streptomycin,
the total bacterial load gradually increased after day 4 and
stabilized 5- to 10-fold lower than that observed in untreated
mice.
Streptomycin also induced major changes to the composition
of the microbiota, as shown by high-throughput sequencing of
the 16S rRNA genes ampliﬁed from DNA recovered from feces
and analysis of the most abundant taxa prior to and during
treatment (Figure 2B). Before treatment, the microbiota was
composed of many different phylotypes, the majority of which
belonged to the two phyla that commonly predominate among
the gut bacterial community, the Firmicutes and the Bacteroidetes. These constituted 43% and 48%, respectively, of the
bacteria detected (Figure 2C), with other phyla such as the
Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Deferribacteres present at
low abundances, as previously observed in the mammalian gut
(Stecher et al., 2007; Turnbaugh et al., 2010). Many of these
taxa could no longer be detected 28 days into streptomycin
treatment (Figures 2B and 2C), indicating an antibiotic-induced
decrease in diversity of the gut bacterial community. Concurrently, only a few populations expanded. This trend of multiple
losses and few increases was also visible at the lower taxonomic
level when the relative frequencies of the 100 most-abundant
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) (deﬁned with 97% sequence
similarity) were analyzed over time (Figure S2A). Many OTUs had
already decreased in abundance below the level of detection
only 2 days after the onset of treatment and did not subsequently
recover (white boxes, Figure S2A). By day 28, just three OTUs,
belonging to the Bacteroidetes phylum (OTU1, 2, and 4), constituted more than 60% of the bacteria detected in each mouse
analyzed (Figure S3). This apparent decrease in community
diversity was conﬁrmed upon quantiﬁcation of both the Chao
richness index and the Shannon diversity index. These indexes
both decreased by day 2 of treatment and remained low in streptomycin-treated microbiota when compared to those calculated
from the untreated samples (Figures S2B and S2C). Thus, neither
richness nor diversity of the microbiota recovered in the presence of antibiotic.
At the higher phylogenetic level, these changes drove a major
shift in the balance between the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes.
From day 2, the Bacteroidetes had reached a relative abundance
of approximately 90% and remained at this level during the treatment (Figure 2D). In contrast, the Firmicutes decreased hugely
and only represented 0.7% of the bacterial community by the
end of the experiment (Figures 2C and 2D). Despite ﬂuctuations
in the relative abundance of some phylotypes of the Proteobacteria (Figure S3, yellow), no signiﬁcant difference was seen in the
prevalence of this phylum.
Though streptomycin induced consistent changes in the ratio
of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes in all mice, its effect varied greatly
at the individual OTU level during the early stages of antibiotic
treatment. This is shown by the distinct changes in presence
and abundance of speciﬁc OTUs in the different animals (Figures
S2A and S3), which appeared to stabilize by day 28. The Jaccard
distance, which provides a measure of dissimilarity taking into
account the presence and absence of OTUs in the microbiota
of each mouse, conﬁrmed the apparent increase in inter-individual variation between the communities on days 4, 7, and 12 of
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Figure 2. Streptomycin Changes Intestinal Microbiota Load and Composition
Streptomycin was given to four non-littermate mice in drinking water for 28 days. Animals were housed in separate cages, and fecal samples were collected for
microbiota analysis prior to and 2, 4, 7, 12, and 28 days into streptomycin treatment.
(A) Total microbiota load measured from DNA by qPCR of the 16S rRNA gene copy number/g feces.
(B) Intestinal microbiota composition at the time points indicated. Each stacked bar represents the mean of the most abundant bacterial taxa in all the mice. The
colored segments represent the relative fraction of each bacterial taxon.
(C) Relative abundance of the major phyla found in the gut microbiota before and after 28 days of treatment. Data shown are the mean ± the SD.
(D) Relative abundance of the Bacteroidetes (red circles) and Firmicutes (blue circles).
(E) Phylogenetic dissimilarities between microbial communities on each day determined by the mean unweighted Unifrac distance of the bacterial communities of
each mouse versus all other mice.
Data shown in (A), (D), and (E) are the median, and the error bars show the interquartile range. Data were analyzed with the paired Student’s t test (*p < 0.05). n = 4
except for day 2, where n = 3. See also Figures S2 and S3.

antibiotic treatment, followed by a decrease on day 28 (Figure S2D). This variability also affected the phylogenetic distance
of the communities, as the unweighted UniFrac distance similarly increased after exposure to streptomycin and then
lowered in the bacterial communities present on day 28 (Fig-

ure 2E). Distance measurements were in fact smaller for the
microbiota after 28 days of streptomycin treatment than when
untreated, showing a reduction in mouse-mouse variability
upon prolonged antibiotic treatment (Figures 2E and S2D). These
results demonstrate a highly variable effect of streptomycin upon
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Figure 3. E. coli Colonization Levels and Total Microbiota Load in
Streptomycin-Treated Mice
Individually housed mice were given streptomycin in drinking water and 2 days
into treatment were colonized with the different E. coli mutants as speciﬁed.
Fecal samples were collected at time points indicated.
(A) Loads of E. coli mutant strains as CFU/g feces from mice gavaged with the
different E. coli mutants.
(B) Total microbiota (gray bars) and E. coli mutants (white bars) loads from day
28, determined by qPCR of 16S rRNA or yfp gene copy number/g feces from
DNA extracted from fecal samples from mice from each of the different groups.
Data shown are the median, and the error bars show the interquartile range;
n = 9 per group.

the gut-associated bacteria within different mice during the early
phases of antibiotic treatment that became more consistent
across individuals by day 28. As the overall effect of the antibiotic
was reproducible at this stage, this time point was selected for
subsequent analysis of the inﬂuence of AI-2 on the bacterial
community that emerges as a consequence of streptomycininduced dysbiosis.
AI-2 Produced by E. coli Increases the Ratio of
Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes during
Streptomycin-Induced Dysbiosis
To determine whether AI-2 inﬂuences the species composition
of the gut microbial community established during long-term

streptomycin treatment, individually housed mice were gavaged
2 days after the start of antibiotic treatment with either DlsrK,
DlsrRDluxS, or DlsrKDluxS YFP-expressing streptomycin-resistant E. coli. All three strains colonized the mice to similar levels,
with approximately 108 CFU/g feces recovered throughout the
experiment (Figure 3A). qPCR conﬁrmed that E. coli colonization
levels, and also the total bacterial load of the microbiota, were
the same in all the three groups of mice 28 days after the start
of antibiotic treatment (which corresponded to 26 days of
E. coli colonization; Figure 3B).
Metagenomic analysis of the microbiota in fecal samples from
day 28 of treatment using PCoA of the Jaccard index (Figure 4A)
revealed that the structure of the microbiota in mice colonized
with DlsrK mutant bacteria was signiﬁcantly different from those
in mice colonized with either of the other two groups (AMOVA
test; p = 0.007, DlsrK versus DlsrRDluxS; p = 0.006, DlsrK versus
DlsrKDluxS). No signiﬁcant difference was observed between
the communities of DlsrRDluxS- and DlsrKDluxS-colonized
mice (p = 0.572). PCoA of the unweighted Unifrac showed the
same trend, as the structure of the microbiota was also signiﬁcantly different in terms of phylogeny between mice colonized
by DlsrK and DlsrRDluxS or DlsrKDluxS mutant E. coli (AMOVA;
p = 0.021 and p = 0.019, respectively; Figure 4B). This was due to
the changes in relative abundance of multiple OTUs in DlsrK
mutant-colonized mice compared to those in the mice containing either of the other two E. coli strains. The abundances of
six OTUs were signiﬁcantly different when compared between
mice colonized by DlsrK and those containing DlsrKDluxS or
the DlsrRDluxS bacteria (shown in Figures 4C–4H); other OTUs
showed a similar trend for both comparisons but signiﬁcant differences for only one of these cases (Figure S4). Some of the
observed changes were considerable: OTU2, a member of the
Bacteroidales order present at very high abundance on day 28,
more than halved in frequency from 20.5% to 7.3% in
the DlsrKDluxS- and DlsrK-colonized mice, respectively (Figure S4A). No signiﬁcant differences were observed when the
abundances of the OTUs detected in mice colonized with either
DlsrKDluxS or DlsrRDluxS were compared.
Most OTUs that changed in abundance were less prevalent
in the presence of DlsrK mutant E. coli than when in the presence of either of the other two mutants (red colors, Figure 4I).
These OTUs were all members of the Bacteroidetes phylum
and included two from the Bacteroidales order and a member
of the Porphyromonadaceae family. In contrast, one OTU classiﬁed as a Lachnospiraceae (a family within the Clostridiales
order of Firmicutes) was increased in the presence of DlsrK
mutant bacteria compared to both of the other groups (Figure 4C). Another member of the Lachnospiraceae family and
an OTU correlating to the Parasutterella genus (classiﬁed within
Burkholderiales order of Proteobacteria) were also found
at signiﬁcantly higher frequencies in the fecal microbiota of
DlsrK-colonized mice compared to those harboring DlsrKDluxS
mutant bacteria (Figures S4B and S4D). These changes in
abundance of multiple OTUs when in the presence of AI-2-producing (DlsrK) bacteria combined to give a signiﬁcant effect
at the phylum level (Figure 5). The Bacteroidetes, which again
dominated the microbiota, were signiﬁcantly lower in abundance in the DlsrK mutant-containing mice than in those
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Figure 4. Microbiota Composition of Streptomycin-Treated Mice Differs in the Presence of DlsrK Mutant E. coli
Intestinal microbiota composition was analyzed in samples collected from the same mice as in Figure 3 after 28 days of antibiotic exposure (corresponding to
26 days of E. coli colonization; n = 9 per group).
(A and B) Analysis of the overall microbiota of the different E. coli groups by PCoA plots of Jaccard and unweighted Unifrac distances, respectively. The ﬁrst two
coordinates are shown. Each group is labeled with a different color, as indicated. Ellipses centered on the categorical averages of the metric distances with a 95%
conﬁdence interval for the ﬁrst two coordinates of each group were drawn on the associated PCoA.
(C–H) Relative abundance of individual OTUs that exhibited a signiﬁcant difference between the group colonized with DlsrK and both the other two groups are
shown. Data shown are the median, and error bars show the interquartile range. Data were analyzed with the Wilcoxon test using the Benjamini-Hochberg
correction (*q < 0.1; **q < 0.05; ns, not signiﬁcant).
(I) Heatmap showing the fold change in relative abundance of OTUs in mice colonized with DlsrK mutant bacteria divided by the mean of the same OTU in mice
colonized with either the DlsrRDluxS or the control group, DlsrKDluxS, E. coli. All the OTUs that exhibited a signiﬁcant difference between the different groups are
shown.
See also Figure S4.

colonized with either DlsrRDluxS or DlsrKDluxS bacteria (Figure 5A). In contrast, the Firmicutes were positively affected
by the presence of AI-2-producing DlsrK mutant bacteria, un-

dergoing 3- to 6-fold increase to 0.8% from a relative abundance of 0.24% and 0.13% in mice colonized with DlsrKDluxS
or DlsrRDluxS mutant bacteria, respectively (Figure 5B). This
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corresponding to these two phyla, respectively, encode homologs to the AI-2 synthase (Figure 6).
In conclusion, the presence of DlsrK mutant bacteria, which
accumulate high levels of AI-2, changed the abundance of the
Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes. The latter group were favored
despite the continued presence of streptomycin, providing
evidence that the bacterial communication molecule, AI-2, can
modulate the composition of gut microbiota.

A

DISCUSSION

B

C

Figure 5. Colonization with DlsrK Mutant Bacteria Changes the
Relative Abundance of the Major Phyla
(A and B) Relative abundances of the (A) Bacteroidetes and (B) Firmicutes
phyla in streptomycin-treated mice colonized with either DlsrKDluxS, DlsrK, or
DlsrRDluxS mutant E. coli (samples were collected 28 days into streptomycin
treatment).
(C) The corresponding ratio of the relative abundances of Firmicutes to
Bacteroidetes from the data described above.
Data shown are the median, and the error bars show the interquartile range
of n = 9 per group. Data were analyzed with the Wilcoxon test using the
Benjamini-Hochberg correction (**q < 0.05; ***q < 0.01; ns, not signiﬁcant).

resulted in an increase in the ratio of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes. Though this increase was signiﬁcant (Figure 5C), the ratio in these DlsrK mutant-colonized mice remained much lower
than that observed in the microbiota of untreated animals
(0.897). Interestingly, the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes are predicted to have very different AI-2 production capabilities: 17%
and 83% of currently sequenced genomes (KEGG database)

There is increasing evidence that microbe-microbe interactions
inﬂuence the composition of the gut microbiota and affect the
balance of this community. Our data support this notion by
revealing that the administration of AI-2-producing bacteria
into antibiotic-treated gut microbiota affected the abundance
of multiple phylotypes and changed the overall structure of the
emerging microbial community. Streptomycin caused a drop in
bacterial load consistent with those seen in previous studies
that analyzed single-dose or short-term treatments (Garner
et al., 2009; Sekirov et al., 2008; Stecher et al., 2007). We also
characterized the effect of streptomycin treatment using metagenomics and observed major changes to the bacterial community. Richness and diversity decreased due to a decrease
in abundance, often to below the level of detection, of many
OTUs: 80% of those present in untreated mice were undetectable by day 28 of streptomycin treatment. Such losses are likely
to free niches for colonization and expansion by other members
of this community that are better adapted to growth in the
presence of antibiotics that can take advantage of the lower
abundance of competitors.
Streptomycin is generally thought to create an environment
favorable for growth of the Proteobacteria (Stecher et al.,
2007). Though dose-dependent increases in prevalence of a
bacterial group that included the Bacteroidetes were also previously reported (Sekirov et al., 2008), we had expected to see the
expansion of the resident members of Proteobacteria. However,
we observed only transient expansions of this phylum whereas
the Bacteroidetes dominated, perhaps as a result of our longer
antibiotic treatment (Stecher et al., 2007). Streptomycin resistance is easily acquired by spontaneous mutations: it is possible
that the prevalence of Bacteroidetes was due to a major competitive advantage conferred upon bacteria that were resistant
to streptomycin. Whether pre-existing or acquired during the
course of treatment, this resistance could therefore be a major
cause for the expansion of the OTUs most abundant at the end
of treatment. These OTUs, all members of the Bacteroidetes
phylum, were consistently present across all mice tested
(OTUs 1, 2, and 4; Figure S3). As acquisition of resistance by independent spontaneous mutation events in the same OTUs in
each of the mice during this treatment seems unlikely, this suggests that streptomycin-resistant members were already present in untreated mice and were subsequently selected for on
exposure to antibiotic. Additionally, our data suggest that either
the prevalence of streptomycin resistance or the propensity to
gain it is higher among the Bacteroidetes than the Firmicutes.
Though selection of resistant strains is likely to be a considerable force in shaping the community that emerges during
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Figure 6. Higher Prevalence of LuxS Orthologs in the Complete Genomes of Bacteria Belonging to the Firmicutes
Percentage of full genome sequences corresponding to members of the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes containing protein orthologs of LuxS.

antibiotic treatment, marked differences in relative abundance of
the different phylotypes present at the end of our treatment were
observed. This ﬁnding suggests that individual species have
different abilities to exploit the space freed upon antibiotic treatment and that other antagonistic or synergistic interactions such
as competition between species with similar metabolic demands
and functions must also inﬂuence the growth of these microbes
(Stecher et al., 2010). Given the high bacterial densities found
within the multispecies gut environment, we asked whether
the interspecies quorum sensing signal AI-2 could inﬂuence
the presence and prevalence of species interacting within the
microbiota during the emergence of the streptomycin-treated
community.
Using E. coli strains engineered to either accumulate or
deplete AI-2 in vivo, we demonstrated that manipulation of
signal levels had no effect upon the numbers of E. coli itself (validating the use of this bacterium as a tool) nor upon the overall
density of the microbiota upon colonization of streptomycintreated mice. However, analysis of the species composition revealed differences in the microbiota of mice colonized with the
DlsrK mutant E. coli, compared with those of the mice colonized
with the other two mutants. As this strain accumulates AI-2
extracellularly, our data suggest that increased AI-2 availability
leads to changes in the gut-associated bacteria that, at the
phylum level, increase the ratio of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes.
This opposes the effect of streptomycin, which massively favors
the Bacteroidetes. Such changes in the abundance of the major
phyla have the potential to further inﬂuence AI-2 levels among
the microbiota: signal production capabilities vary greatly between the major phyla, with a greater proportion of Firmicutes
than Bacteroidetes encoding LuxS orthologs. By clearing
most Firmicutes, streptomycin treatment is likely to create an
environment containing relatively little AI-2, due to a paucity of
AI-2 producers among the resulting gut community. With this
in mind, it is perhaps unsurprising that the E. coli mutant strain
that scavenges AI-2 had no detectable effect upon the streptomycin-treated microbiota. However, increased AI-2 availability,
in favoring the Firmicutes, promotes the group of bacteria with a
higher frequency of AI-2 producers. This positive feedback
might be necessary to provide a context to achieve quorum
and to potentiate further AI-2-dependent responses among
the microbiota.
Members of both the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes fulﬁll
many functions important to host physiology, including the

fermentation of diverse dietary polysaccharides too complex
to be digested by the host. This process produces short-chain
fatty acids (SCFAs) such as propionate, butyrate, and acetate
(Louis et al., 2014). These molecules, particularly butyrate, provide approximately 10% of the host’s calorie intake (McNeil,
1984) and also inﬂuence host gene expression, proinﬂammatory
cytokine secretion, and Treg induction (Arpaia et al., 2013;
Chang et al., 2014; Furusawa et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013).
As a result, signaling through butyrate and other SCFAs modulates inﬂammation within the intestinal tract (Maslowski et al.,
2009). Individual species of the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes
are thought to make distinct contributions to the pools of
each SCFA: Firmicutes are proposed to include the major butyrate producers whereas increased prevalence of Bacteroidetes
has been correlated with increased proportions of propionate in
the total SCFA pool (Salonen et al., 2014). Thus, changes in
abundance of these bacteria (such as those observed here
in response to streptomycin or AI-2 availability) could alter the
concentration of these metabolites within the gut, with consequent downstream effects upon host physiology, and potentially explain the altered concentrations of SCFAs and increase
in inﬂammatory tone previously observed in the ceca of streptomycin-treated mice (Garner et al., 2009; Spees et al., 2013).
Moreover, the increase in abundance of Firmicutes observed
in the presence of the AI-2-producing E. coli mutant offers the
exciting possibility that AI-2 signaling might have ameliorated
the effect of streptomycin on the microbiota-derived functions:
it favored the group of bacteria most detrimentally affected
by antibiotic treatment and may have inﬂuenced their functions
via signaling responses. Heightening the impact of signal
manipulation among the microbiota in this way can be used to
aid the identiﬁcation of AI-2-regulated functions in this important bacterial community and explore the possibility of using
AI-2 signaling to restore the protective functions of the gut microbiota or inﬂuence microbiota-induced host responses. The
results presented here will facilitate the identiﬁcation of candidate bacteria that are more likely to be sensitive to this signal
molecule (those that favor signal producers, for example),
knowledge which can be used to design models that further
potentiate AI-2-dependent effects. This work highlights the potential gain from understanding and manipulating the bacterial
chemical repertoire operating within the bacterial community
inhabiting the gut, towards the aim of tailoring the composition
of the microbiota to our beneﬁt.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Bacterial Strains and Culture Conditions
All E. coli strains and primers used in this study are listed in supplemental
tables. These are all E. coli K-12 MG1655 derivatives with a streptomycinresistant mutation in rpsL-1(K43N) that express CFP or YFP constitutively.
For details of culture conditions, genetic manipulation, and strain construction,
see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Animal Studies
All experiments involving mice were approved by the Institutional Ethics
^ncia and the Portuguese National
Committee at the Instituto Gulbenkian de Cie
Entity (Direção Geral de Alimentação e Veterinária; ref. no. 008957, approval
date 19/03/2013) following the Portuguese legislation (PORT 1005/92), which
complies with the European Directive 86/609/EEC of the European Council.
To demonstrate AI-2 production in the gut, germ-free mice were gavaged
with sterile PBS or 105 CFUs of wild-type, DlsrK, or DlsrRDluxS E. coli strains.
To demonstrate removal of AI-2 from the gut by the E. coli DlsrRDluxS mutant
strain, germ-free mice were gavaged with a 1:1 mix of 105 CFUs of DlsrK and
DlsrKDluxS or DlsrK and DlsrRDluxS mutant bacteria labeled with either CFP
or YFP. Fecal samples were collected 5 days after colonization and plated
to determine bacterial load; cecal contents were harvested for analysis of
AI-2 levels.
6- to 8-week-old male C57BL/6J mice conventionally raised under speciﬁc
pathogen-free (SPF) conditions were used to analyze the effects of streptomycin and colonization by E. coli mutant strains upon the intestinal microbiota.
To determine the effects of streptomycin treatment on the gut microbiota
composition, four non-littermate mice were housed individually and maintained
under 5 g/l streptomycin ad libitum in the drinking water (Conway et al. 2004).
Fresh fecal samples were collected prior to antibiotic administration (day 0)
and 2, 4, 7, 12, and 28 days during treatment for subsequent DNA extraction.
To assess the effects of different E. coli mutants upon the gastrointestinal ﬂora,
ﬁve groups of mice (n = 6) were treated and maintained under streptomycin, as
described above. On day 2 of treatment, two mice per group were gavaged with
100 ml PBS containing 108 colony-forming units (CFU) of either ARO071 (DlsrK),
ARO093 (DlsrKDluxS), or ARO081 (DlsrRDluxS) and individually caged (so that
n = 10 per treatment). Fecal samples were collected, part was homogenized in
1 ml sterile PBS and plated to determine colonization levels (CFU/g feces), and
the remainder of each sample was used for subsequent DNA extraction.
Detection of AI-2 Activity
AI-2 activity was measured as previously described (Taga and Xavier, 2011)
using the V. harveyi AI-2 reporter strain TL26 (DluxN DluxS DcqsS; Long
et al., 2009). To determine AI-2 activity in mouse cecal extracts, the cecal contents were homogenized at a 10% weight/volume concentration in 0.1 M
MOPS (pH 7). Samples were centrifuged and ﬁltered, and then an equal volume of methanol was added to precipitate further debris. Supernatants were
vacuum-dried, resuspended at 50% weight/volume in sterile water, and
analyzed by bioassay as above. Enumeration of V. harveyi CFUs demonstrated
no signiﬁcant differences in growth of the reporter strain across the samples.
Sample Collection and DNA Extraction
DNA was extracted from fecal samples using the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit
(QIAGEN) following the manufacturer’s instructions plus an additional membrane disruption step using 0.1-mm glass beads and high-speed shaking.
Samples were stored at 20 C. Total DNA obtained was quantiﬁed with Qubit
dsDNA BR Assay Kit (Invitrogen); samples with more than 10 ng/ml were
sequenced and further analyzed (n = 9 per treatment).
Quantiﬁcation of Bacterial Load by qPCR
Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed on DNA extracted from fecal samples
using 16S rRNA universal primers and YFP (CFP)-speciﬁc primers to determine total bacterial and YFP-expressing E. coli loads/g feces, respectively.
16S rRNA Gene Ampliﬁcation, Pyrosequencing, and Analysis
For each sample, the V1–V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was ampliﬁed by
PCR and sequenced using a 454 GS FLX Titanium platform following Roche

recommendations. Sequences were processed using mothur (Schloss et al.,
2009) as previously described (Ubeda et al., 2013), with some modiﬁcations.
See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for further details of all methods
and statistical analyses.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The NCBI Sequence Read Archive accession number for the 16s rRNA
sequences reported in this paper is SRP051373.
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SUMMARY

Understanding how brain activation mediates behaviors is a central goal of systems neuroscience. Here,
we apply an automated method for mapping brain
activation in the mouse in order to probe how sexspeciﬁc social behaviors are represented in the male
brain. Our method uses the immediate-early-gene
c-fos, a marker of neuronal activation, visualized by
serial two-photon tomography: the c-fos-GFP+ neurons are computationally detected, their distribution
is registered to a reference brain and a brain atlas,
and their numbers are analyzed by statistical tests.
Our results reveal distinct and shared female and
male interaction-evoked patterns of male brain activation representing sex discrimination and social
recognition. We also identify brain regions whose degree of activity correlates to speciﬁc features of social
behaviors and estimate the total numbers and the
densities of activated neurons per brain areas. Our
study opens the door to automated screening of
behavior-evoked brain activation in the mouse.
INTRODUCTION
Central to the understanding of brain functions is insight into the
distribution of neuronal activity that drives behavior. Local measurements of brain activity in behaving mice can be made with
electrodes and ﬂuorescent calcium indicators (Buzsáki, 2004;
Grewe and Helmchen, 2009), but such approaches provide information regarding only a very small fraction of the 70 million
neurons that comprise the mouse brain. The detection of
elevated levels of the immediate-early genes (IEGs) linked to
recent neuronal activity (Clayton, 2000; Guzowski et al., 2005)
is a more spatially comprehensive technique. While it lacks the
time resolution of electrophysiological recordings or calcium imaging, it does have the potential of providing a complete view of
recent whole-brain activity. Once determined, the whole-brain
IEG-based map can be used to generate structure-function hy292 Cell Reports 10, 292–305, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

potheses to be probed by high-resolution recordings as well as
optogenetic and chemogenetic methods (Fenno et al., 2011;
Lee et al., 2014).
Here, we use a pipeline of computational methods that permits
automated unbiased mapping of c-fos induction in mouse brains
at single-cell resolution, in a similar way as recently described for
mapping the induction of the IEG Arc (Vousden et al., 2014). Speciﬁcally, we use serial two-photon (STP) tomography (Ragan
et al., 2012) to image the expression of c-fos-GFP, a transgenic
c-fos green ﬂuorescent protein reporter (Reijmers et al., 2007),
across the entire mouse brain. The activated c-fos-GFP+ cells
are computationally detected, their location is mapped at stereotaxic coordinates within a reference brain, and their numbers and
densities per anatomical brain areas are determined within the
Allen Mouse Brain Atlas. Finally, region of interest (ROI)-based
and voxel-based statistical tests are applied to identify brain
areas with behaviorally evoked c-fos-GFP activation.
To demonstrate the application of the computational pipeline
to the mapping of behavior-evoked brain activation, we focus
on mouse social behavior and generate activation maps representing sex-speciﬁc social behaviors in the male brain. Rodent
social behavior is an area of intense research, and c-fos mapping, lesion studies, and other functional approaches have
been used to identify brain regions that are activated and
contribute to male and female sexual behaviors as well as
male-male aggressive behaviors (Anderson, 2012; Bia1y and
Kaczmarek, 1996; Brennan and Zufall, 2006; Coolen et al.,
1996; Pfaus and Heeb, 1997; Veening et al., 2005; Yang and
Shah, 2014). Much less is known, on the other hand, about the
brain areas activated during the initial period of sex discrimination and social recognition before the manifestation of the correct behavioral response.
Here, we explore the question of sex discrimination and social
recognition by limiting the male-female and male-male interactions to a brief 90 s period, during which the behavioral repertoire
comprises only social exploratory activity, such as anogenital
snifﬁng, close following, and nose-to-nose snifﬁng, without mating or aggression. A side-by-side comparison of the female
and male interaction-evoked whole-brain activation revealed (1)
a broad activation of areas downstream of both the main and
accessory olfactory bulb (MOB and AOB) in the male-female

Figure 1. STP Tomography and Computational Detection of c-fos-GFP+ Cells
(A) Imaging and data processing pipeline for
mapping whole-brain activation in c-fos-GFP
mice.
(B) A sample 280-serial section data set of a c-fosGFP mouse brain imaged by STP tomography.
(C–H) Registration of CN-detected c-fos-GFP+
cells in the RSTP brain. (C) A coronal section
shows the autoﬂuorescence signal, which is used
for registering the 3D reconstructed sample brain
(D) onto the RSTP brain (E). (F) A total of 2,177
c-fos-GFP+ cells were detected in the same
coronal section; scale bar, 1 mm. (G) A total of
360,183 c-fos-GFP+ cells were detected in the
whole brain, reconstructed in 3D, and (H) registered onto the RSTP brain using the image
registration parameters established in the (D) and
(E) step.

interaction and a bias toward structures downstream of the MOB
in the male-male interaction; (2) activation of structures related to
behavioral motivation during the male-female, but not male-male,
interaction; and (3) sex-speciﬁc as well as shared hypothalamic
activation. Taking advantage of the cellular resolution of the
whole-brain data, we then identiﬁed brain regions whose level
of activation was correlated to speciﬁc features of the social behaviors, including regions linked to anogenital snifﬁng that lie
downstream of the pheromone-activated AOB and regions linked
to close following that belong to the striatopallidothalamocortical
circuitry. Finally, we calculated the total numbers and the densities of c-fos-GFP+ cells per activated brain region of the femaleand male-speciﬁc brain data sets, providing a quantitative
estimate of whole-brain activation evoked by social behaviors.
RESULTS
Whole-Brain Detection of c-fos-GFP+ Cells in STP
Tomography Data Sets
We have established an automated and quantitative wholebrain method for mapping behaviorally evoked c-fos induction

in transgenic reporter mice expressing
c-fos-GFP from a recombinant c-fos
promoter (Reijmers et al., 2007) (Experimental Procedures). This necessitated
the development and optimization of (1)
computational detection of c-fos-GFP+
cells in the mouse brain imaged by
STP tomography (Ragan et al., 2012),
(2) 3D registration of the STP data sets
to a reference mouse brain, and (3)
statistical analyses of the whole-brain
distribution of the c-fos-GFP+ cells
(Figure 1A).
The mouse brains were imaged by
STP tomography as data sets of 280 serial coronal sections, with x-y resolution
1.0 mm and z-spacing 50 mm, which
required an imaging time of 21 hr per brain (Figure 1B) (Ragan
et al., 2012). To achieve a reliable computational detection of
the c-fos-GFP+ cells throughout the whole brain, we used convolutional networks (CNs) that can learn to recognize image
features in complex data sets (V. Jain et al., 2007, IEEE, conference; Turaga et al., 2010) (Figure S1; Experimental Procedures). Since nearby c-fos-GFP+ cells were sometimes merged
in the CN output, a postprocessing step was devised that could
separate such ‘‘touching’’ cells (Figure S1). The CN performance was then quantiﬁed on a new set of marked-up ﬁelds
of view from a second c-fos-GFP brain using the F-score measure, which represents the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall (i.e., the false positive and false negative error rate),
where F score 1 is the best and 0 the worst. The CN performance reached F-score 0.88 (precision 0.86, recall 0.90), which
was comparable to human interuser variability represented by
F-score 0.90 (precision 0.90, recall 0.90) (Figure S1; Experimental Procedures). We conclude that the trained CN provides
an automated and highly accurate method for detection of
c-fos-GFP+ cells in whole mouse brains imaged by STP
tomography.
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Figure 2. ROI-Based Segmentation and
Sample Size Calculation
(A–D) ROI-based segmentation of the whole-brain
c-fos-GFP+ cell count. (A) Whole-brain view of
360,183 c-fos-GFP+ cells (same brain as in Figure 1H). (B and C) Examples of ABA ROI segmentation (B) and the corresponding c-fos-GFP+
cell counts (C): hippocampus: dark blue; 33,508
cells; medial amygdalar nucleus: light blue; 3,035
cells; nucleus accumbens: green; 13,627 cells;
and infralimbic cortical area: red; 4,665 cells. (D)
Further segmentation of the infralimbic region by
cortical layers; top shows the layer ROIs, from
layer 1 (orange) to layer 6 (purple), and bottom
shows the c-fos-GFP+ cell counts (ILA1 = 223,
ILA2 = 243, ILA2/3 = 1,572, ILA5 = 1,731, ILA6 =
896 c-fos-GFP+ cells). The spacing between the
layers was enlarged for better visualization.
(E and F) Estimation of the sample size based on
power analysis of c-fos-GFP+ cell counts. (E) The
simulation of the relationship between the number
of sufﬁciently powered ROIs and the sample size
shows a steep increase until N = 10, which then
begins to plateau. For the current study, we chose a sample size of N = 13 (dashed line). (F) The plot of the relationship between the statistical power of each ROI
and the effect size for N = 13 group. Of the total 763 ROIs analyzed, 601 (78.8%) showed sufﬁcient statistical power at the effect size 0.6 and 699 (91.6%) at the
effect size 1.0.

Anatomical Registration of the Whole-Brain
c-fos-GFP Data
Results from the CN-based cell counting produce a number of
c-fos-GFP+ cells per the individual 280-section data sets, with
each cell having an xyz location. To be able to compare patterns
of c-fos activation between experimental groups in one common
brain volume, we created a Reference STP (RSTP) brain coregistered to the digital Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) for 8-week-old C57BL/
6 mice (Sunkin et al., 2013) (Figure S2A; Experimental Procedures; Movie S1). The image registrations were done by a 3D
afﬁne transformation, followed by a 3D B-spline transformation
with Mattes Mutual information as the similarity measure (Mattes
et al., 2003). The 3D registration accuracy was calculated to be
65.0 ± 39.9 mm (mean ± SD; (Figures S2B and S2C; Experimental
Procedures), which is also the accuracy for the registration of all
STP experimental data sets to the RSTP brain for data analysis.
The alignment of the RSTP and ABA Nissl brains was further
improved by 2D afﬁne and B-spline transformations using STP
tomography-imaged CAG-Keima brain, which has a Nissl-like
ﬂuorescent labeling from the broadly expressing CAG (cytomegalovirus-IE/chicken b-actin) promoter (Figure S3A; Experimental
Procedures). Finally, the alignment of many ABA anatomical labels was validated, and in some cases manually corrected,
based on a comparison to brain structures delineated by tissue
autoﬂuorescence or ﬂuorescent protein expression in parvalbumin-, glutamic acid decarboxylase-, and somatostatin-speciﬁc
transgenic reporters (Taniguchi et al., 2011) (Figures S3B–S3D).
Calculation of the Sample Size for c-fos-GFP-Based
Mapping of Mouse Brain Activation
The RSTP brain allows us to calculate the number of c-fos-GFP+
cells per anatomical ABA regions in the 280-section data sets. To
estimate the required sample size for statistical comparisons, we
used power analysis on data from a baseline group of mice
294 Cell Reports 10, 292–305, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

(Experimental Procedures). The brains of 7 c-fos-GFP mice (no
experimental manipulation) were imaged by STP tomography,
warped to the RSTP brain, and the c-fos-GFP+ cells were
counted per each anatomical ROI. To determine the optimal
sample size, Monte Carlo methods were applied to this data to
simulate ROI counts for two groups at various effect sizes. As
shown in Figure 2, the number (N) of sufﬁciently powered ROIs
(a < 0.05, power > 0.80) increased at an approximately constant
rate until N = 10, where it started to plateau. We chose N = 12–13
as sample size per group, which assures high statistical power
for most ROIs.
The Selection of the Social Behavioral Protocols and
Characterization of c-fos-GFP Induction
Interactions between a male and a female mouse, and between a
male and a male mouse, include initial common social behaviors,
such as anogenital snifﬁng and close following, and consequent
sex-speciﬁc behaviors, such mounting and ﬁghting. In the current study, we wished to focus on the comparison of brain activation evoked during the initial social exploration-based phase
of the male-female and male-male interactions, during which
the male is expected to recognize the social stimulus and to
discriminate the sex of the interacting partner.
The social comparison was based on two experimental
groups. In the male-female interaction group, an ovariectomized
(OVX) conspeciﬁc female was introduced for 90 s in the home
cage of a naive c-fos-GFP+ male, while in the male-male interaction group, a conspeciﬁc male was used as the 90 s stimulus
(Movie S2). As described before in studies of social recognition
(Ferguson et al., 2000, 2001), the brief interaction period
included exploratory behavioral activities of anogenital snifﬁng,
close following, and nose-to-nose snifﬁng, but no sexual
behavior or aggression (Figure S4). The OVX female, which
was recognized by the male as a social stimulus comparable

to an intact female (Figure S4), was chosen to limit experimental
variability due to the estrous cycle (Ferguson et al., 2000; Winslow, 2003).
For control, we included four groups. Baseline group included
mice that were not handled or otherwise manipulated. The
handling group included mice that were transferred to the experimental area for 90 s, the object group included mice that
received a novel object for 90 s, the olfactory group included
mice that were exposed for 90 s to a novel object enriched
with banana-like odor (isoamyl acetate [ISO]; note that ISO is a
monomolecular odor and as such it is likely to induce simpler
activation patterns compared to complex volatile odors.).
In order to characterize the time course of c-fos-GFP induction, we used the 90 s ISO stimulation and tested c-fos-GFP
increase in the main olfactory bulb at 0.5, 1.5, 3, and 5 hr poststimulus. This protocol revealed a peak induction at 3 hr after
the stimulation, which returned to the baseline level at 5 hr (Figures S5A–S5C). The time of 3 hr poststimulus was selected for
analysis of all behavioral experiments.
In order to compare the c-fos-GFP signal to native c-fos signal,
we analyzed female interaction-driven induction in eight selected
brain regions by anti-c-fos immunohistochemistry in wild-type
C57BL/6 mice and by STP tomography in c-fos-GFP mice
(note that the c-fos signal was analyzed at 1 hr poststimulus
because of the short half-life of the native c-fos protein). Overall,
the c-fos-GFP signal represented 59% ± 6% (mean ± SEM) of
anti-c-fos immunosignal, indicating that the direct c-fos-GFP
ﬂuorescence detects approximately 60% of all c-fos induced
cells (Figures S5D–S5I). Importantly, the female interactiondriven increase was also highly comparable between the wildtype and c-fos-GFP mice (Figures S5D–S5I).
ROI- and Voxel-Based Statistical Analyses
The distribution of the c-fos-GFP+ cells among the different
behavioral groups was compared using ROI- and voxel-based
statistical tests corrected for multiple comparisons by false discovery rate (FDR) (Experimental Procedures). The 694 ROIs
analyzed represent the segmentation of the RSTP Brain volume
by the ABA anatomical regions and the c-fos-GFP cell counts are
compared ROI-to-ROI between the experimental groups (Experimental Procedures). The RSTP brain voxelization (done by overlapping sphere voxels of 100 mm diameter) generates discrete
digitization unbiased of anatomical regions and the c-fos-GFP
cell counts are compared voxel-to-voxel (Experimental Procedures). The voxel-based statistics can reveal ‘‘hot spot’’ areas
of activation and subregional differences within the anatomical
ROIs (Figure S6).
In the ﬁrst ROI analysis, the comparison of the male-female,
male-male, olfactory, and handling groups to the baseline group
revealed broad patterns of brain activation, with 69%, 76%,
79%, and 35% of ROIs activated by the respective manipulations (Table S1). Since all ROIs activated in the handling group
were also activated in the other three groups, the handlinginduced brain activation represents nonspeciﬁc shared stimuli,
such as moving the cage to the experimental area. In order to
determine the stimulus-speciﬁc brain activations, we next
compared the male-female, male-male, and olfactory groups
to the handling group by both ROI and voxel-based analysis.

Female and Male Interaction-Evoked Brain Activation
It has been proposed that the detection of volatile pheromones
by the main olfactory epithelium (MOE) and MOB is necessary
for sex discrimination (Baum and Kelliher, 2009) (see Discussion). However, the mechanism of such detection at the level
of downstream brain structures is not known. A comparison of
the female and male interaction-evoked activation by ROI statistics revealed largely overlapping c-fos-GFP induction among
MOB-connected brain regions, including the anterior olfactory
nucleus (AON), piriform cortex (PIR), nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract (NLOT), anterior amygdala area (AAA), piriform-amygdala area (PAA), anterior and posterior lateral cortical amygdala
(COAa, COApl), and entorhinal cortex lateral (ENTl), in addition
to a female speciﬁc activation of taenia tecta (TT) and postpiriform transition area (TR) (Figure 3; Table S2; note that the heat
map data in Figures 3, 4, and 5 show statistical signiﬁcance,
while the magnitude of c-fos upregulation is provided in Figure S7). A further analysis by voxel-based statistics revealed a
mainly dorsal MOB activation by both stimuli and a clear dorsal-ventral separation between the two stimuli in the PIR and
ENT (Figures 3C–3F; it should be noted that overlapping voxel
activation between the male and female data sets, seen as yellow areas in Figures 3C–3F, represents activation of the same
area, but not necessarily the same neurons). These data suggest that spatial organization of the dorsal MOB outputs leads
to activation of distinct neuronal populations in the PIR and
ENT, which may contribute to sex discrimination in the male
brain.
The sensing of nonvolatile pheromones by the vomeronasal
organ (VNO) and AOB has been proposed to play a critical role
in mate recognition and behavioral motivation (Baum and Kelliher, 2009). Our analysis of brain regions downstream of the
AOB revealed a strong bias toward the female interactionevoked brain activation, including the AOB granular cell layer
(AOBgr), the posterior medial cortical amygdala (COApm), the
entire medial amygdala (MEA), bed nucleus of the accessory olfactory tract (BA), and bed nuclei of the stria terminalis (BST) (Figure 4; Table S2; Movie S3). In contrast, male-male interaction
induced activation in fewer AOB-linked areas, including the BA
and MEA anterior dorsal (ad), anterior ventral (av), and posterior
dorsal (pd) (Figure 4; Table S2). Voxel analysis revealed focal
activation in the AOB in the male-male interaction (Figure 4C)
and a largely overlapping activation in the MEAad, av, and pd
in the male-female and male-male data sets (Figures 4D and
4E; Table S2; Movie S3).
The male-female interaction also showed strongly evoked
activation of brain areas linked to behavioral motivation, including the olfactory tubercle (OT) and nucleus accumbens shell
(ACBsh) of the ventral striatum, prelimbic, infralimbic, and orbital
medial (PL, ILA, and ORBm) prefrontal cortical areas, agranular
insular cortex (AI), substantia innominata (SI; also known as
ventral pallidum), medial dorsal thalamus (MDm), hippocampal
ventral subiculum (SUBv), and serotonergic dorsal raphe (DR)
(Figure 5A; Table S2). In contrast, the male-male interaction
had a comparable induction only in the AI; much weaker activation in the prefrontal cortices, SI, OT, and SUBv; and no signiﬁcant activation in the MDm and DR (Figure 5B; Table S2).
Voxel-based analysis revealed that activation in the medial
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Figure 3. Social Behavior-Activated Areas: The MOB and Its Direct Downstream Circuitry
(A and B) ROI analysis:.The male-female (A) and male-male groups (B) are compared to the handling group and signiﬁcantly activated ROIs downstream of the
MOB are displayed. Most of the regions were activated by both stimuli. Heatmap in (A) represents FDR corrected statistical signiﬁcance. Numbers in (B) represent
bregma A/P coordinates. See Table S2 for ROI full names.
(C–F) Voxel-based analysis revealed activation pattern selective for the female stimulus (red), the male stimulus (green), and shared by both stimuli (yellow). (C)
Both male and female stimuli induced dorsal activation in the MOB. (D–F) Dorsoventral separation was detected between the male- and female-evoked activation
in the PIR (D and F) and ENT (E and F).
See also Movie S3 for the full data set.

prefrontal cortices in the male-male interaction was limited to superﬁcial cortical layers (Figure 5C; Movie S3). We also observed
a focal activation in the DR at a speciﬁc A/P bregma location in
the male-female data set (Figure 5E; Movie S3).
296 Cell Reports 10, 292–305, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

The activation of the septal and hypothalamic nuclei is
known to mediate both sexual and defensive/aggressive behaviors (Anderson, 2012; Swanson, 2000). We therefore asked
whether the brief interaction used in our experiments was

Figure 4. Social Behavior-Activated Areas: the AOB and Its Direct Downstream Circuitry
(A and B) ROI analysis. The male-female (A) and male-male groups (B) are compared to the handling group, and signiﬁcantly activated ROIs downstream of the
AOB are displayed. The female stimulus activated all AOB downstream regions, while the male stimulus induced only a partial activation of these areas. Heatmap
in (A) represents FDR-corrected statistical signiﬁcance. Numbers in (A) represent bregma A/P coordinates. See Table S2 for ROI full names.
(C–E) Voxel-based analysis revealed a largely overlapping activation pattern (yellow) in the coactivated AOB (C), MEAad and MEAav (D), and MEApd (E), and
selective female-evoked activation in the MEApv and COApm (E).
See also Movie S3 for the full data set.

sufﬁcient to activate these regions even though it lacked overt
mating and ﬁghting. The ROI analysis revealed that the female
stimulus induced activation of the rostral lateral septum (LSr)
and neuroendocrine nuclei, including the medial preoptic nucleus (MPN), medial preoptic area (MPO), ventral premammillary nucleus (PMv), ventrolateral part of the ventromedial
nucleus (VMHvl), paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus (PVH),
dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH), anteroventral periventricular nucleus (AVPV), posterior periventricular hypothalamic nucleus (PVp), and tuberal nucleus (TU) (Figure 6A; Table S2).
The male stimulus activated the VMHvl, DMH, PVH, PVp,
and TU from the structures of the male-female data set, in
addition to a male-speciﬁc activation of the dorsomedial part
of the ventromedial nucleus (VMHdm), the anterior, preoptic,
and intermediate periventricular nuclei (PVa, PVpo, PVi), retrochiasmatic area (RCH), subparaventricular zone (SBPV), supraoptic nucleus (SO), and arcuate nucleus (ARH) (Figure 6B;
Figure S7; Table S2). Voxel-based analysis revealed very

distinct and focal LSr activation at A/P coordinates between +0.345 and 0.145 (Figure 6C; Movie S3). The activation in the VMHvl, which was previously shown to play a role
in both sexual and aggressive behaviors (Lin et al., 2011),
was highly overlapping between the male-female and malemale data sets (Figure 6D; Movie S3). In addition, only a medial
part of the PMv was activated in the male-male data set, suggesting a functional subdivision within this structure (Figure 6E;
Movie S3).
Finally, among additional brain areas, the claustrum (CLA), basomedial amygdala (BMA), and intercalated amygdala (IA) were
activated by both the female and male interactions; the capsular
central amygdala (CEAc), basolateral amygdala (BLA), and
thalamic parataenial nucleus (PT) were activated only in
response to the female stimulus; and the temporal associational,
perirhinal, and ectorhinal (TEa, PERI, and ECT) cortical areas
were activated only in response to the male stimulus (Table
S2). The activation of the hippocampal CA2 region linked to
Cell Reports 10, 292–305, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 297

Figure 5. Social Behavior-Activated Areas: Motivational Circuitry
(A and B) ROI analysis. The male-female (A) and male-male groups (B) are compared to the handling group, and signiﬁcantly activated ROIs previously implicated
in behavioral motivation are displayed. The female stimulus activated frontal cortical areas (PL, ORBm, ILA, AI), ventral striatum (OT, ACB, SI), midline thalamus
(MDm), ventral hippocampus (SUBv), and seretonergic DR, while the male stimulus activated AI; only superﬁcially layer of PL, ORBm, and ILA; and weakly SI, OT,
and SUBv. Heatmap in (A) represents FDR corrected statistical signiﬁcance. Numbers in (A) represent bregma A/P coordinates. See Table S2 for ROI full names.
(C–E) Voxel analysis showed that (C) the entire ventral part of PL and dorsal half of ILA was activated by the female stimulation, while only the upper layers of the
same regions were activated by male stimulation. (D) Ventral striatum (ACB, SI, OT) showed a patch-shaped, strong activation pattern by female stimulus, but not
by male stimulus. (E) Voxel analysis pinpointed the maximal activation in the DR by the female stimulus at A/P coordinate 4.78.

social memory (Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014) was also detected in
both the male-female and male-male data sets (Table S2).
Social Behavior-Speciﬁc Brain Activation
In addition to the male versus female comparison described
above, we also asked which of the activated brain regions are
speciﬁc to social behavior, i.e., are shared between the male-female and male-male data sets and are not activated in response
to a nonsocial stimulus represented by a novel object enriched
with a volatile odor (banana-like ISO).
First, we compared the ISO data set to the handling control.
This analysis revealed the expected activation of the PIR and
other areas downstream of the MOB, which was similar to the
social behavior-evoked activation (Table S2). The activation
throughout the rest of the brain, however, was highly divergent
from the pattern evoked by the social stimuli, as it included
many cortical areas, the entire hippocampus, and the hypotha298 Cell Reports 10, 292–305, January 13, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

lamic subfornical organ (SFO) regulating autonomic functions
(Smith and Ferguson, 2010); the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCH) regulating sleep, waking, and locomotor activity (Saper
et al., 2005); and the arcuate nucleus (ARH) linked to feeding
(Sternson, 2013) (Table S2).
Second, we compared the shared male-female and malemale brain activation to the ISO data set. This analysis revealed
the subset of areas speciﬁc to social behavior, which included
the amygdalar regions BA, COApl, MEAav, MEApd, BMAp,
BLAv, and PA, the hypothalamic VMHvl and PVH, and the SI (Figure 7; Table S3).
Correlation of c-fos Activation to Time Spent in Social
Behaviors
The time spent in a speciﬁc behavioral activity may be expected
to correlate to the number of c-fos-GFP+ cells in brain regions
driving this activity. We next tested whether this correlation

Figure 6. Social Behavior-Activated Areas: Septal and Hypothalamic Activation
(A and B) ROI analysis. The male-female (A) and male-male groups (B) are compared to the handling group, and signiﬁcantly activated ROIs of the septum and
hypothalamus are displayed. The female stimulus activated the rostral lateral septum (LSr), AVPV, medial preoptic area (MPO, MPN), PVH, TU, VMHvl, posterior
and ventral DMH, PMv, and PVp. The male stimulus also activated the PVH, VMHvl, DMH (anterior part), TU, and PVp, in addition to a selective activation of the
periventricular hypothalamic nuclei (PVpo, PVi), SBPV, RCH, SO, ARH, and VMHdm. Heatmap in (A) represents FDR-corrected statistical signiﬁcance. Numbers
in (A) represent bregma A/P coordinates. See Table S2 for ROI full names.
(C and D) Voxel analysis. (C) A distinct voxel activation was observed in the LSr only by female stimulation. (D) VMHvl showed largely overlapping activation by
both stimuli, while VMHdm and ARH showed activation only by the male stimulus.
(E) PMv is highly activated by the female stimulus, while the medial part of PMv was also activated by the male stimulus.
See also Movie S3 for the full data set.

may be used to functionally link the activated brain areas in the
male-female and male-male data sets to speciﬁc features of
the social behavior.
The correlation to the time spent in anogenital snifﬁng identiﬁed mainly areas connected to volatile and nonvolatile olfactory
signaling, such as the COAa, COApl, COApm, MEA, and BST,
and hypothalamic neuroendocrine areas including the MPN,
PMv, and VMHvl (Table 1). Correlation to the time spent in close
following identiﬁed some of the same areas, such as the MEA
and BST, but also areas linked to behavioral motivation,
including the ACB, OT, SI, ILA, PL, ORBm, MDm, and DR (Table
1). Finally, the correlation to the time spent in nose-to-nose sniffing did not identify any positive association, suggesting that this
behavioral feature is not quantitatively linked to any brain regions
in our data sets. These data suggest that distinct aspects of the

social behavior engage distinct sets of brain areas and that
whole-brain cellular c-fos-GFP analysis is able to reveal this
structure-function relationship.
Calculation of the Density of c-fos-GFP+ Cells per ROIs
While the above analyses identiﬁed the activated brain areas,
the cellular resolution of our data allowed us to also estimate
the total numbers and the densities of c-fos-GFP+ cells per
anatomical ROIs. Since the z planes in the 280-section data
sets are spaced 50 mm apart, we transformed the serial 2D
data into 3D whole-brain estimates with a stereological
method (Williams and Rakic, 1988) applied to a high-resolution
5,600-section data set with z spacing of 2.5 mm (Experimental
Procedures). The obtained 2D-to-3D conversion factor of
2.5 was then used to multiply the 2D ROI counts in order to
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Figure 7. Social Behavior-Speciﬁc Brain Areas
Brain areas activated by both female and male stimulus, but not by ISO stimulation, are displayed as ROIs. Unique social behavior-activated areas included the
amygdalar BA, COApl, MEAav, MEApd, BLAv, BMAp, PA, hypothalamic PVH, VMHvl, and ventral pallidum (SI).

estimate the total numbers of c-fos-GFP+ cells, and the
total counts were divided by the ROI volumes in order to estimate the densities of c-fos-GFP+ cells per activated ROIs
(Figure S7).
The average cell density in the structures signiﬁcantly activated in the female and male data sets were, respectively,
4,993 ± 400 and 4,519 ± 283 per cubic mm (mean ± SEM),
whereas the average density in these structures in the handling
control was 3,127 ± 201 per cubic mm (Figure S7). Therefore,
the social interactions evoked on average 1,500 to 2,000 cfos-GFP+ cells per cubic mm compared to the handling control,
suggesting a sparse activation of a few percent of neurons per
brain areas (see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
While the general organization of the brain structures regulating
sexual and aggressive behavior is beginning to be understood
(Anderson, 2012; Sokolowski and Corbin, 2012), much remains
unknown about how information is processed from the sensory
periphery (the olfactory system in rodents) to give rise to sexspeciﬁc behavioral responses. Here, utilizing a pipeline of
computational methods, including ROI-based whole-brain mapping of c-fos activation, voxel-based mapping of subregional differences in c-fos activation, and correlation analysis linking ROI
activation to behavior, we compared brief female interactionevoked activation in the brain of a male mouse to the activation
evoked by brief interaction with a male. Some more salient ﬁndings from our analyses are discussed below following the
method discussion, while the complete ROI- and voxel-based
results are provided as a resource in Tables S1, S2, and S3
and Movie S3.
The Method Pipeline for c-fos-GFP-Based Mouse Brain
Screening
The entire method pipeline is automated, highly standardized
and operates at a reasonably high-throughput: the imaging
time per one brain is 21 hr, while the imaged processing and
computational analyses take 24 hr that occur in parallel with
the STP imaging (Ragan et al., 2012; Vousden et al., 2014).
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The ﬁrst key part of the computational pipeline is the detection
of c-fos-GFP+ cells in the STP data sets. We chose to use CNs,
because these algorithms rely on the learning procedure to account for signal to noise ratio variability and improved performance is achieved by simply increasing the training data set
(V. Jain et al., 2007, IEEE, conference; Turaga et al., 2010). The
trained CN performance (F-score = 0.88) was in fact close to human expert performance (F-score = 0.9), demonstrating the power of this approach for analysis of ﬂuorescent labeling in STP
tomography-imaged mouse brains. We have also tested two
other cell detection methods—cell counting in the Volocity Image analysis software (Perkin Elmer) and cell counting based
on watershed algorithm (Kopec et al., 2011)—but these were
considerable less reliable (F score < 0.5) compared to the CNbased detection.
The second critical step of the method is the registration of the
data sets to the RSTP Brain and the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas. Fixation-induced tissue autoﬂuorescence provides rich image content for the registration by the warping algorithm Elastix (Mattes
et al., 2003). As a result, we were able to achieve a high level of
precision (60 mm jitter) for the registration of the experimental
data sets to the RSTP brain (Figure S2). The alignment of the
ABA Nissl-stained sections to the RSTP brain was further helped
by the use of the transgenic CAG-Keima brain with a cellular ﬂuorescent protein labeling that matched in most brain regions the
cellular Nissl signal and by several interneuron-speciﬁc reporter
mice (Taniguchi et al., 2011) that helped to validate and improve
the matching of the labels to speciﬁc brain nuclei (Figure S3).
Consequently, the precision ABA labels became closely aligned
to the RSTP brain, as judged based on brain landmarks, such
as the corpus callosum, hippocampal pyramidal layers, and
many structural borders visible in the autoﬂuorescence signal
(Figure S3).
The last part of the method pipeline includes statistical analyses of the brain-wide c-fos-GFP+ cell counts. Since it was ﬁrst
established in rat models of seizure, the inducibility of c-fos has
been utilized to map neuronal activation in many behavioral and
pharmacological experiments, demonstrating that c-fos can be
used as an activity reporter in most if not all areas of the brain
(Dragunow and Robertson, 1987; Morgan et al., 1987). The

Table 1. c-fos-GFP Count to the Social Behavioral Correlation

Table 1.

ROIs

ROIs

Anogentical Snifﬁng

Close Following

Isocortex

Anogentical Snifﬁng

Close Following

Midbrain

ILA

+

DR

Pearson correlation between the time spent in anogenital snifﬁng and
close following and c-fos-GFP cell counts in the regions activated in
the male-female and male-male data sets. Signiﬁcance is based on
FDR q value adjusted for multiple comparisons: (+) = 0.01 % FDR q <
0.05; (++) = 0.001 % FDR q < 0.01; and (+++) = FDR q < 0.001.

PL

+

++

ORBm

+

++

TT

++

Olfactory area
DP

+

++

AOBgr

++

COAa

+

COApl

+++

+

COApm

+++

+

PAA

+++

+

TR

+

Hippocampal formation
ENTmv

Continued

++

CA3

+

Cortical subplate
EP

+

+

BLAa

++

+

BLAp

+

BLAv

++

BMAa

++

BMAp

+++

PA

+++

Cerebral nuclei
ACBsh

+

OT

+

AAA

+

LSr

++
+

CEAc

+

IA

++

MEAad

+++

MEAav

+++

MEApd

+++

+

MEApv

+++

+

SI

+

+

BSTmg

+

++

BSTv

+

++

BSTp

++

Thalamus
MDm

+

PT

+

Hypothalamus
AVPV

++

+

MPN

++

+

PMv

+++

+

VMHvl

+

TU

++

ROI- and voxel-based statistical analyses established here
transform the traditional laborious immunostaining or in situ hybridization based c-fos mapping into an automated whole-brain
assay.
In addition to the current application, these methods can also
be used to detect and quantify other ﬂuorescent protein-expressing transgenic mouse brains by simply training new CN
on a different ground-truth data. This makes our pipeline easily
adaptable to many other applications in quantitative whole-brain
mapping, such as the generation of whole-brain cell counts in
cell type-speciﬁc GFP reporter mice (Taniguchi et al., 2011).
Female- and Male-Evoked Maps of Whole-Brain
Activation in the Male Brain
By focusing on the initial period of social exploratory behaviors
between a naive male and a novel conspeciﬁc female or male
mouse, we set out to determine the brain activation patterns
that underlie social recognition and sex discrimination in the
male brain. Our results revealed that while the brief interactions
led to an activation of the expected sex-speciﬁc response at
the hypothalamic level (indicating that the behaviors were sufﬁcient for correct sex discrimination), the upstream patterns of
brain activation strongly diverged between the two stimuli.
At the level of the AOB and MOB signaling, the female stimulus
evoked activation of all downstream connected brain structures,
while the male stimulus showed activation of all MOB-linked
structures but only a subset of the AOB-linked structures. The
strong MOB-driven brain activation in both behaviors agrees
with the role of volatile signaling in sex discrimination proposed
by studies using chemical lesion of the MOE (Keller et al., 2006)
or genetic disruption of cellular signaling in the MOE (Mandiyan
et al., 2005). The ﬁnding that the male and female stimuli activate
different parts of the PIR and ENT areas suggests that topologically distinct MOB cortical outputs may discriminate the sexspeciﬁc stimuli. This dorsoventral separation is an example of
a novel spatial organization in the piriform cortex, which until
now has been considered to lack gross sensory input-based topology (Ghosh et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011).
The role of the VNO and AOB-driven activation in social behaviors appears to be less clear than that of the MOE/MOB
signaling. Lesioning of the VNO failed to affect sex discrimination
in male mice (Pankevich et al., 2004), even though it did impair
vocalization after nasal contact with female urine (Bean, 1982),
while genetic disruption of VNO signaling caused male-male
mounting instead of aggressive behavior without affecting
male-female behavior (Stowers et al., 2002). Our data point to
a more prominent role of the AOB-connected brain structures
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in the male-female interaction, as MEA, BST, BA, and COApm
were all activated in the male-female data set, but only MEA
and BA were activated in the male-male data set. The selective
BST activation in the male-female data set included the posterior
division nuclei (principal, interfascicular, and transverse) proposed to function in reproductive behaviors (Dong and Swanson, 2004), and the magnocellular nucleus of the anterior division
proposed to control neuroendocrine functions and pelvic functions, including penile erection (Dong and Swanson, 2006).
The female, but not the male, stimulus also evoked activation
of brain areas of the striatopallidothalamocortical circuit known
to positively regulate behavioral motivation (Ikemoto, 2007;
Sesack and Grace, 2010), including the ventral striatum (OT,
ACB), ventral pallidum (SI), thalamus (MDm), and prefrontal cortex (ILA, PL, ORB). While we did not detect activation of the
dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA),
which are known to reinforce ACB functions within this circuit
during sexual behavior (Ikemoto, 2007; Sesack and Grace,
2010), we did detect activation of the serotonergic DR, which
was recently shown to be necessary for ACB functions in social
reward (Dölen et al., 2013). The switch between the DR and
VTA modulation of ventral striatum may contribute to a transition between exploratory and consummatory male-female
behavior.
The analysis of the hypothalamic brain areas revealed activation of structures regulating sexual and aggressive behaviors
(Anderson, 2012; Swanson, 2000): the MPN and PMv regulating
male reproductive behavior (Simerly, 2002; Yang and Shah,
2014) were selectively activated in the male-female data set,
the VMHvl regulating both male sexual behavior and aggression
(Anderson, 2012; Lin et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013) was activated
in response to both female and male stimuli, and the VMHdm
regulating male defensive behaviors (Lin et al., 2011; Sokolowski
and Corbin, 2012) was activated only in the male-male data set.
Since the brief social interactions did not comprise mating or
aggression, these data show that the activation of the hypothalamic nuclei can precede the manifestation of these behaviors as
part of the male-female and male-male social exploration-based
behaviors.
The Quantiﬁcation of the Whole-Brain Activation Maps
at Cellular Level
The cellular resolution of our data also allowed us to search
for correlations between behavioral activity and brain activation and to estimate the density of activated cells per brain
area.
The correlation between behavior and c-fos activation can be
expected to identify the most behaviorally relevant brain regions
in which the number of c-fos activated cells reﬂects the behavioral performance in individual animals. In agreement with this
hypothesis, regions correlated to the time spent in anogenital
snifﬁng included mainly amygdalar and hypothalamic areas of
the vomeronasal sensory-motor system transforming the chemosensory information into sexual or aggressive behavior
(Swanson, 2000), while the brain areas correlated to the time
spent in following included the structures linked to behavioral
motivation and described above as part of the striatopallidothalamocortical circuit.
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The correlation analysis can be used to add functional signiﬁcance to activated regions that were not previously known to be
involved in social behaviors. For example, the activation of the
amygdalar IA and CEAc nuclei was correlated to the anogenital
snifﬁng time, while the PT thalamus activation was correlated
to following. Since both IA and CEAc can inhibit the medial central amygdala (CEAm), which is the output fear pathway (Pitkänen et al., 1997), these data suggest that the IA and CEAc are
activated by chemosensory cues and may act to modulate fear
behaviors during social exploration. The PT, a part of the dorsal
group of thalamic nuclei, projects to the ACB (Kelley and Stinus,
1984) and may play a role in motivational modulation of the malefemale social behavior.
Finally, the quantiﬁcation of the numbers of c-fos-GFP+ cells
per brain area can provide information about the approximate
percentage of neurons behaviorally recruited in the identiﬁed
brain areas. For example, we observed on average 2-fold increase (3,600 c-fos-GFP+ cells per cubic mm) in the prefrontal
cortical areas in the male-female data sets, compared to the
handling control (Figure S7). Since neuronal density in the mouse
cortex is estimated at 80,000–100,000 per cubic mm (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2006; Keller and Carlson, 1999; Meyer et al.,
2010), these data suggest less than 5% of neurons is recruited
in response to the female social stimulus. Further, as most brain
areas showed similar c-fos-GFP+ densities, the behavioral
recruitment of a few percent of neurons is likely a general feature
of c-fos activation. This may represent c-fos induction occurring
only in the most strongly activated cells, and such sparse c-fos
induction may be relevant for the proposed sparse coding of
sensory inputs (Olshausen and Field, 2004).
Caveats of the Current Study
There are several caveats associated with our study. First, while
the behavior is limited to 90 s, our assay cannot determine
whether the observed c-fos-GFP induction occurred entirely
during this brief time period or whether some downstream activation occurred during a longer time interval. Second, the behavioral paradigm includes both the introduction and removal of the
stimulus animal from the home cage of the c-fos-GFP male, and
some of the observed activation pattern thus may reﬂect stress
induced by these manipulations. Third, the use of the OVX females in our study restricts the interpretation of the male-female
activation data to social exploration that lacks the effects of
estrous hormones. Thus, male-female interaction with, for
example, estradiol-induced OVX mice may be expected to
induce brain activation partially distinct from the one described
in the current study. Fourth, since the c-fos-GFP reporter labels
60% of all c-fos+ cells detected by immunostaining, it is
possible that some areas with native c-fos activation were
missed in our assay. Finally, ﬁfth, c-fos is a member of a family
of IEGs regulated by neuronal activity, and the detection of other
IEGs (such as Arc, homer-1A, or zif-268) can be expected to
reveal partially overlapping activation maps compared to the
c-fos-GFP map identiﬁed in our paper. Because neuronal activation in some brain areas may induce other IEGs but fail to induce
c-fos, the c-fos-GFP-based network of brain areas described
here should not be interpreted as a complete brain activation
map evoked by social behavior.

CONCLUSIONS
Our method of c-fos-GFP-based screening generates cellularresolution maps of behaviorally evoked whole-brain activation
in the mouse. The patterns of female and male interactionevoked brain activation revealed clear separation between the
two stimuli, including at the level of brain structures downstream
of both volatile and nonvolatile chemosensory signaling. These
activation patterns were also markedly different from the activation pattern evoked during nonsocial olfactory-enhanced exploratory behavior. These ﬁndings demonstrate that our method
can be used for screening behavior-evoked whole-brain activation, and we envision that future experiments will yield brainmap-like descriptions for other innate behaviors, such as
aggression and defensive behaviors, or cognitive behaviors,
such as attention and decision making. Further, the same
method can be applied to genetic mouse models of neurodevelopmental disorders with the aim of identifying circuit deﬁcits
underlying changes in social, cognitive, and other higher-order
brain functions.

were killed and perfused 1 hr later and the brains were ﬁxed overnight in 4%
paraformaldehyde, then cut as 50 mm coronal sections. For immunohistochemistry, sections were exposed to rabbit anti-c-fos antibody (1:10,000,
Santa Cruz SC052) and labeled by DAB solution. FIJI (ImageJ) and Volocity
(Perkin-Elmer) were used for cell counting.
Statistics
We ran statistical comparisons between different behavioral groups based on
either ROIs or evenly spaced voxels. Voxels were overlapping 3D spheres with
100 mm diameter each and spaced 20 mm apart from each other. The cell count
of each voxel was calculated as the number of nuclei found within 100 mm from
the center of the voxel in all 3D. To account for multiple comparisons across all
voxel/ROI locations, we thresholded the p values and reported FDRs. For correlation between c-fos-GFP cell counts and social behavior, Pearson correlation R values were calculated between c-fos-GFP cell counts and time spent in
social behaviors. See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more
details.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven ﬁgures, three tables, and three movies and can be found with this article
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.12.014.
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Behavioral Tests and c-fos-GFP Induction Time Course
Heterozygous c-fos-GFP male mice (8–11 weeks old) were individually housed
for 1 week before the test. The behavioral stimuli were transfer of the animal to
the experimental arena (handling control) or plus introduction of an OVX
conspeciﬁc female (male-female group), conspeciﬁc male (male-male group),
50 ml falcon tube (object group), and 50 ml falcon tube with a side opening in
which was cotton ball with isoamyl acetate (1:100 in mineral oil, 40 ml per
experiment, freshly made each day). The stimulus was placed in the home
cage for 90 s and then removed. The behavior was video-recorded and manually scored. After the behavioral stimulus was removed, the mice remained
in the home cage for additional 3 hr and then killed by transcardial perfusion.
For the time course of c-fos-GFP induction, isoamylacetate was introduced
into the mouse home cage for a brief period of 90 s. The mice were killed at
selected time points of 0.5, 1.5, 3, and 5 hr poststimulation.
Brain Preparation, STP Tomography Imaging, and Data Processing
The brains were prepared as described in our previous study (Ragan et al.,
2012). Brieﬂy, the brains were embedded in oxidized 4% agarose, crosslinked,
and imaged as 280 serial sections. The raw image tiles were corrected for illumination and stitched in 2D in MATLAB and aligned in 3D in Fiji (Ragan et al.,
2012). The CNs for detection of c-fos-GFP+ cells was trained based on ground
truth data marked up by an expert biologist. The CN performance was scored
based on the F-score (the harmonic mean of the precision and recall). Stereological procedure was used to calculate how CNs 2D based counting can be
converted into 3D counting to calculate the densities of c-fos-GFP+ cells per
activated ROIs. 3D registration methods with Elastix were the same as
described previously (Ragan et al., 2012), but with modiﬁed parameters. See
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
c-fos Immunohistochemistry and Comparison to c-fos-GFP+ Cell
Counting
Wild-type C57BL/6 mice (8–10 weeks old) underwent the same behaviors as
the c-fos-GFP mice of the male-to-female and handling groups. The mice
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SUMMARY

The bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) is estimated to live over 200 years and is possibly
the longest-living mammal. These animals should
possess protective molecular adaptations relevant
to age-related diseases, particularly cancer. Here,
we report the sequencing and comparative analysis
of the bowhead whale genome and two transcriptomes from different populations. Our analysis
identiﬁes genes under positive selection and bowhead-speciﬁc mutations in genes linked to cancer
and aging. In addition, we identify gene gain and
loss involving genes associated with DNA repair,
cell-cycle regulation, cancer, and aging. Our results
expand our understanding of the evolution of
mammalian longevity and suggest possible players
involved in adaptive genetic changes conferring cancer resistance. We also found potentially relevant
changes in genes related to additional processes,
112 Cell Reports 10, 112–122, January 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

including thermoregulation, sensory perception,
dietary adaptations, and immune response. Our
data are made available online (http://www.
bowhead-whale.org) to facilitate research in this
long-lived species.
INTRODUCTION
The lifespan of some animals, including quahogs, tortoises, and
certain whale species, is far greater than that of humans (Austad,
2010; Finch, 1990). It is remarkable that a warm-blooded species
such as the bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) has not only
been estimated to live over 200 years (estimated age of one
specimen 211 SE 35 years), suggesting it is the longest-lived
mammal, but also exhibits very low disease incidence until an
advanced age compared to humans (George et al., 1999; Philo
et al., 1993). As in humans, the evolution of longevity in whales
was accompanied by low fecundity and longer developmental
time (Tacutu et al., 2013), as predicted by evolutionary theory.
The cellular, molecular, and genetic mechanisms underlying
longevity and resistance to age-related diseases in bowhead

Table 1. Statistics of the Bowhead Whale Genome Sequencing
Sequence Data Generated
Sequence Coverage
(for 2.91 Gb)

Libraries

Total Data (Gb)

200 bp paired-end

149.1

500 bp paired-end

141.7

48.73

3 kb mate-paired

57.3

19.73

5 kb mate-paired

72.5

24.93

10 kb mate-paired

28.5

9.83

449.1

154.33

Total

51.23

Genome Assembly Statistics
Assembly
Contigs
Scaffolds

N50 (kb)
34.8
877

Number

Total Size (Gb)

113,673

2.1

7,227

2.3

See also Figures S1 and S2.

whales are unknown, but it is clear that, in order to live so long,
these animals must possess preventative mechanisms against
cancer, immunosenescence, and neurodegenerative, cardiovascular, and metabolic diseases. In the context of cancer,
whales, and bowhead whales, in particular, must possess effective antitumor mechanisms. Indeed, given their large size (in
extreme cases adult bowhead whales can weigh up to 100
tons and are therefore among the largest whales) and exceptional longevity, bowhead whale cells must have a signiﬁcantly
lower probability of neoplastic transformation relative to humans
(Caulin and Maley, 2011; de Magãlhaes, 2013). Therefore, studying species such as bowhead whales that have greater natural
longevity and resistance to age-related diseases than humans
may lead to insights on the fundamental mechanisms of aging.
Here, we report the sequencing and analysis of the genome of
the bowhead whale, a species of the right whale family Balaenidae that lives in Arctic and sub-Arctic waters. This work provides
clues regarding mechanisms underlying mammalian longevity
and will be a valuable resource for researchers studying the evolution of longevity, disease resistance, and basic bowhead whale
biology.
RESULTS
Sequencing and Annotation of the Bowhead Whale
Genome
We sequenced the nuclear genome of a female bowhead whale
(Balaena mysticetus) using the Illumina HiSeq platform at 1503
coverage. We followed established standards in the ﬁeld in
terms of sequencing paired-end libraries at high coverage
plus mate-paired libraries of varying (3, 5, and 10 kb) insert
sizes (Table 1). Contigs and scaffolds were assembled with
ALLPATHS-LG (Gnerre et al., 2011). In line with other genomes
sequenced with second-generation sequencing platforms, the
contig N50 was 34.8 kb and scaffold N50 was 877 kb (Table 1);
the longest scaffold in our assembly was 5,861 kb. In total, our
assembly is 2.3 Gb long. Genome size was estimated experimentally to be 2.91 Gb in another female and 2.87 Gb averaged
with one male (see Supplemental Results and Figure S1), but this

discrepancy likely reﬂects highly repetitive regions, as observed
for the genomes of other species with similar reported sizes such
as the minke whale (Yim et al., 2014).
The full and partial completeness of the bowhead whale draft
genome assembly was evaluated as 93.15% and 97.18%,
respectively, by the CEGMA pipeline (Parra et al., 2007), which
is comparable to the minke whale genome assembly (Yim
et al., 2014). We also generated RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
data from seven adult bowhead whale tissues (cerebellum, kidney, muscle, heart, retina, liver, and testis) from specimens
from Greenland and Alaska, resulting in two transcriptome assemblies (see Experimental Procedures) and annotated the
genome using MAKER2, which combines ab initio methods, homology-based methods, and transcriptome data to derive gene
models (Holt and Yandell, 2011). Our annotation contains 22,672
predicted protein-coding genes with an average length of 417
(median 307) amino acid residues. In addition, based on transcriptome data from two Alaskan individuals (Table S1), we estimated 0.5–0.6 SNPs per kilobase of RNA (Table S2). To begin
annotation of the bowhead genome, we identiﬁed orthologs
based on similarity with cow, human, and mouse genes/proteins
(see Experimental Procedures), which allowed us to assign predicted gene symbols to 15,831 bowhead genes.
Moreover, to annotate microRNAs in the bowhead genome,
we sequenced small RNA libraries prepared from kidney and
skeletal muscle. The miRDeep algorithm (Friedländer et al.,
2008, 2012) was used to integrate the sequencing data into a
model of microRNA biogenesis by Dicer processing of predicted
precursor hairpin structures in the genome, thus identifying 546
candidate microRNA genes. Of the 546 candidate miRNAs identiﬁed in the bowhead, 395 had seed sequences previously identiﬁed in miRNAs from human, cow, or mouse, whereas 151 did
not. All of our data are available online from our Bowhead Whale
Genome Resource portal (http://www.bowhead-whale.org).
Analysis of the Draft Bowhead Whale Genome
Repeat sequences make up 41% of the bowhead genome
assembly, most of which (78%) belong to the group of transposable elements (TEs). Although long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), such as L1, and short interspersed nuclear
elements (SINEs) are widespread TEs in most mammalian
lineages, the bowhead genome, similar to other cetacean genomes—minke, orca, and common bottlenose dolphin—is virtually devoid of SINEs (Supplemental Folder 1). LINE-1 (L1) is the
most abundant TE, particularly in orca (90%) and minke whale
(89%) (Figure S2). In comparison, TE diversity (measured with
Shannon’s index) in the bowhead genome (0.947) is higher
than in orca (0.469) and minke whale (0.515) but lower than in
dolphin (1.389) and cow (Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al., 2009) (1.534).
As a ﬁrst assessment of coding genes that could be responsible for bowhead whale adaptations, we used bowhead coding
sequences to calculate pairwise dN/dS ratios for 9,682, 12,685,
and 11,158 orthologous coding sequences from minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata), cow (Bos taurus), and dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), respectively. It is interesting to note that there
are high levels of sequence conservation in the protein coding
regions between bowhead and these species: 96% (minke),
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Figure 1. Phylogeny of Mammals Used in
Codon-Based Maximum Likelihood Comparison of Selective Pressure Variation
The number of candidate genes under positive
selection on each lineage is indicated.

92% (dolphin), and 91% (cow). This is not surprising, however,
given the long generation time of cetaceans and of the bowhead
whale, in particular, with animals only reaching sexual maturity
at >20 years (Tacutu et al., 2013).
Because the minke whale is the closest relative to the bowhead (divergence time 25–30 million years ago [Gatesy et al.,
2013]) with a sequenced genome and is smaller (<10 tons) and
probably much shorter lived (maximum lifespan 50 years)
(Tacutu et al., 2013), comparisons between the bowhead and
minke whale genomes may provide insights on the evolution of
bowhead traits and of longevity, in particular. A number of agingand cancer-associated genes were observed among the 420
predicted bowhead-minke orthologs with dN/dS exceeding 1,
including suppressor of cytokine signaling 2 (SOCS2), aprataxin
(APTX), noggin (NOG), and leptin (LEP). In addition, the top 5%
genes with high dN/dS values for bowhead-minke relative to
the values for minke-cow and minke-dolphin orthologs included
forkhead box O3 (FOXO3), excision repair cross-complementing
rodent repair deﬁciency, complementation group 3 (ERCC3),
and ﬁbroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1). The data on
dN/dS ratios are also available on our portal to allow researchers
to do their own analysis and quickly retrieve gene(s) of interest.
In a complementary and more detailed analysis of selective
pressure variation, we used codon-based models of evolution
(Yang, 2007) to identify candidate genes with evidence of lineage-speciﬁc positive selection (see Experimental Procedures).
Using bowhead, minke, and orca protein-coding data along
with a variety of available high-quality completed genomes
from Laurasiatheria, Euarchontoglires, marsupial, and monotreme species, we identiﬁed a total of 866 single-gene ortholog
families (SGOs) (i.e., these gene families have no more than
114 Cell Reports 10, 112–122, January 6, 2015 ª2015 The Authors

one copy in each species). We tested
each of the extant whale lineages, the
ancestral baleen whale, and the most
recent common ancestor (MRCA) of
bowhead, minke, and orca, a total of
ﬁve lineages (Figure 1), for evidence
of lineage-speciﬁc positive selection.
Of the two extant whales analyzed, the
number of SGOs exhibiting signatures of
lineage-speciﬁc positive selection were
as follows: bowhead (15 gene families)
and minke (ten gene families). The small
number of candidates under positive selection likely reﬂects the high level of protein conservation between bowhead and
other cetaceans as well as the stringent
ﬁltering of candidates due to data-quality
concerns; all results and alignments are
provided in Supplemental Folder 1. A
few genes associated with disease were
identiﬁed, including BMP and activin membrane-bound inhibitor
(BAMBI), which has been associated with various pathologies,
including cancer, and also poorly studied genes of potential
interest like GRB2-binding adaptor protein, transmembrane
(GAPT).
In addition to the codon-based models of evolution, we
wished to identify bowhead whale speciﬁc amino acid replacement substitutions. To this end, we aligned orthologous
sequences between the bowhead whale and nine other mammals—a total of 4,358 alignments (see Experimental Procedures). Lineage-speciﬁc residues identiﬁed in this way have
previously been shown to be indicative of signiﬁcant changes
in protein function (Tian et al., 2013). Our analysis revealed
several proteins associated with aging and cancer among the
top 5% of unique bowhead residues by concentration (i.e.,
normalized by protein length), including ERCC1 (excision repair
cross-complementing rodent repair deﬁciency, complementation group 1), HDAC1 (histone deacetylase 1), and HDAC2 (Figure 2A). ERCC1 is a member of the nucleotide excision repair
pathway (Gillet and Schärer, 2006), and disruption results in
greatly reduced lifespan in mice and accelerated aging (Weeda
et al., 1997). Histone deacetylases play an important role in the
regulation of chromatin structure and transcription (Lee et al.,
1993) and have been associated with longevity in Drosophila
(Rogina et al., 2002). As such, these represent candidates
involved in adaptive genetic changes conferring disease resistance in the bowhead whale. The full results are available in Supplemental Folder 1.
In addition to genes related to longevity, several interesting
candidate genes emerged from our analysis of lineage-speciﬁc
residues of potential relevance to other bowhead traits. Of

Figure 2. Multiple Protein Sequence Alignments of HDAC2 and UCP1
(A) Partial alignment of bowhead HDAC2 with mammalian orthologs. Unique bowhead residues are highlighted at human positions 68, 95, and 133.
(B) Partial alignment of whale UCP1 with mammalian orthologs. Conserved regions involved in UCP1 are marked in red.

note, a number of proteins related to sensory perception of
sound were also identiﬁed with bowhead-speciﬁc mutations,
including otoraplin (OTOR) and cholinergic receptor, nicotinic,
alpha 10 (CHRNA10), which could be relevant in the context of
the bowhead’s ability to produce high- and low-frequency tones
simultaneously (Tervo et al., 2011). In addition, many proteins
must play roles in the large differences in size and development
between the bowhead and related species and our results reveal
possible candidates for further functional studies; for example, in
the top ten proteins, SNX3 (sorting nexin 3) has been associated
in one patient with eye formation defects and microcephaly (Vervoort et al., 2002), and WDR5 (WD repeat-containing protein 5)

has been associated with osteoblast differentiation and bone
development (Gori et al., 2006).
In the naked mole rat, a poikilotherm with a low metabolic rate
and body temperature when compared to other mammals,
unique changes in uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), which is used
to generate heat, have been previously found (Kim et al.,
2011). Because the speciﬁc metabolic power output of cells
in vivo for large whales must be much less than for smaller mammals (West et al., 2002), it is interesting to note that UCP1 of
whales has a premature stop codon in C-terminal region, which
is functionally important and conserved in other mammals (Figure 2B). It is tempting to speculate that these changes are related
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Figure 3. Gene Family Expansion and PCNA
(A) Gene family expansion. Numbers in red correspond to the predicted number of gene expansion events during mammalian evolution. Mean divergence time
estimates were used from TimeTree (Hedges et al., 2006) for scaling.
(B) Multiple sequence alignment of PCNA residues 28–107, showing bowhead whale-speciﬁc duplication (gene IDs: bmy 16007 and bmy 21945). Lineage-specic
amino acids in the duplicated PCNA of bowhead whales are highlighted in red.
(C) Crystal structure of the PCNA (green) and FEN-1 (yellow) complex. Lineage-speciﬁc residues on the PCNA structure are colored in red. A zoom in on the
structures reveals a putative interaction between two b sheets, one within PCNA and another within FEN-1. This interaction may be altered through a second
interaction between the PCNA b sheet and a lineage-specic change from glutamine to histidine within PCNA. Distance measurements between pairs of atoms are
marked in black. PDB accession number: 1UL1.
See also Table S3 and Figure S3.

to differences in thermoregulation between whales and smaller
mammals.
Potential Gene Duplications and Gene Losses
Gene duplication is a major mechanism through which phenotypic innovations can evolve (Holland et al., 1994; Kaessmann,
2010). Examples of mammalian phenotypic innovations associated to gene duplication include duplication of RNASE1, a
pancreatic ribonuclease gene, in leaf-eating monkeys that
contributed to adaptative changes in diet and digestive physiology (Zhang et al., 2002), a duplication of GLUD1 in hominoids
that subsequently acquired brain-speciﬁc functions (Burki and
Kaessmann, 2004), and domestication of two syncytin gene
copies that contributed to the emergence of placental development in mammals (Dupressoir et al., 2009). We surveyed the
bowhead whale genome for expanded gene families that may
reﬂect lineage-speciﬁc phenotypic adaptations and traits.
In the bowhead whale lineage, 575 gene families were predicted to have expanded (Figure 3). However, because gene
expansion predictions are susceptible to false-positives owing
to pseudogenes and annotation artifacts among other biases,
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we applied a stringent ﬁlter based on percentage of identity
(Experimental Procedures) that reduced the number of candidate expansions to 41 (see Supplemental Folder 1 for the
complete list). A functional enrichment analysis of these gene
families, using default parameters in DAVID (Huang et al.,
2009), only revealed a statistically signiﬁcant enrichment (after
correction for multiple hypothesis testing; Bonferroni <0.001)
for genes associated with translation/ribosome. Given the association between translation and aging, for instance, in the
context of loss of proteostasis (López-Otı́n et al., 2013), it is
possible that these results reﬂect relevant adaptations in the
bowhead whale.
Upon manual inspection of the gene expansion results, we
found several duplicates of note. For instance, proliferating cell
nuclear antigen (PCNA) is duplicated in bowhead whales with
one copy harboring four lineage-speciﬁc residue changes (Figure 3B). Based on our RNA-seq data mapped to the genome
(see Experimental Procedures and full results in Supplemental
Folder 1), both PCNA copies are expressed in bowhead whale
muscle, kidney, retina, and testis. By mapping the lineagespeciﬁc residues onto the structure of PCNA in complex with

FEN-1, we uncovered one amino acid substitution (Q38H), which
may affect the interaction between PCNA and FEN-1 (Figure 3C).
A subsequent branch-site test for selective pressure variation
(see Experimental Procedures and Table S3) revealed that one
substitution, D58S, may have undergone positive selection in
the bowhead-whale lineage (with a posterior probability score
of 0.983). The duplication of PCNA during bowhead-whale evolution is of particular interest due to its involvement in DNA damage repair (Hoege et al., 2002) and association with aging in that
its levels in aged rat liver seem to relate to the decrease in the
rate of cell proliferation (Tanno et al., 1996).
Another notable duplicated gene is late endosomal/lysosomal
adaptor, MAPK and MTOR activator 1 (LAMTOR1), in which six
bowhead-speciﬁc amino acid changes were identiﬁed (Figure S3). LAMTOR1 is involved in amino acid sensing and activation of mTORC1, a gene strongly associated with aging and
cancer (Cornu et al., 2013). The original LAMTOR1 copy was expressed in all bowhead whale adult tissues for which we have
data, with the duplicate having much lower (but detectable)
expression in heart and retina. Also of note, putative duplications
of 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 4 (PSMD4)
and ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal esterase L3 (UCHL3) were identiﬁed with evidence of expression, which is intriguing considering
the known involvement of the proteasome-ubiquitin system in
aging (López-Otı́n et al., 2013) and given previous evidence
that this system is under selection speciﬁc to lineages where
longevity increased (Li and de Magalhães, 2013); UCHL3 has
also been involved in neurodegeneration (Kurihara et al., 2001).
Other gene duplications of potential interest for their role in
mitosis, cancer, and stress response include cAMP-regulated
phosphoprotein 19 (ARPP19), which has three copies even
though we only detected expression of two copies, stomatinlike 2 (STOML2), heat shock factor binding protein 1 (HSBP1)
with four copies of which two appear to be expressed, spermine
synthase (SMS) and suppression of tumorigenicity 13 (ST13).
Similar to previous genome characterizations, we chose the
complete set of known protease genes for a detailed supervised
analysis of gene loss (Quesada et al., 2009). This procedure highlighted multiple gene loss events potentially related to the evolution of several cetacean traits, including adaptations affecting
the immune system, blood homeostasis, digestive system, and
dentition (Figure S4). Thus, the cysteine protease CASP12, a
modulator of the activity of inﬂammatory caspases, has at least
one conserved premature stop codon in bowhead and minke
whales. Interestingly, whereas this protease is conserved and
functional in almost all of the terrestrial mammals, most human
populations display different deleterious variants (Fischer et al.,
2002), presumably with the same functional consequences as
the premature stop codons in whales. Likewise, two paralogues
of carboxypeptidase A (CPA2 and CPA3) have been pseudogenized in bowhead and minke whales. Notably, CPA variants have
been associated with increased risk for prostate cancer in humans (Ross et al., 2009), which could be of interest in the context
of reduced cancer susceptibility in whales compared with humans (de Magalhães, 2013).
Additionally, we found that multiple coagulation factors have
been lost in bowhead and minke whales. The ﬁnding of bowhead
whale-speciﬁc changes is also noteworthy because it could be

related to the special characteristics of this mammal. For
example, OTUD6A, a cysteine protease with a putative role in
the innate immune system (Kayagaki et al., 2007), is speciﬁcally
lacking in the assembled genome and expressed sequences of
the bowhead whale. In addition, whereas the enamel metalloprotease MMP20 has been lost in bowhead and minke whales (Yim
et al., 2014), our analysis suggests that these genomic events
happened independently (see alignments in Supplemental
Folder 1). Finally, as aforementioned, the cysteine protease
UCHL3 seems to have been duplicated through a retrotranscription-mediated event in a common ancestor to bowhead and
minke whales, although only the genome of the bowhead whale
shows a complete, putatively functional open reading frame for
this extra copy of the gene. UCHL3 may play a role in adipogenesis (van Beekum et al., 2012), which indicates that this duplication might be related to the adaptation of the bowhead whale to
the challenging arctic environment. These results suggest
speciﬁc scenarios for the role of proteolysis in the evolution of
Mysticetes. Speciﬁcally, given the relationship between immunity and aging (López-Otı́n et al., 2013), some of these ﬁndings
might open new approaches for the study of this outstanding
cetacean.
DISCUSSION
The genetic and molecular mechanisms by which longevity
evolves remain largely unexplained. Given the declining costs
of DNA sequencing, de novo genome sequencing is rapidly
becoming affordable. The sequencing of genomes of long-lived
species allows comparative genomics to be employed to study
the evolution of longevity and has already provided candidate
genes for further functional studies (de Magalhães and Keane,
2013). Nonetheless, deciphering the genetic basis of species differences in longevity has major intrinsic challenges (de Magalhães and Keane, 2013), and much work remains to uncover
the underlying mechanisms by which some species live much
longer than others. In this context, studying a species so long
lived and with such an extraordinary resistance to age-related
diseases as the bowhead whale will help elucidate mechanisms
and genes conferring longevity and disease resistance in mammals. Remarkably, large whales with over 1,000 times more cells
than humans do not exhibit an increased cancer risk (Caulin and
Maley, 2011), suggesting the existence of natural mechanisms
that can suppress cancer more effectively in these animals. Having the genome sequence of the bowhead whale will allow
researchers to study basic molecular processes and identify
maintenance mechanisms that help preserve life, avoid entropy,
and repair molecular damage. When compared to transcriptome
data (Seim et al., 2014), the genome’s greater completeness and
quality permits additional (e.g., gene loss and duplication) and
more thorough analyses. Besides, whereas the genomes of
many commercially important agricultural species have been reported, the bowhead genome sequence is the ﬁrst for a species
key to a subsistence diet of indigenous communities. One of the
outputs of this project will be to facilitate and drive research in
this long-lived species. Data and results from this project are
thus made freely available to the scientiﬁc community on an
online portal (http://www.bowhead-whale.org/). We provide
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this key resource for studying the bowhead whale and its various
traits, including its exceptional longevity and resistance to
diseases.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
DNA and RNA Sampling in Greenland
Bowhead (Balaena mysticetus) DNA used for genome sequencing was isolated from muscle tissue sampled from a 51-year-old female (ID no. 325)
caught in the Disko Bay, West Greenland in 2009 (Heide-Jørgensen et al.,
2012). Tissue samples were stored at –20 C immediately after collection.
Age estimation was performed using the aspartic acid racemization technique
(Garde et al., 2007). CITES no. 12GL1003387 was used for transfer of biological material. Bowhead RNA used for RNA-seq and small RNA analysis
was isolated from two different individuals: kidney samples were from a
44-year-old female (ID no. 500) and muscle samples were isolated from a
44-year-old male (ID no. 322). For more details of the individual whales, see
Heide-Jørgensen et al. (2012).
Genome Sequencing
DNA was extracted following standard protocols, quantiﬁed using Qubit and
run on an agarose gel to ensure no degradation had occurred. We then generated 1503 coverage of the genome using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform
with 100 bp reads, sequencing paired-end libraries, and mate-paired libraries
with insert sizes of 3, 5, and 10 kb (Table 1). Sequencing was performed at
the Liverpool Centre for Genomic Research (CGR; http://www.liv.ac.uk/
genomic-research/).
Genome Assembly
Libraries were preprocessed in-house by the CGR to remove adaptor sequences. The raw fastq ﬁles were trimmed for the presence of the Illumina
adaptor sequence using Cutadapt and then subjected to window-based quality trimming using Sickle with a minimum window quality score of 20. A minimum read-length ﬁlter of 10 bp was also applied. Libraries were then assembled with ALLPATHS-LG (Gnerre et al., 2011), which performed all assembly
steps including read error correction, initial read alignment, and scaffolding.
ALLPATHS-LG build 43762 was used with the default input parameters,
including K = 96. Several build parameters were automatically determined by
the software at run time per its standard algorithm. Of 2.88 3 109 paired fragment reads and 1.87 3 109 paired jumping reads, 0.015% were removed as
poly(A) and 1.5% were removed due to low-frequency kmers; 54% of jumping
read pairs were error-corrected, and overall 33% of jumping pairs were redundant. In total, we used 216 Gbp for the 2.3 Gb assembly, meaning that coverage
retained for the assembly was 953. Full assembly and read usage data are
shown in Supplemental Folder 2. Assembly completeness was assayed with
CEGMA by searching for 248 core eukaryotic genes (Parra et al., 2007).
Genome Size Determination
To determine the genome size for bowhead whale, spleen tissues were
acquired from one male (10B17) and one female (10B18). Both whales were
harvested in 2010 as part of the native subsistence hunt in Barrow, Alaska.
Sample processing and staining followed the methods of Vindeløv and Christensen (1994). Instrument description and additional methodological details
are provided in Oziolor et al. (2014). Brieﬂy, ﬂow cytometric genome size determination is based on propidium iodide ﬂuorescent staining of nuclear DNA.
Mean ﬂuorescence is calculated for cells in the G0 and G1 phases of the cell
cycle. This method requires direct comparison to known standards to convert
measured ﬂuorescence to pg of DNA. The primary standard used in this study
was the domestic chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus). Chicken red blood cells
are widely used as a genome size standard, with an accepted genome size of
C = 1.25 pg. Chicken whole blood was purchased from Innovative Research.
Mouse (Mus musculus) and rat (Rattus norvegicus) were included as internal
checks, with estimates for both falling within 3% of previously published
genome size estimates (Vinogradov, 1998). Spleen tissues from three male
129/SvEvTac laboratory mice and a single male Harlan SD Sprague-Dawley
laboratory rat were used.
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Transcriptome Sequencing and Assembly: Greenland Samples
Total RNA was extracted from the kidney and muscle employing the
mirVanaTM RNA extraction kit (Ambion). RNA integrity of the individual RNA
samples was assessed on a 1% agarose gel using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent Technologies). Library preparation was performed using the
ScriptSeqTM mRNA-seq library preparation kit from Epicenter according to
the manufacturer’s protocol (Epicenter) and sequenced (100 bp paired end)
as multiplexed samples using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 analyzer. Fastq generation and demultiplexing were performed using the CASAVA 1.8.2 package
(Illumina). The fastq ﬁles were ﬁltered for adapters, quality, and length using
Trimmomatic (v.0.27), with a window size of 4, a base quality cutoff of 20,
and a minimum length of 60 (Lohse et al., 2012). De novo transcriptome assembly was performed using the short read assembler software Trinity (release
2013-02-25), which is based on the de Bruijn graph method for assembly, with
default settings (Grabherr et al., 2011).
Transcriptome Sequencing and Assembly: Alaskan Samples
Tissue biopsies were obtained from two male bowhead whales harvested by
Inupiat hunters at Barrow, Alaska during the Fall hunt of 2010; heart, cerebellum, liver, and testes were biopsied from male bowhead number 10B16,
and retina from male bowhead 10B20. Samples were immediately placed in
liquid nitrogen and transported in a dry shipper to Purdue University. RNA
was extracted using TRIZOL reagent (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s
protocol. RNA was puriﬁed using an Invitrogen PureLink Micro-to-Midi columns from the Total RNA Puriﬁcation System using the standard protocol.
RNA quantity and quality was estimated with a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop)
and by gel electrophoresis using an Agilent model 2100 Bioanalyzer. cDNA
libraries were constructed by random priming of chemically sheared poly A
captured RNA. Randomly primed DNA products were blunt ended. Products
from 450–650 bp were then isolated using a PippenPrep. After the addition
of an adenine to the fragments, a Y primer ampliﬁcation was used to produce
properly tailed products. Paired-end sequences of 100 bp per end were generated using the Illumina HiScan platform. Sequences with primer concatamers,
weak signal, and/or poly A/T tails were culled. The Trinity software package for
de novo assembly (Grabherr et al., 2011) was used for transcript reconstruction (Table S1).
Small RNA Sequencing and Annotation
To annotate microRNA genes in the bowhead genome, we conducted deep
sequencing of two small RNA libraries prepared from muscle and kidney tissues (Greenland samples). Total RNA was isolated using mirVana miRNA
Isolation Kit (Ambion). Small RNA in the 15-40 nucleotides range was gel puriﬁed and small RNA libraries were prepared for next-generation sequencing
using the ScriptMiner Small RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit (Epicenter). The
two libraries were sequenced on an Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 instrument to
generate single end sequences of 50 nucleotides. Primary data analysis
was done using the Illumina CASAVA Pipeline software v.1.8.2, and the
sequence reads were further processed by trimming for adapters and
ﬁltering for low quality using Trimmomatic (Lohse et al., 2012). Identiﬁcation
of conserved and novel candidate microRNA genes in the bowhead genome
was accomplished by applying the miRDeep2 algorithm (Friedländer et al.,
2008, 2012).
Evaluation of Repeat Elements
To evaluate the percentage of repeat elements, RepeatMasker (v.4.0.3; http://
www.repeatmasker.org/) was used to identify repeat elements, with parameters set as ‘‘-s -species mammal.’’ RMBlast was used as a sequence search
engine to list out all types of repeats. Percentage of repeat elements was
calculated as the total number of repeat region divided by the total length of
the genome, excluding the N-region. Genomes of minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata), orca (Orcinus orca), common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncates), and cow (Bos taurus) were downloaded from NCBI and run in parallel
for comparison with the bowhead genome.
Genome Annotation
Putative genes were located in the assembly by structural annotation with
MAKER2 (Holt and Yandell, 2011), which combined both bowhead

transcriptomes with comparative and de novo prediction methods including
BLASTX, Exonerate, SNAP, Genemark, and Augustus. In addition to the
RNA-seq data, the entire SwissProt database and the draft proteome of dolphin were used as input to the comparative methods. Repetitive elements
were found with RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/). The complete set of MAKER input parameters, including training sets used for the
de novo prediction methods, are listed in Supplemental Folder 2. In total,
22,672 protein-coding genes were predicted with an average length of 417
(median 307) amino acid residues.
The RNA-seq data from seven adult bowhead tissues described above
were then mapped to the genome: FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.
babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) was used for quality control to make sure
that data of all seven samples was of acceptable quality. STAR (Dobin
et al., 2013) was used to generate genome ﬁles from the bowhead assembly
and to map the reads to the bowhead genome with 70.3% of reads mapping,
which is in line with other results including those in the minke whale (Yim
et al., 2014). To count the reads overlapping genes, we used ReadCounter
(van Dam et al., 2015). The results obtained from all seven samples were
combined into a single ﬁle describing the number of nonambiguously mapping reads for each gene (full results in Supplemental Folder 1). Of the
22,672 predicted protein-coding genes, 89.5% had at least ten reads mapping and 97.5% of predicted genes had at least one read mapping to them,
which is again comparable to other genomes like the minke whale genome
(Yim et al., 2014).
To allow the identiﬁcation of orthologous relationships with bowhead proteins, all cow protein sequences were downloaded from Ensembl (Flicek
et al., 2013). Cow was initially used because it is the closest relative to the bowhead with a high-quality annotated genome available. First, BLASTP (105)
was used to ﬁnd the best hit in the cow proteome for every predicted bowhead
protein, and then the reciprocal best hit for each cow protein was deﬁned as an
ortholog. In addition, human and mouse orthologs from the OPTIC pipeline
(see below) were used to assign predicted gene symbols to genes and proteins. A total of 15,831 bowhead genes have a putative gene symbol based
on these predictions. Homologs in minke whale and dolphin were also derived
and are available on our bowhead genome portal.
Genome Portal
To facilitate further studies of these animals, we constructed an online genome
portal: The Bowhead Whale Genome Resource (http://www.bowhead-whale.
org/). Its database structure, interface, and functionality were adapted from
our existing Naked Mole Rat Genome Resource (Keane et al., 2014). Our
data and results are available from the portal, and supplemental methods
and data ﬁles are also available on GitHub (https://github.com/maglab/
bowhead-whale-supplementary).
Pairwise dN/dS Analysis
The CodeML program from the PAML package was used to calculate
pairwise dN/dS ratios (Yang, 2007). This is done using the ratio of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN) to synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS), dN/dS, or u (Yang, 2007). Speciﬁcally, these
pairwise dN/dS ratios were calculated for bowhead coding sequences and
orthologous sequences from minke, cow, and dolphin, excluding coding sequences that were less than 50% of the length of the orthologous sequence.
The results were then ranked by decreasing dN/dS and are available on our
bowhead genome portal. In addition, the ratio of the bowhead-minke dN/dS
value to the higher of the dN/dS values for minke-cow and minke-dolphin
was calculated to identify genes that evolved more rapidly on the bowhead
lineage.
Assessment of Selective Pressure Variation across Single-Gene
Orthologous Families Using Codon-Based Models of Evolution
To accurately assess variation in selective pressure on the bowhead, minke,
and orca lineages in comparison to extant terrestrial mammals, we created
a protein-coding database spanning the placental mammals. Along with the
orca (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/189949), minke (Yim et al.,
2014), and bowhead data described above, we extracted protein coding
sequences from Ensembl Biomart v.73 (Flicek et al., 2013) for the following

18 genomes: chimpanzee, cow, dog, elephant, gibbon (5.63 coverage),
gorilla, guinea pig, horse, human, macaque, marmoset, microbat, mouse,
opossum, orangutan, platypus, rabbit, and rat. These genomes were all high
coverage (mostly >63 coverage) with the exception of gibbon (Supplemental
Folder 2). Sequence similarity searches were performed using mpi-BLAST
(v 1.6.0) (Altschul et al., 1990) (http://www.mpiblast.org/) on all proteins using
a threshold of 107. Gene families were identiﬁed using in-house software that
clusters genes based on reciprocal BLAST hits (Altschul et al., 1990). We identiﬁed a total of 6,630 gene families from which we extracted the single-gene
orthologous families (SGOs). Families were considered SGOs if we identiﬁed
a single-gene representative in each species (one-to-one orthologs), and to
account for lower coverage genomes and missing data we also considered
cases where a speciﬁc gene was not present in a species, i.e., one-to-zero orthology. SGOs were only considered for subsequent analysis if they contained
more than seven species in total and if they contained no internal stop codons
(indicative of sequencing errors). In total, we retained 866 SGOs for further
analysis. Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) were generated using default
parameters in PRANK (v.100802) (Löytynoja and Goldman, 2008). To minimize
potential false-positives due to poor sequence quality, the MSAs of the 866
SGOs underwent strict data-quality ﬁltering. The ﬁrst ﬁlter prohibited the
presence of gaps in the MSA if created by unique insertions (>12 bp) in either
bowhead or minke sequences. The second ﬁlter required unaligned bowhead
or minke sequences to be at least half the length of their respective MSA.
These two ﬁlters reﬁned the number of testable SGOs to 319. The gene phylogeny of each SGO was inferred from the species phylogeny (Morgan et al.,
2013). CodeML from the PAML software package (v.4.4e) (Yang, 2007) was
employed for our selective pressure variation analyses. We analyzed each of
the 319 reﬁned SGOs using the nested codon-based models of evolution under a maximum likelihood framework. We employed the likelihood ratio test
(LRT) using nested models of sequence evolution to evaluate a variety of
models of codon sequence evolution (Yang, 2007). In general, these codon
models allow for variable dN/dS ratios (referred to as u throughout) among
sites in the alignment, along different lineages on our phylogenetic tree, or a
combination of both variations across lineages and sites. To assess the significance of ﬁt of each model to the data, we used the recommended LRTs
in CodeML (Yang, 2007) for comparing nested models (see Supplemental
Folder 2). The LRT test statistic approximates the chi-square (c2) distribution
critical value with degrees of freedom equal to the number of additional free
parameters in the alternative model. The goal of the codon-based modeling
is to determine the selective pressures at work in a lineage and site-speciﬁc
manner.
The models applied follow the standard nomenclature (i.e., model M1, M2,
A, and A null) (Yang, 2007). Model M1 assumes that there are two classes of
sites—those with an u value of zero and those with an u value of 1. Model
M2 allows for three classes of sites—one with an u value of zero, one with
an u value of one and one with an u value that is not ﬁxed to any value. Given
the relationship between M1 and M2, they can be tested for the signiﬁcance of
the difference of the ﬁt of these two models using an LRT with df = 2. Finally, we
used model A that allows the u value to vary across sites and across different
lineages in combination. With model A, we can estimate the proportion of sites
and the dN/dS ratio in the foreground lineage of interest in comparison to the
background lineages and the estimated dN/dS ratio is free to vary above 1 (i.e.,
positive selection). Model A can be compared with its site-speciﬁc counterpart
(model M1) using the LRT with df = 2. In addition, the lineage and site-speciﬁc
model model A null was applied as a second LRT with model A. In model A null,
the additional site category is ﬁxed at neutral rather than being estimated from
the data, and this LRT provides an additional test for model A (Zhang et al.,
2005). In this way, we performed independent tests on each of the extant cetacean lineages (orca, minke, and bowhead), as well as testing each ancestral
cetacean branch (the MRCA of the two baleen whales and the MRCA of all
three cetaceans), to determine if there were signatures of positive selection
that are unique to each lineage (Yang and dos Reis, 2011). Using empirical
Bayesian estimations, we identiﬁed the speciﬁc residues that are positively
selected in each lineage tested. Positive selection was inferred if all of the
following criteria were met: (1) if the LRT was signiﬁcant, (2) if the parameters
estimated under that model were concurrent with positive selection, and (3) if
the alignment in that region was of high quality (as judged by alignment
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completeness and quality in that region). The posterior probability (PP) of a
positively selected site is estimated using two calculations: Naive Empirical
Bayes (NEB) or Bayes Empirical Bayes (BEB) (Yang, 2007). If both NEB and
BEB are predicted, we reported the BEB results as they have been shown to
be more robust under certain conditions (Yang et al., 2005). For all models
used in the analysis where u is estimated from the data, a variety of starting
u values was used for the calculation of likelihood estimates. This ensures
that the global minimum is reached.
Identiﬁcation of Proteins with Bowhead-Unique Residues
An in-house Perl pipeline was used to align each bowhead protein with orthologs from nine other mammals: human (Homo sapiens), dog (Canis familiaris),
mouse (Mus musculus), rat (Rattus norvegicus), minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata), cow (Bos taurus), dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), horse (Equus
caballus), and elephant (Loxodonta africana) and then identify the unique bowhead amino acid residues. Gaps were excluded from the analysis, and a
maximum of one unknown residue was allowed in species other than the bowhead. The results were ranked by the number of unique residues normalized by
the protein length (full results in Supplemental Folder 1).
Gene Expansion Analysis, Filtering, and Expression
Human, mouse, dog, cow, dolphin, and platypus genomes and gene annotations were obtained from Ensembl (Flicek et al., 2013), the genome and gene
annotation of minke whale were obtained from Yim et al. (2014). In total,
21,069, 22,275, 19,292, 19,988, 15,769, 17,936, 20,496, and 22,733 human,
mouse, dog, cow, dolphin, platypus, minke whale, and bowhead whale genes,
respectively, were used to construct orthology mappings using OPTIC (Heger
and Ponting, 2007). Brieﬂy, OPTIC builds phylogenetic trees for gene families
by ﬁrst assigning orthology relationships based on pairwise orthologs
computed using PhyOP (Goodstadt and Ponting, 2006). Then, a tree-based
method, PhyOP, is used to cluster genes into orthologous groups, and, last,
gene members are aligned and phylogenetic trees built with TreeBeST (Vilella
et al., 2009). Further details are available in the OPTIC paper (Heger and Ponting, 2007). Predicted orthology groups can be accessed at http://genserv.
anat.ox.ac.uk/clades/vertebrates_bowhead.
To identify gene families that underwent expansion, gene trees were
reconciled with the consensus species tree, and duplicated nodes were
identiﬁed. The tree used, derived from TimeTree (Hedges et al., 2006), was:
(mm_oanatinus5, ((mm_cfamiliaris3, (mm_btaurus, (mm_ttruncatus, (mm_
balaenoptera, mm_bmysticetus)))), (mm_hsapiens10, mm_mmusculus5))).
The following algorithm was used to reconcile gene and species trees.
A stringent ﬁlter was applied to the data so that gene duplicates in bowhead whales were required to differ by at most 10% in protein sequence
from a cognate copy but were also required to differ by at least 1% to avoid
assembly artifacts and to remove recently duplicated copies with no function. Further manual inspection of the alignments was performed. Gene
expression inferred from our RNA-seq data was used to check the expression of duplicates.
An in-house peptide-sensitive approach was used to align the PCNA cDNA
into codons, and CodeML/PAML was used to test M0, a one-rate model that
assumes the same rate of evolution in all branches against M2^a, a branch site
test with one rate for the background and one rate for the bowhead whale
branch (Yang, 2007).
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